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Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Commissioner:

Applicants respectfully request consideration and entry of the following Preliminary

Amendment with support therefore indicated in the following Remarks, in which:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper; and

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 7 of this paper.

Date of Deposit: August 4, 2010
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[Nishi Pasangai
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Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1-18 (Canceled)

Claim 19 (New): A method for content delivery, comprising:

maintaining a network resource that is accessible to a remote electronic device, the

remote electronic device being capable of wireless communication, wherein the network

resource facilitates access to a selectable piece of media content;

storing a first collection of instructions on at least one storage device, wherein the first

collection of instructions are executable by a processor of a computing device to present a

graphical user interface for the network resource; and

storing a different collection of instructions on the at least one storage device, wherein

the different collection of instructions are executable by a processor of the remote electronic

I device: (1) to access a website; (2) to recognize selection of an icon presented on a display of the

remote electronic device, wherein the icon is associated with content that is deliverable as a

streaming media; (3) to present an other icon comprising the word “store” on the display; (4) to

locally store a playlist; and (5) to switch between a set ofcommunication rates at which the

remote electronic device can wirelessly receive a first portion and a second portion of the

content, wherein the set of communication rates comprise at least a first data rate and a second

data rate that is slower than the first data rate.

Claim 20 (New): The method of Claim 19, wherein the set of communication rates

include a communication rate that is lower than 100 Kbps.

Claim 21 (New): The method of Claim 20, wherein the communication rate is 10 Kbps.

Claim 22 (New): The method of Claim 19, further comprising communicating

information from a network location for use by the remote electronic device via a computing
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device that already has the first collection of instructions and is operable to execute the first

collection of instructions in connection with accessing the network resource.

Claim 23 (New): The method of Claim 22, further comprising communicating a software

upgrade for the remote electronic device.

Claim 24 (New): The method of Claim 19, further comprising:

maintaining a store resource that can be accessed in response to a selection of the other

icon comprising the word “store” on the display of the remote electronic device; and

making a piece of software available at the store resource, wherein the piece of software

includes instructions executable by the processor of the remote electronic device.

Claim 25 (New): The method of Claim l9,_further comprising providing a copy of the

first collection of instructions to a user.

Claim 26 (New): The method of Claim 19, further comprising providing a copy of the

different collection of instructions to a user.

Claim 27 (New): The method of Claim 19, wherein the content is segmented into a

plurality of portions.

Claim 28 (New): The method of Claim 27, wherein the different collection of instructions

are further executable by the processor of the remote electronic device to receive communication

of the plurality of segments in connection with outputting the content.

Claim 29 (New): The method of Claim 19, wherein the different collection of instructions

are further executable by the processor of the remote electronic device to receive at least one

portion of the content in a compressed format and to process the at least one portion.
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Claim 30 (New): A method for content delivery, comprising:

presenting a graphical user interface on a display of an electronic device that is capable of

wireless communication;

recognizing selection of an icon presented on the display, wherein the icon is associated

with content that is deliverable as a streaming media;

accessing a listing of network locations from which information associated with the

content may be obtained; and

executing instructions at the electronic device to direct a processor in the electronic

device to switch between a set of communication rates at which the electronic device receives a

first portion and a second portion of the content, wherein the set of wireless communication rates

comprises at least a first data rate and a second data rate that is slower than the first data rate.

Claim 31 (New): The method of Claim 30, further comprising utilizing a portion of the

instructions at the electronic device to switch between at least two of the set of communication

rates .

Claim 32 (New): The method of Claim 30, further comprising:

executing instructions at the electronic device to direct the processor in the electronic

device to present an other icon comprising the word “store” on the display;

accessing a network based store resource in response to a selection of the other icon

comprising the word “store”; and

selecting a piece of software available at the store resource, wherein the piece of software

includes instructions executable by the processor of the electronic device.

Claim 33 (New): The method of Claim 30, further comprising receiving a software

upgrade.

Claim 34 (New): The method of Claim 30, wherein each of the presenting, recognizing,

accessing, and executing steps are performed by one or more components of a portable device

that is operable as a telephone.
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Claim 35 (New): _The method of Claim 30, wherein each of the presenting, recognizing,

accessing, and executing steps are performed by one or more components of a portable device

that is not operable as a cellular telephone.

Claim 36 (New): The method of Claim 30, further comprising switching between the first

data rate and the second data rate based on an amount of the content that has been buffered in the

electronic device.

Claim 37 (New): A system for content delivery, comprising:

a portable device having a display, a local rechargeable battery, 3. wireless

communication system, and a processor;

a physical interface of the portable device, the physical interface configured to connect to

an interface system that includes a cable having multiple conductive elements, wherein the

physical interface is designed such that a different electronic device can be communicatively

coupled with the physical interface of the portable device using the interface system in a manner

that allows the different electronic device to recharge the local rechargeable battery using at least

one of the multiple conductive elements and to communicate with the portable device using at

least one other of the multiple conductive elements; and

a computer-readable medium having stored instructions that when executed are operable

to cause the processor: (1) to present an icon on the display, the icon associated with content that

is deliverable as streaming media; (2) to recognize a selection of the icon; and (3) to switch

between a set of communication rates at which the portable device receives a first portion and a

second portion of the content, wherein the set of communication rates comprise at least a first

data rate and a second data rate that is slower than the first data rate.

Claim 38 (New): The system of Claim 37, further comprising the interface system and

the different electronic device, wherein at least a portion of the different electronic device is a

component of an automobile sound system and the interface system utilizes at least one bus to

communicatively couple with the different electronic device.
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Claim 39 (New): The system of Claim 37, further comprising the interface system and

the different electronic device, wherein at least a portion of the different electronic device is a

Component of a stereo system and the interface system utilizes at least one bus to

communicatively couple with the different electronic device.

Claim 40 (New): The system of Claim 37, wherein the stored instructions are further

operable to cause the processor: (1) to obtain a listing of network locations at which to access the

streaming media; and (2) to cause a first of the network locations to be accessed to facilitate a

streaming delivery of the streaming media.

Claim 41 (New): The system of Claim 37, wherein the content is selected from a group

consisting of a song and a Video.
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REMARKSIARGUMENTS

Applicants respectfully request that the above amendments be entered in the present

application and that the Examiner allow all pending claims.

Applicants have canceled claims 1-18 without prejudice or disclaimer. Applicants have

added claims 19-41. Each of the independent claims include a limitation directed at switching

between different communication rates during the process of receiving a piece of content (e.g., a

song or a video) that is being delivered as streaming media (i.e., the delivery method is streaming

media as opposed to download and play). Support for the new claims can be found throughout

the specification. By way of example, Figure 4 depicts a user interface to be considered and the

specification states in paragraphs [0031] and [0034], respectively:

[0031] In one embodiment, the selected information may be formatted and

transmitted to achieve a desirable transmission rate. For example,

conventional systems may transmit information at a speed of 10 kilobits per

second.

[0034] For example, the selected audio information may first be

transmitted to the electronic device via high-speed communication until

enough information has been wirelessly communicated and buffered into a

memory device operably associated with the electronic device. Upon

communication of a certain percentage of the selected audio information,

slower communication speeds may then be used to communicate additional

selected audio information.

Applicants hereby request that the Examiner review the specification, as necessary, to

ensure support of the claims and to identify any subject matter for which the Examiner needs the

Applicant to identify additional support.

Applicants respectfully submit that support is readily apparent and that the present

application is now in condition for allowance. If for any reason the Examiner believes that the

application may not be in condition for allowance after entry of this amendment and
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consideration of these remarks, Applicants request the Examiner to contact the undersigned

attorney at the telephone number listed below to advance the prosecution of this application.

The application is believed to be in condition for allowance and the Examiner’s prompt

action in accordance therewith is respectfully requested. The Commissioner is authorized to

charge any additional fees or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 20-1504.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: August 4, 2010 /Mark J. Rozrnanl
Mark J. Rozman

Registration No. 42,1 17

TROP, PRUNER & HU, P.C.

1616 S. Voss Road, Suite 750

Houston, Texas 77057-2631

(512) 418-9944 [Phone]

(713)468-8883 [Fax]

Customer No.: 21906
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the

application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be

disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application

which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a

published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Die folgenden Angahan Bind den vom Anmelder eingereichten Unterlagen entnomman

Priifungsantrag gem. § 44 PatG ist gestellt

® Audio—Soundsystem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug

CW) Audio-Soundsystem (1)fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug mit einer
Stauereinheit (2), mit einer E1'ngabeein|1e-it (3) zur Bedie-
nung des Systems (1), rnit einer Anzeigeeinheit (4), mit ei-
ner Einheit (5) zur Generierung der Ouelldaten in Form
Von Audiodaten, mit einer Verstéirkereinheit (6) zur Ver-

stérkung der Oueildaten, mit einem oder mehmren ‘|_.aut-
sprechern (7) und mit einem Bussystem (B), das die Ub9r-
tragung dar Ouelldatan und der Steuerdaten zur Steue-
rung der Einheiten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) zwischen den einzelnen
Einhaiten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) sicherstellt, bei dam zumindes)
eine Von der Steuereinheit (2) verschiedene Einheit (3, 4,
5, 6, 7) des Systems (1) einen ihr zugeordneten Speicher
(9) aufweist, in dem der Funktionsumfang dieser Einhait
(3, 4, 5, 6, '1') dargestellt (st, und dieser Funkfionsumfang
fiber den Bus (8) an die Stauereinheit (2) fjbertragbar ist
und in dieser der ijbermiltelte Funlctionsumfang zumin-
dest tailweise zur Bildung des Funktinnsurnfanges des ge-
samten Systems (1) herangezogen werden kann. Dabei
sind die Steuereinheit (2), die Eingabeeinheit (3) und die
Anzeigeeinheit (4) dergeslalt miteinander verbunden,
dafS mirtels der Anzeigaeinheit (4) die fiir die Bedienung
des gesamten Systems (1) erforderlichen Bedienmenues
entsprechend dem Funktionsumfang des gesamten Sy-
stems (1) darstellbarsind und die Bedienung des Systems
(1) mit Hilfe der Eingabeeinheit (3) anhand der Dars1cl|un—
gen in derAnzeigeeI'nheit (4) erfolgen kann.
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Beschreibung

Die Erfindung betrifft ein Audio-Sotlndsystem ftir ein
Kraftfahrzeug mit einer Steuereinheit, mit einer Eingabeein-
heit zur Bedienung des Systems, mit ciner Anzeigeeinheit,
mil. einer Einheit zur Generierung der Quelldaten in Form
V01] Audiodatcn, mit eincr Verstéirkcncinheit zur Verstéirkung
der Quelldaten, mit einem ocler meltreren dieser zugeordne-
ten Lautsprechern und mit einem Bussystetn, das die Uber—
tragung der Quelldaten und der Steuerdaten zur Steuerung
der Einheiten zwischen den einzelnen Einheilen sicherslellt.

Ein derartiges Audio—Soundsystem ist allgemein in der
EP-A-U 725 522 beschrieben. Weiterliin ist ein derztttiges
System in der Druckschtift "OCC 8001" CONAN "Optical
Transcie\'er", (,‘&C Electronics Ltd., 1996 beschrieben. Die
dargcslellten Audio-Soundsysteme zeigen eine Steuerein-
hcit, wclchc auch Head Unit gcnannt wird, die die Steucrung
des gesalnten Systems bewirkt und die die Ausgabe V011 In-
formation tiber die Anzeigeeinheit, die Bedienung des Sy-
stems fiber die Eingabeeinheil dnrch den Benntzer sowie die
Umsetzung in entsprechende Steuerbefehle fiir die einzel-
ncn Einhciten des Audio-Soundsystcrrts crlniiglicht. Dabci
zeigen die bekztnnten Audio-Soundsysteute Ftir Kra['lfu]1r-
zeuge einen starren Syslemaufbau, der es nur erlaubt, be-
stimmte Einlteiten in das System zu integrieren, welche
durch die Steuereinheit/Head Unit vorgesehen sind. Datnit
erweisen sich die bekannten Audio-Soundsysteme fiir Kraft-
falirzeuge als wenig llexibel, wenig benut'1.er1'reundlit.'l1 und
sehr teuer int Falle einer Adaption des Systems an die neuen
Gegebenheitcn. Bins Anpassung an neue, andersartige, zu-
séilzliche Komponenten wird bei den hekannten Audio-
Sotlndsystemen dadurch gewiihrleistet, daB nehen der neuen
Einheit zusfilzlich eine neue Steuereinheitlfiead Unit in das

System integriert werden muff», was die bere-its heschriebe—
nen Nacliteile mit sich bringt.

Aufgabe der Erfindung ist es, das Audio-Soundsystem ftjr

ein Kraftfahrzeug so auszubilden, dafi Einderungen am Sy-
stem mifiglichst einfacher, kostengfinstiger und sichener
durchgefiihrt werden kiinnen.

Diese Aufgabe wird bei (16111 bekaunten Audio-Soundsy-
stem dadurch erreicht, dnfl die Steuereinheit in die Lagc ver-
setzt ist, dafl sie Von einer Oder mehreren curler allen anderen

Einheiten des Systems deren méiglichen Funktionsulnfang,
welcher in einem dieser zugeordneten Speicher abgelegt ist,
fiber das Bussystem zugefiihrt bekommt und aus der Sumtne
der einzetnen Ftmklionsumfange der Funktionsumfang des
(iesamtsystems gebildet wird. Dieser Funklionsumfang des
gesarnten Systems bildet stets eine Teilmenge alter Funkti~
Onsulnfiinge der einzelnen liinheiten des Audi0-S0undsy-
stems. Das dargestellte Audio-Soundsystem zeigt erfin-
dungsgeméifl cine Struktur, wclchc an dczcntralcn Stcllcn
den Funktionsumfang der einzelnen Einheiten hinterlegl hat
und we an zenlraler Stelle vorzugsweise in der Steuereinheit
ein ans den ‘verschiedenen einzelnen liunktionsumfiingen
der einzelnen Einheiten gebildeter Funktionsumfang des ge-
Satnten Systems zur Stcucrung des gcsamlcn Systems hin-
terlegt ist.

Anders als im Stand der Teclmik wird bei einer Anderung.
heispielsweise heirn llinzufiigen einer neuen, ursprfinglich
nichl vorgesehenen Einheit des Audio-Soundsystems, nicht
mchr die Stcucreinhcit, rcspektivc die Head Unit. ausgc-
Lauscht, sondern in ilirer ArLbeibel'1alten und sicliergestellt,
dafl der hinzugekommene Funklionsumfang der zus':ttz.li-
chen Einheit zur Bildung des Funktionstlmfangs des gesa1n-
ten Systems mit herangezogen wird, wodurch den AndB1'l.1I1-
gen des gesamten Systems Rechnung getragen W1ICl und der
Benulzer den Antlerungen entsprechend neue, geiinderle
Bedienintjglichkeiten und enlsprecliende Funktionalitaten
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des Systems zur Verttigung gestelli bekomlnl. Es wird da-
mit, sowcit erforderlich, dem neuen Funktionsumfang des
gesamtcn Systems entsprecliend eine neue Br:dienungsfiih-
rung zur Bedienung -des gesamten Systems zur Verfiigung
gestellt, was ggf. tnit geéinderten Darstellungen in der An-
zeigeeinheit bzw. mil geéintlerten Zuordnungen V011 Be[eh-
len zu den Eingabelasten der Eingubccinhcit verbunden ist.

D1l1'ClJ diese Atlsbildung des Audio-Soundsystenis gelingt
es, den Funktionsumfang des Audiosoundsystems neuen
Anforderungen sicher, einfach und kostengiinstig unzupas-
sen. Aufwendige Zusatzgerfite und Neugeriite sind in diesem
Falle nicht erforderlich.

Ein besonclers vorteilhaftes, flexibles Audio-S0undsy-
stem ist dann gegeben. wenn eine Vielzahl V01] Einheiten
fiber i|.men zugeordnete Speicher verfiigt, in denen die fiir
sie spezifischen Funktionsumfzinge abgelegt sind und aus
dicscn der Gcsamtfunktionsumfang des Systems gebildct
wird, in dem alle Funktionalitiiten verwendet werden Oder
nur bestimmte Teile der Funktionalitiiten der einzelnen Ein-

heiten in die Fttnklionaiitfiil des Gesamtsystenis iibertragen
werden sollen. Diese teilweise Ubertragung kann automa-
tisch durch die Steuercinhcit odor durch dcn Bcnutzer odcr

dutch eine zuséitzliche, zeitweise in (las Soundsystem fiber
die Busleitung angeschlossene, integrierte Einheit erfolgen.

Damit wird die Vlelfaltigkeit des Systems auf besondets
vorteithafie Weise nach den jeweiligen Bedtjrfnissen des
Iienulzers entsprechend den jeweils zur Verftigung stehen-
den Einheilen nur Erzeugung VUII Audiodaten Oder den Ein-
heiten zur Verstérkung djeser Daten sowie den L:1ulsprc-
chem flexibel und frei konfigurieten, was auch der Fall sein
kann, wenn keine neuen Einheiten in des System aufgenom-
men werden, sondern nur die verwendeten 'l‘eilmengen der
Einzelfunktionsunlfange neuen Anforderungen durch Er-
weiterung Oder Einsehréinkung angepaflt werden.

N301} einer bevorztlgten Ausfiillrungsforltl der Erfindung
ist der einer Einheit zugeordnete Speicher als Teil dieser
Einheit ausgebildet. Dadurch ist gewfihrleislet, dafl der Spel-
cherinhalt mit dem mdglichcn Funktionsumfang der Einheit
nicht fiber das Bussystern an die Einheit ijbertragen werden
n1uB, u111 auschlielfiend den Funktionsumfang V011 der Ein-
heit wicderum tiber die Busleitttng an die Steuereinheit nu
iibertuilteln. In] Fall eines optischcn Bussystems, welches
besonders grolfie Vorteile in Richtung EMV-Stabilitfit und
(iewichtsersparnis aufweist, kann auf die zwingend erf0r-
derlichen, kostenintensiven elektrisch-optischen Wandler
zwischen den Speichern und den Einheiten verzichtet wer-
den, was das System weniger anffillig gegen Stfirttngen
macht und dadurch die Sicherheit der Bedienung und dantit
die Hedienfreundlichkeit des Systems erhfiht. Dari'1l1erhin-
aus erweist sich diese Ausbildung als besonders kosteng tin-
stig.

Nash einer volteilliaften Weiterbildung der Erfindtlng ist
der Speicher als Tail einer Rechnereinheit ausgebildet. wel-
Cl‘lC iiher das llussystem mit der dem Speicher 7.ugeordneten
Einheit verbunden ist. und welche als eigenstiindigc, rimm-
lich van den andcrcn Einhcilcn scparicrtc Rcchnercinhcit
ausgebildel ist, und welche bei Bedarf fiber das Bussysteln
den Funktionsumfang der (fem Speicher zugeordneten Ein-
heit direkl. nder indirekl der Sleuereinheit mr Bildung des
Funktionsumfangs des gesantten Systems zuftihren kann.
Dabs-i crweist sich die Vcrwcndung eincr Rcchnercinhcit als
besonders vurteilhafl, da sie sehr flexible Speicherstrukturen
aufweist, in welche fiber andere Schnittstetlen der Recliner-

einheit auf einfache Weise andere, geiinderte FunktionsLIm-
fainge einschreibbar sind. Auch ist enniigljcht, eine gegebe-
nenfalls zentrale Rechnereinheit mit entsprechendem Spoi-
cher in dent System vunzuseljen, welche die zentrale Ver-
waltung der einzelnen Funktionsumfange der einzelnen Ein-
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heilen gewiihrleistet und bei Bedarf (liese direkl utler indi-
rekt an die Steuereinheit zur Bildung des neuen, geiinderten
Funktionsuntfangs des gesatnten Audio-Soundsystems iiber
das Bussystem iiberltfigt. Volzugsweise ist die Ree]inerein-
heit léisbar mit dem System verbunden. Dutch Verwendung
einer geliehenen spezilischen Reellnereinheit in der Art ei-
ner voriibctgehc-nden Integration in des System fiber cine
vorbereitete Sclmittstelle i111 Bussystem kann dem System
ein neuer, gefinderter Gesanttfunktionstttnfaeg zugrunde ge-
legt werden. Dadurch ist ein sehr tlexibles und fijr den Be-
nutzer kostenglinstiges System gegeben. Beispielsweise
kann dureh eln derartiges System sehr einfaeh eine neue
Funktionalitiit, beispielsweise ein neuer Typ Von '3-D—Sound
als neue Funktionaiitéit des Systems einschliefilich der dieser
Funktionalitfit zugeordneten Bedienungsfiihrung eingege-
ben wcrden und darnit den individuellen Bedijrfnissen des

Benutzers auf sehr einfachc, kostcngtinstige und flexible
Weise angepafit werclen. Datnit gelingt es, die N0t.wendig-
keit des Ersetzens kompletter Einheiten oder des gesamten
Audio-Soundsyslems in vielen Fzillen dureh ei.ne reine Neu-
prograinmierung des Systems zu ersetzen, was sich neben
den genannten Vortcilen auch int Hinbliek auf die Ver-
schwendung Von Ressouruen und die Vermeidung Von Ab-
fall vorteilhaft bemerkbar Inacht.

Eine besonders einfaelle und angenelilne Art der Bedie-
nung des Audio-Soundsystems wird dadureh erreicht, daB
die Steuereinhcit, die liingaheeinheit und die An7.eigeein-
heil dergestall nlileinander verbuntlen sind, dafl enlspre-
chend dern Funktionsunifang des gesamten Systems auf der
Anzeigeeinlieit spezifische Bedienmenues dargestellt wer-
den. die die Bedienung des Systems mil Hilfe der Eingabe—
einheit. anhand derl).'«1rstellungen in der An7.eigeeinheit.?.ie|-
strebig und einfach ermtigtichen. Die Bedienmenues ktinnen
spezifisch sein fiir die einzelnen Funktionalitéite-n der einzel—
nen Einheiten, sie kiinnen abet auch spezifisch sein fiir die
Art und Weise des Vorgangs zur Bildung eines neuen, ge§n-
derten Funktionsumfangs des gesatuten Systems. Dabei ist
es mfjglich die Anzeigeeinheit mit einer zusiitzlichen
Sprachausgabe zu versehen, welehe die Bedienfreundlich-
lteit und Bedietlsicheriieit des (icsanttsystellls deutlich er-
hiiht. Ebenso kann tnit vergleichbaren Vorteilen die Binge-
beeinheit auch als spraehgesteuerte Eingabeeinheii ausge-
bildet sein.

Als bevormgte Ausbildung des Audio-Soundsystents hat
sich herausgestellt, die Eingabeeinheit. und die Anzeigeein-
heit zu einer einzigen Einheil zusaminenzufassen und diese
bevorzugl so auszubilden, dali die Anzeigeeinheit in ein-
zelne Segmente unterteilt ist, denen einzelne Tasten der Ein-
gabeeinheit réiurnlich 7.ugeordnet sind und welehe jeweils
die der zugeordneten Taste zugewiesene Bedienfunktionen
darstcllen und die entsprcchcndcn Taster] und die Scgtnenle
dutch die Sleueteinlteit anliand des Funklionsumfanges des
gesamten Systems so ansteuern, daB die den Tiaslen zuge—
wiesenen und in dem 7.ugeordnet,en Segment dargestellten
Funktionen durclt Betiitigen der Tasten ausgeliist werde-n
kfinnen, Durch dicse Ausbildungen gclingt es, das Audio-
Soundsysteru sehr einfaeii niit lutiglieltst wenigen Sc11nitt-
slellen und Einheiten aufzubauen. was die Verwalmng des
gesamlen Systems, respeklive (lie Sleuerung der einnelnen
Einheiten, wie aueh die Versorgung des Systems mit der er-
fordcriichen Encrgie vercinfacht und dadureh das System
weniger anfeillig gegen Slfirungen maeht. Dadurch isl ein er-
hohtes Mal?» an Bediensicherheit und ein erhéihtes Mali an

Vereinfachung der Bedienung des Systems gegeben. Nach
der besclltiebenen Ausfiihrungsform ist es me-glich, eine
zentrale Einheit als Man-Machine-Interface, bestehend aus
Eingabe- und Anzeigeeinheit int Fahrzeug, voraugsweise int
Dashboard untetzubringen, und all die anderen Einheiten,
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win: Tuner, CD-Player, Videoplayer oder iihniiches i111 Kraft-
fahrzcug an der ihrer Funktion oder den Moglichkeiten des
Fahrzeuges angepaliten und optimierlen Position unterLu-
bringen und Llber das Bussystem so miteinander zu verbin-
den, dal3 die erfonderlichen Steuer- und Quelldaten 2ielge-
riclitet iiberlrdgen werden. Damit ist es beispielsweise u1fi.'rg-
lich, den Rundfunktuner oder TV—Tuner am an sich idealcn
011 im Bereich der Antenne anzuorclnen und nur noch die

V01‘) diesen abgegebenen Quelldaten an den entsprechenden
Verstfirker und die Ausgabeeinheit weiterzuleiten. Die
Steue-rung erfolgt in diesem Fall fiber die zentrale Einheit,
das Man-Maehine—Inierface, welches dem Benutzer die

Moglichkeit der Beclienung aller Systenikotitportenten mil
deren jeweiligen Funktionsulnfiingen gewiihrt. Be-i Ande-
rungen der Funktionsumfzinge des Systems dutch Andemng
der Funktionsumfllnge einzelner Komponcntcn odcr durch
Hinzufiigcn oder Entfcrncn cinzelner Komponcntcn liifit
sich das erfindurigsgeiiiéifle, beschriebene System besonders
einfach und sicher neu lronfigurieren.

Als bevorzugle Aushildung der Erfindung hat sich ge-
zeigt, dafi neben den Autliodaten andere Multirnediadaten,
insbcsondere Vidcodaten, iibcrtragen werden kéjnncn und
dafl entspreehende Einheileu zur Generierung dieser Multi-
Inediadaten und entspreehende Einheiten zur Darstellung
dieser Multimediadateu votgesellcn si.nd. Als Beispiele fiir
Einheiten zur Generierung Von Mullimediadaten sind insbe-
sondere IJVD-Player, (.,'l)-ROM-].eseger'2ile oder Navigati-
onsgeriile zu nennen und als Einheilen zur Darslellung die-
ser Mullimediadalen zeigen sich beispielsweise LCD—Dis—
plays. Gcradc dutch die Viclfalt und die selir dynamische
Enlwicklung des Mulliniediabereiches, nlil seinen spezifi-
schen Multimediadaten, den spezifischen Informatinnsutn-
faingen der jeweiligen Ge-rfite einsehliefllich der Art und
Weise der Bedienbarke-it dieser Gertite, zeigt sich der beson-
dere Vorteil des erfindungsgemiiflen Systems, da es auf alle
mtiglichen iinderungen V01] neuen Geriiten im Bereieh Mul-
timedia und deren spezifische Enlwicklungen jederzeit flexi-
bel reagieren kann und das Sounds),-‘stem den Erfordemisscn
einfach und flexibel anpassen kann. Diese Flexibilitiit er-
weist sich umso 1nel1t,je grtilier die Zahl der Einheiten zur
Gcnerierung VOD Audl0- undfoder Mullimediadaten sind, da
hei derartigen Syslemen-rflindetungen dureh Ersetzen der
Geriite dutch den Benutzer und damit findem des Funkli-

onsumfanges sehr Vicl hiiufiger gegeben sind als bei Syste-
inen mil nur einer einzigen Einheit zur Generierung Von Au-
dio~ undfoder Multimediadaten. Bei deranigen Systemen
kann der Benutzer gegebenetifalls nach seinen Vorstellun-
gen den Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systelns festlegen
nnd ihm die entsprechenden Steuerhefehle und l3edienhe-
fehle ftir die Zuktmft ftlr die Eedienung des Systems zu-
grundc lcgcn.

Bei Systemen mit inehueren Verstéirkereinheiten znt Ver-
stétrkung der Audio-Quelldaten zeigen sich die besonderen
Vorleile des erfindungsgemi-ilien Systems in hesonderer
Weise, da geradediese Verstéirkereinheiten, insbesondere
wenn sic jede fiir sich spezilisch zugcordncte Einheiton zur
Wandluiig der verstéirkten Quelldaten in Schallwellen auf-
weisen. eine Vieizahl Von unterschiedliehen Funktiona1it‘:i-

Ien aufweisen. Dies umsn tnehr, rla jerler Verstéirkereinheit
fiir jeden ihr zugeordneten Laulsprecher spezifische, dem
Ort und den sonstigen Eigenscliaflcn des Lauisprcchcrs an-
gepaflle und spezilisch versliirkte Quelldaten 1.ur Veriiigung
gestellt werden konnen, was sich dutch untersehiedliehe
Laufzeitve1'ziigerungen, Vorverzerrungen und éilmljches
ausdriicken konnen. Wird aus irgendwelchen Griinden ir-
gend-eine Komponente, insbesondere eine Einheit zur Wand-
lung der versléirklen Quelldaten, geiirtdcrl, so lessen sich die
einzelnen Funktionsumfange der Verstiirkereinheit so an-
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passen, daB das gesamte ALIdio-Soundsystem mit der neuen.
geiinderten Einheit zur Wandlung der verstéirkten QueLlda-
ten in Schallwellen ftir den Benutzer ein n1r‘jg1ichs1 ideales
Klangempfinden erzeugt. Damit ist durch das erfindungsge
méific System aueh ennéiglicht. daB eine Anderung des
Funktionsuutfangs dahingehend miiglich ist, daB Fur be-
slimmtc Positioncn im Fahrzeug, welche durch den Benut—
zer gewfihlt warden kitinnen, jeweils ein nahezu ideaier
Klangraum unter Ausn utzung der verschiedenen Verstiirker-
parameter, wie Fader, Balance. Verziigerungswerte, Vorver-
zermng und iihnlichen eingestellt werden kann. Jeder neue
Parametersalz stellt einen geiinderlen Funktionsumfang dar,
der bei dC1’116['fi[1d1.lI2lgSg€—m5BB]‘1 System auf besonders ein-
fache und flexible Weise Verweudung finden kann. Diese
Vorteile ergeben sich umso mehr, wcnn jeder Einheil zur
Wandlung der verstiirkten Quelldaten in Schaliwellen eine
cigene Vcrstéirkcreinheit zugeordnet wird. cl. h. sogenannte
Alctivlautsprecher Verwendung finden. Damit kann je nach
Art der Verwendung der aktiven Laulspreoher diesen ein je-
weils spezifischer Fnnkt-ionsumfang als deren Funktionsum-
fang zugeordnet sein, welcher dann erfindungsgemtifi zur
Bildung dcs Funktionsumfangs des gcsamtcn Systems toil-
weise oder vollstiindig herangezogen wird.

Vorzugsweise ist das Audio-Soundsystem mit einen1 Zeit-
geber versehen, der nach Ablauf einer vorgegebeneu Zeit-
spanne die Generierung des Funktionsumfanges des gesam-
tcn Systems aus den 1"unkEinnsumt‘a'ngen der eimnelnen 1*.‘—in-
heiten sichersleilt. Durch dieses System ist eine automati-
sierte Generierung des Funktionsumfangs des gesamten S y-
stems in regelméifiigen Zeitabsléinden gegeben, was ein sehr
siclleres und einfaches Handhaben des Systems und der
Mfiglichkeiten des Systems eriauht. Wird die vnrgegebene
Zeilspanne einstellbar ausgebitdel, so l':iBt sich auf yortei]-
hnfte Weise den einzelnen Bedfirfhissen des Benutzers

Reclmung lragen. Wird der Benutzer das System Etifters
dutch Hinzufiigen oder Austauschen einzelner Komponen-
ten oderEntt”e1-nen einzelner Knmponenten oder einfach den
veréindertcn einzelnen Wunschvorstellungcn des jeweiligen
Benutzers anpassen wollen, so wird er eine verkiirzle, V01‘-
gegebene Zeitspanne einstellen, wéihrend ein Benutzer, der
keine iinderungen oder praktisch kein-e iinderungen verge-
sehen hat, dem System eine lange Zeitspanne bis zur Neu-
konfigurierung des Systems einstellen wird. Durch diese
einsteflbarc, vorgegebene Zeitspanne wird die Benutzep
freundlichkeil des Systems in besonderer Weise gewé.hr1ei-
slet, da sich das System automatisch ohne Aktivitiiteu des
Benutzers den Funktionsulznfang des gesamten Systems fest-
legt, indem es auf die Funklionsumfeinge der einzelnen Ein-
heiten, Komponenten des Systems mriickgreifl. und aus die-
sen den Gesamtfunktionsumfang bildet. Dariiberhinaus er-
wcist sich cin dcrartigcs System als bcsondcrs sicher, da der
Ablauf der Festlegung des neuen FLInkli0nsnn1fangs stets in
feslen Bahnen verléiutt. ohnc dahei die Flexibilitfit des Sy-
stems, d. h. Ilerticksichligung Von Pinderungen in der ver-
schiedensten Art und Weisc cinznschrtinkeu.

Vorzugswcise wird das System so ausgcbitdct, dalfi das
Eillschalten des gesamten Audiosystems ode: auch jeder
einzelnen Einheit erkannl wird und durch dieses Einschalten

die Bildung des Funktionsulnfangs des gesamlen Systems
aus den Funklionsumfingen der einzelnen Einheiien ausge-
lfiist wird. Dabei isl zu bcachtcn. daB cin Hinzufiigcn cincr
Einheit deu1Eir1scha1len dieser Einheit gleichkomtill. Durch
diese spezifisehe Art der Ausléisung der Bildung des Ge-
samtfimktionsumfangs ist auf einfache Art und Weise si-
chergestellt, dal3 bei reduziertem Verwaltungsaufwand stets
ein den einzelncn Kompnnentcn angcpaflter Gesamtfunkti-
onsumfang gegeben ist, der sich aulomalisch den gei:inder-
ten Beclingungcn, insbesondere beim Hinzufiigen weiterer
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Kumponenlen, d. h. dem Ersetzen einzelner Komponenlen
dureh Entfernen und anschlieflendes Hinzufiigen, angepalil
ist. Dadurch ist ein sehr flexjbles System gewiilirleistet, das
aufgrund der reduzierten Verwaltung sicher in seiner Funk-
lion ist. Dieses System zeichnet sich insbesondere dadurch
aus, dafl es nur fiir sehr begrentte Zeit, insbesundere beim
Einschallen, nicht im vollen Umfang funktionsfzihig ist, (is
in dieser Zeit der gesamte Funlctionsumfang east gebildel
werden muB und dadurch die Bedienung des Systems fiir
diese Zeit nicht oder nur beschriinkt miiglich ist.

Als besonders geeignetes Gesamtsystem zeigt sich ein
System, welches millels der Bedieneiuheil zur Bildung des
gesamten Funktionsumfangs des gesamten Systems veran-
1aBt werden kann. Hat der Benutzer das Bedijrfnis, das

Soundsystem in scinem Funktionsumfang zu veriindern oder
den geiinderten Eigenschaften anzupassen, so kann er die
Bildung des Funktionsumfangs des gcsamten Systems durch
Belfitigung eiues Oder lnehrerer Bedienelemente der Bexlien-
einheit ausltisen. Damit wird sichergestellt, daB alleine dann
wenn es notwendig ist, die Bildung des Funktionsumfangs
ausgeltist wird und dadurch das System fiir kurze Zeit in der
Funktionswcisc bchindcrt wird. Dadurch ist die Funktiona1i-

til des gesamten Systems fiber nuhezu die voiistiindige Zeit
sichergestellt. Eine sichere und flexible Anpassung an die
Erfordernisse 11nd Wiinsche des Benutzers ist bei dem Sy-
stem weiterhin in vorzijgkicher Weise sichergeslellt.

Dariiherhinaus hat sich als hevorzugte Ausbildung des
Audio-Suundsystetus gezeigt, dafl es in der Luge ist, durch
den Benutzer vc-ranlaflt die Ausgabe der Funktionsumfiingc
des gesamlen Systems sowie der einzeinen undfoder aller
Einheiten fiber die Anzeigeeinheit zu ermijgiichen. Da1'iiber-
hinaus hat es sich als voneilhaft erwiesen, dnrch entspre-
chende Bedienungsftthrung mittels der Berlieneinheit und
der Anzeigeeinheil sicherzustellen, daB einzelne Teiifunkti—
onsutitfénge Oder auch gauze Funktionsutnfiinge einzelraer
Komponenten ftir die Benutzung zur Bildung des Funkti-
onsumfangs des gesamten Systems selektiert werden. Nach
Abschlufi der Selektion der einzetnen ausgewfihlten Funkti-
onsumfainge der einzelnen Einlleiten wird dann der gesamte
Funktionsumfang des Systems gebiidet, wodurch der Be-
dien- und Anzeigeeinheit dem neuen gesamten Funkti0ns-
umfang entsprechende Menues und Fnnktionalitiiten zuge-
wiesen werden, wie auch die Steuereinheit und die einze1-

nen Einheiien nur noch die fiir den beschrémkten, neugebi1-
deten gesalnten Funktionsun1f3.ng des Systems relevanten
Steuerbefehle darnit fiir die Funktionalittiten des neuen ge-
samten Funktionsulnfangs des Systems relevanten Funktio-
nalitfilen sichergestellt sind. Damit lfiflt sich das System sehr
einfach nach den Wiinschen des Ben utzers anpassen und aul‘
das fiir den gewtinschten Funktionsumfang nolwendige Mafl
an Steucr- und Verwaltungsléitigkcit rcduziert. Es ist also
nicht tl1BIJ.1‘ notwendig, eine Vielzahl V011 Funktionalitéiten
des Systems zu unterstijtzen. die der Benutzer nichl
wiinscht. Damit ltilir. sich die Bediensicherheit. und I"unkti-

onssicherheit des Systems deutlich erhiihen, ohne dafl die
Flcxibilitéit des Systems beschrfinkt wird.

Nehen der Anwendung des Audio-Soundsystems in ei-
nem Kraflfahrzeug erweist sich die Verwendung dieses Sy-
stems in einem Wohnwagen -rider einem Iiaus nder einer
Wohnung als vorteilhaft, da aueh in diesen vergleichbare
Problcmstcllungcn, insbcsondcre bcim Hinzufiigen weitcrcr
Komponenterl in ein fiber ein Bussystem verbundene Ein-
heiten aufweisendes System, aufrret-en. Damil zeigen sich
auch die vergleichbaren Vorteile, insbesondere dann wenn
einzehle Komponenten ergzinzt werden. beispielsweise
wenn ein weilerer Raum der Wohnung mit Einhciten zur
Wandlung \-‘U11 Audio-Quelldaten in Schallwellen und gege-
benenfalls Verstfirkern versehen werden soll. Bei einer der-
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artigen Anderung sollle des System ntiigljchst einfaeh, si-
eher, schnell und fiexibel an die neuen Bediirfnisse nngepalit
werden. Insoweit enveist sich die Verwendung des Audio-
Soundsystems fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug in den anderen Umge-.-
bungen als besonders vorteilhaft.

Die Erfindung wird nachfoigend anhand eines Aus[iih-
rungsbeispiels ge1rt'aii5 Fig. l erliiutert; in diesel: zeigt:

Fig. 1 Bit] Audit:-Sntlndsystem flit: ei.n Kraftfiihrzettg, des-
sen Einheiten iiber ein Bussystem mit ringfiirtniger 'Ibpolo-
gte.

Das in Fig. 1 beispielhaft tlargestelll; Audio-Soundsysteln
1 ftir ein Kraftfahrzeug zeigt eine Steuereinheit 2, eine in ei-
ne111 Geriit zusanultengefaflte Eingabeeinheit 3, eine Ausga-
beeinheit4, welehe zustitzlich einen Speieher9 aufiveist. die
zusammengefaflte Einheit wird auch Man-Machine-Inter-
face MMI genannt, ein CD-Wechsler 5, ein FM-Tuner 5 mit
zugeordnetent Speieher 9, cine Verstfirkereinhcit 6 mit damn
angeschlossenen zwei Lautsprechern 7, eine Navigat_i0us-
einheit 11 mit zugeordnetem Speieher 9, eine Rechnerein-
heit ID mit integriertem Speicher 9 sowie einen TV-Tuner
11. Diese einzelnen Komponenten des Audio-Soundsystems
1 sind iiber ein Bussyslem 8 ringfiirmig miteinander verbun-
den.

Uber das Bussystem 8 werden sowohl Steuer-, Audio- als
auch Multintediadaten iibertragen. Durch die Stettereinlieit
2 des Audio-Soundsystems 12 werden die einzelnen Kem-
ptmenten 3, 4, 5, 6, II, III enlspreehend ihren l-'unkti0naIitia'-
ten angesteuert bzw. mit den notwendigen Daten Ftir deren
Funktionieren im System versorgt.

Beispielsweise wird das MMI 3.4,9 so angesteuerl, daB
die Anzeige 4 in einzeine Segtnente unte-rteill wird, welehe
einzelnen 'l‘asten der Iiingaheeinheit riiulnlieh und funkti0-
nell zugeordnet sind, nnd dafi in den Segmenten eine Dar-
stellung der Bedienfunklion der diesem Segment zuge0rd-
neten Taste typisch in Form von Menuedarstellung gezeigt
werden. Durch die Betiitigung einer der Taslen wird die in
dem zugeordneten Segment der Anzeigeeinheit 4 darge-
stelltc Funktion ausgelfist. Diese Funktionen kfinnen vic1fal-
tigster Natur sein, wie zum Beispiel Laulstéirke erhiihen,
Laulstiirlte absenken, Loudness ein oder aus, Surround ein
oder aus, System aus, Schlafmodus ein, Bal3 verstitrken oder
absenken, Balance nach links oder rechts versehieben, Um-
schalten auf TV-'11mer, Eingabemodus Navigation starten,
Equalizing-Programmiercn starten oder vieles mehr. Durch
diese Darstellung lcann der Benutzer das gesamte System 1
tiber die eine zentrnle Eingabe- 3 und Anzeigeeinheit 4 be-
dienen. Die Darstellung und die Bedienung erforderliclten
Dalen sind in dem Speicher 9 des MMI abgelegt. Dariiber-
hinaus sind aber nicht nur die derzeit aktuellen Daten, d. I1.

alctueller Bedienungs— und Darstellungsulnfang, alJgespei-
chert sondem aueh alle mdglichcn Daten, welche fiir das
MMI in seiner allgemeinsten DaIste1lung- und Bedienm6g-
liclrkeit relevant sind. Diese allgemeinen Daten zeigen su-
mit die gnjndsiilzlichen Mfigiichkeiten und damit der Funk-
tionsumfang ties MMI. Dieser ist nicht unbedingt identisch
zu dem nktuell aktiven Funktionsumfang.

Entsprecltendes gilt fiir die anderen Einheiten zur Gene-
rierung V011 Quelldaten wie den FM~'D.mer mit dem zuge-
nrdneten, inlegrierten Speit:her9 und die Navigalinnseinheit.
11 mit deren integriertem Speicher 9, der vorzugsweise als
CD-ROM ausgchildet ist und dehcr eincn umfasscnden
Funklionsumfang darstellen kann. Dieser Funkliunsutttfang
umfafit neben den Daten zum mfjglichen Funktiensutnfang
der Navigationseinheit 11 anch die Daten zu n1 Funktions-
umfang des TV-Tuners. Durch die Mdgtichkeit des Austen-
sches der (ID-ROM als Speieherbasis liilit sich der miigliehe
liunktionsuntfang sehr einfach in Form einer Art Software-
Update findern.
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Dariiberliinaus zeigt das dargeslellte Audio-Suundsysletn
eine Rechnereinheit 1|] mit integrierlem Speicher 9. Diese
Reclieneinheit 1|] ist iiber eine nichl niiher dargestellte ltrs-
bare Schnitlstelle mit dem Bussystem 8 verbunden und kann
ii ber diese Daten mit den anderen Einheit des Systems 1 ans-
tauschen. Im Speieher 9 der Recheneinheit ll] sind bei-
spielsweise die méglichen Funktionsumfiinge des CD-
Wecllslers 5 und des Verstiirkers 6 und ggf. der Lautsprecher
7 abgelegt. Der Recheneinheit 10 kann ijber eine v0rhan-
dene weiter standardisierte Schnittsteile wie RS 232 geiin-
derte oder neue Funkliensuntfenge fiit einzelne Einheiten
des Systems eingespielt und bei Bedarf in deren Speicher 9
abgelegl werden. Da die Recheneinheit 10 lfisbar mit dem
Bussystem verbunclen ist, isl mit Hilfe dieser stets aueh eine
einfache Uberpriifilng des Systems in der Arl eines regeIJnE'i-
Bigen Services mit integrierter Anpassung der Iniigliehen
Ftlnktionsumffingc auf sehr einfache Weisc tndglich. In dic-
se111 Fall werden diese ntfiglichen Fullktiotlsuntfdnge entwe-
der komplett oder in eingeschrfinktem Umfang einzelnen
Speichern 9 des Systems 1 zugeordnet und dort abgespei-
ehert.

Anhand der aus den cinzelnen Funktionsurnfdnge der ein-
zelnen Kumpunenten, auch Einheiten des Systems genzmnt,
gebildete Funktionsumfang des gesztmten Systems 1 werden
der zu einer zenlralen MMI zusamntengefaflten EingalJe- 3
und Anzeigeeinheil 4 feslgelegte Bedienmenues und Be-
fehisfolgen 7.u den Iiedienelementen zugenrrlnet, anhand de-
rer der Benulzer die Bedienung des Systems vornehnten
knnn. Weiterhin wird der Steuerbefehtssatz zwischen den

einzelnen Kontpnnnenten enlsprechend dern FL1nkLi0nsnm-
fang gewfihlt, wodurch ein reduzierler Verwaltungs- und Or-
ganisationsaufwand fiir den Betrieh des Systems notwendig
ist. D-adurch wird auch die Betriehssicherheit erhtiht, da we-

niger Wechselwirkungen zwischen einzelnen Systemzustiin-
den und entsprechenden Funktionalitiiten zu beri.icksichti-
gen sind.

Wircl nun eine der Einheiten 3, 4, 5, 6, "1', 11 aus dem Sy-
stem 1 entfcrnl, durch eine andere Einheit ersetzt oder eine

weitere Einheit hinzugefiigt, so wird diese Veréinderung des
Systems dutch die Steuereinheit 2 festgestellt. Danach wird
automatisch ein Verfahrensablauf zur Festlegung des Funk-
tionsumfangcs des Audio-Soundsystems 1 ansgelfist. In die-
sem werden der Reihe nach iiber das Bussystetn 8 alle Funk-
tionsumféinge der einzelnen Einheiten des Systems zentral
erfalil und aus den erfafiten Einzelfunktionsumfiingen der
Funklionsumfang des gesamten Systems 1 gebildet. Dies
kann dttrch vollstéindige i:ilJet'nal1n1e der einzelnen FL1nkli-
onsulnffinge einzelner Einheiten erfolgen oder durch teil-
weise Uhernahtne erfolgen. Welehe 1-'nnktionalit'zit.en einer
Einheit in den Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systems
iibemotnmen wird, kann sich aus den Wcehsclwirkungcn
der einzelnen Einheiten ergeben oder kann dnreh individu-
elle Auswahl durch den Benntzer des Systems 1 ergeben.

Iiin lleispiel fiir eine hegrenzendc Komhination von liin~
heiten wiire eine Balance- oder Faderfunktion, wenn das ge-
samle System nur einen c-inzigcn Lautsprecher 7 aufwcist.
In diesem Fall wiirde die Steue-reinI1eit2 erkennen, dafi die
Fader- oder Balancefunktionalitiit der Verstéirkereinheit 6 in

der derzeiti gen Systetnkoniiguratinn mit einem einzi gen
Lautsprecher 7 nicht zuléissig sind und daher nicht in den
Fllnklionsumfang des gc-samlcn Systems 1 Ilibemontntcn
werden kénnen. Litttilierende Faktoren kiinnen auch in den

Eigenschafien einzelner Einheiten begriindet sein.
Darijber hinaus kann der Benutzer des Systems durch Be-

tfitigung einer bestimmten "Taste oder Tastenkombination
der Eingabeeinheit 3 oltne Eingriff in die einzelnen Einhei-
ten des Systems — Austeusch. Entfernen oder Hinzufiigen
von Einheiten — eine Anderung des Funktionsumfanges aus-
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liisen. Dabei kann der Benulzer dann einen ihm genehtnen
Funktionsumfang festlegen. Dies erfolgt dann (lurch enl-
sprechcnde Selektion der einmlnen Funktionalitiiten der
einzelnen Einheiten des System mitHi1fe der Bedieneinheit
3 und der Anzeigeneinhcit 4. Dabei werden die méigljehen
Funktionalitéiten in der Anzeigeneinheit 4 dargestelll und
durch spczifischc Bctéitigung der Tasten der Bediencinheit 3
fiir die Ubemahme in den Fnnklionsunifang des gesainten
Systems 1 selektiert. Dies wird fiir alle Einheiten, deren
Punktionsunifang frei selektierbar ist, durchgefiihrt. Auch
ist es miiglich, dais I]LIJ_' die Anderungen zu dem bestehenden
Funktionsunifang des gesamten Systems einge-hen werden,
das |iei|3t es werden nach Wunseh des Benutzers einzelne

Funktionslitiiten aus dem Funktionsnmfang geliischt oder
neue Fiinktionalitfiten dem beslehenden Funklionsumfang
hinzugefflgt. Auf der Basis dcs neu feslgelegt-en FImklions-
umfangcs dcs Systems warden die dicscm cntsprcchcndcn
Bedienmenues in der Anzeigeeinlieit 4 dargestellt und den
Tasten der Bedieneinheit 3 die dieseni emsprechenden Be-
fehlsumfiinge zugeurdnet sowie die diesem Funktionsum-
fang entsprechenden Steuerbefehte zwischen den einzelnen
Einheitcn insbesondcre zwischcn der Steuercinheit 2 und

der spezifiscllen Einheit ausgetauschl.
Durch diese Mtiglichkeit ist sichergestellt, daB jeder Be-

nutzer nach seinen eigenen Bediirfnissen einen Funktions-
umfang des gesamten Systems darstellen kann, ohne daB er
jeweils auf andere neue Komponenten 7.uri.ickgreifen muli.
Damit kann ein und dasselbe Audio-Soundsystenl dureh die
individucllc Méglichkeit, den Funktionsumfang festzu1e—
gen, vijflig untciscltiedliche (iesiclitcr und Verhaltensweiscn
zeigen. Der eine E-enulzer zeigt sich als vfilliger Purist in der
Art der Bedienung, weshalh es ihm vtillig ge-niigt die Lant-
stfirke zu regeln, sowie die Wahl der Signaiquelle vomeh-
men zu kiinnen. Dieser wéire dutch jede weitere Funkliona—
litiit gesttirt und wird sich clutch diesen puristischen Funkti-
onsnmfang am eheslen angesprochen ftihlen. Der anderc
Benutzer mtichte alle intiglichen Eingtiffsntéglichkeiten
und Funktionalitiiten jeder einzelnen Einheil dcs Systems
zur Verfiigung stehen haben und wird dahcr alle miiglichen
Funktionalitiiten in den Ftlnktionstlmfang des gesauiten Sy-
stems iibemehmen. Mit einem solchen System were der zu-
vor genannle Eenutzer vizilljg iiberforderl Wiihrend dieser
Benulzer dadurch sehr angesprochen ist. Zumat dieses Sy-
stem ihm jederzcit die Mfiglichkeit gibt einzelne K0mp0-
nenten dutch andere Komponenten mi! grtilierem Funkti-
onsumfang auszutauschen oder weitere Komponenlen hin-
zuzuftigen und dadurch den Funktionsmnfang ohne ko111p1i-
zierten Eingriff in das System einfach und sicher den jewei-
ligen Gegehenlleilen anzupassen. Iieispielsweise ist es m('ig-
lich, die bisher einfache einfarbige, ideinflleichige Anzeige-
cinheit dutch ein viclfarbcncs Display zu crsetzcn, was da-
mit vrbllig andere komfortahlere Bediennlenues ermiigliclit
und dadurch die Benutzung erleiclitert. Diese Anpassung
des Fiinktionsumfanges erfnlgt stets aus der K0mmunika-
tion der einzelnen Einheiten unlereinander iiber das Bussy-
stem 8. Durch das gczeigtc Audio-Soundsystcm ist cin schr
fiexibles, kostengiinstig Lind sicher zu veréinderndes System
gegeben, das sich den individueilen Bediirfnissen in einfa-
Cher Weise anpassen léilil,

Bczugszeichenlistc

1 Audio-Soundsystem
2 Steuereinheit

3 Eingabeeinheit zur Bedienung des Systems (1)
4 Anzeigeeinheit
5 Einheil zur Generierung der Quelldaten in Form vun Au-
diodaten
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6 Verstiirkereinlieit zur Verstiirkung der Quelldaten,
'7 Laulsprecher
8 Bussysteni
9 Speicher
10 Rechnereinheit

11 Einheil zur Generierung von Multimedia-Daten.

Patentanspriiclie

1. Audio-Soundsyslein (1) fiir ein Kraftfalirzeug mit
einer Steuereinheit (2), mit einer Eingabeeinheit (3) zur
Bedie-nung des Systems ('1), mit einer Anzeigeeinheit
(4), mit einer Einheit (5) zur Generierung der Quelida-
ten in Form Von Audiodaten, mit einer Verstiirkerei.n-
heit (6) zur Verstiirkung der Quelldalen, mil einem oder
mehreren Lautsprechern (7) und mit eincrn Bussystem
(8), das die Uberlragung der Quclldatcn und der Steu-
erdaten zur Steuerung der Einheiten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
zwisclien den einzelnen Einheiten (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7) si-
cherstcllt, dadurch gekennzeiclmel, daI3 zuminclest
eine Von der Steuereinheit (2) verschiedene Einheit (3,
4, 5, 6, 7) dos Systems (1) cincn ilir zugcordncten Spai-
cher (9) aufweisl, in dem der Funklionsuinfang dieser
Einheit (3, 4, 5, 6, '7) dargestellt ist, und dieser Funkti-
onsunifang iibcr den Bus (8) an die Steueieiiiheit (2)
tibertragbar ist und in dieser der ijbermittelte Funkti-
onsumfang 7.umindesl teilweise zur Bilriung dos Funk-
liunsuntfanges des gesamten Systems (1) herangew-
gen werden kann.
2. Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach An-
spruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafi der einer Ein-
heit, (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) zugeordnete Speicher (9) ’l‘eil dieser
Einheit. (3, 4, 5, 6, '7) ist.
3. Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Krafifahrzeug nach An-
spruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB der der Einlieit
(3, 4, S, 6, 7) zugeordnete Speicher (9) Teil einer iiber
das Bussyste1n(8) mit der Einheit (3, 4, 5, ti, 7) verbun-
den, rfiumlich Von den andcrcn Einhcitcn (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7) Scparierten Rechnereinheit (10) isl.
4. Audio—Soundsys1en1 fiir ein Kraflfahrzeug nach An-
spruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB der der Einlieit
(3, 4, 5, 6, 7) zugeordnelc Spcicher (9) in der Rechner-
einheit (10) mil geiinderten Funktionsumfangcn be-
schreibbar ausgebildet ist.
5. Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Kraflfahrzeug nach ei-
nem der Anspriiche 3 bis 4. dadurcli gekennzeichnet,
da|3 die Rechnereinheit (10) iiber eine \r01'bereitete
Schnittsteilc in dem Bussystein (8) mit dcm System (1)
liisbar verhunrien ist.

6. Audio-Soundsyslem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach ei-
ncrn der vorslehcndcn Anspriichc, dadurch gckcnn-
zeichnet, daB die Steuereinheit (2), die Eingabeeinheil
(3) und die Anzeigeeinheit (4) dergestalt mitcinander
verbunden sind, dalfi rnitteis der Anvcigeeinheit (4) die
fijr die Bedienung des gesamten Systems (1) cr[orderli-
clicn Bcdicmncnucs cntsprcchcnd dcm FunkIjonsum-
fang des gesanlten Systems (1) darstellbar sind und die
Bedienung des Systems (1) mit Hitfe der Eingabeein-
heit. (3) anhand der Darslellungen in der Anzeigeeirr
heit (4) erfolgen kann.
7. Attdio-Soundsystcin fiir cin Kraftfa.hr7.cug nach An-
sprueh 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafi die Eingabeein-
mail (3) und die Anzeigeeinheit (4) zu einer einzigen
Einheit (3,4) zusammengefaflt sind.
8. Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach An-
spruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafl die Anzcigccin-
heil (4) in einzelne Segtlienle unlerleilt isl, welche ein-
zelnen Tasten der Eingabeeinheil (3) réiumlich zuge-
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ozrdnet sintl und welche die jeweils der zugeordneten
Taste zugcwicsene Bedienfunktion darstellen, und daB
die Zuweisnng der Bedienfunktion der Tasten sowic
die Darstcllung der Bedienfunktion in den einzelncn
Segmenlen dutch die Steuereinhcit (2) anhand des
Funktionsumfangs des gesamten Systems (1) gewfihlt
ist.

9. Audio-Sokindsystem fiir ein K1'aftfal1rzeug mach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprflche. dadurch gekenn—
zeichnen dali neben den Audiodaten andere Mult;i1ne-

dia-Daten, insbesoudere Videodaten, tihertragen wer-
den kiinnen, und dafi entsprechende Einhciten (11) zur
Generierung dieser Multimedia-Datctl, insbesondere
DVD-Player, sowie entsprechende Einheilen zur Dar—
stellung diescr Multimedia-Daten, inshesondere Dis-
plays vorgesehen sind.
10. Audio-Soundsysteln fiir ein Kraftfahmeug naeh ei-
nem der vorstehenden Anspriiche insbesondere An-
spruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, datfi in dem System
(1) 1nehrere Einheiten (5, 1.1) 2111' Genet-ierung \'0[1 Au-
dio- undloder Multimedia-Dalen vorgesehen sind.
ll. Audio-Soundsystem ffir ein Krafifahrzcug nach ci-
nem der vorslehenden Anspriiche, dadurch gekenn-
zeichuet, dati das System (1) mehrere Verstéirkereinlteiw
ten (6) mt Verst'eirkung der Audio-Quellclaten vorgese-
hen sind, welche jeweils einem oder mehreren Laut-
spreehem (7) rfiumlich zugenrdnet und mit. diesen so
verbunden sind, dafi ausschliefilich diese mit den spezi-
fisch vcrsttirktcn Audiodatcn angesteuert werden.
12. Audio-S011ndsysten1 fiir cin Kraftfahrzcug nach ci-
nem Ller vorstehenden Anspriiche, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, deli dais System (1) einen Zeitgeher aufweist,
durch den nach Ablauf einer vomegeben Zeitspanne
die Bildung des Funktionsumfanges des gesamten Sy—
stems (1) ans den Funktionsumfzingen der einzelnen
Einheiten (2. 3, 4, 5, 6, '7, 11) ausltlsbar ausgebildel ist.
13. Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach
Anspruch 12, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die verge-
geben Zeitspanne fiir die Bildung des Funktionsumfam
ges des gesamten Systems (1) einstellbar ausgebildet.
14. Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug nach ci-
nem der vorslehenden Anspriiche 1 his 11, dadurch ge-
kennzeiclmet, dafi das System (1) so ausgebildet ist,
dafl bei Einschallen des gesamten Audio-Sounds}
stems (1) oder einer einzelnen Einheit (2, 3, 4, S, 6,
7,11] davon die Bildung des Funktionsumfanges des
gesamten Systems (1) ans den Ftlliktionsulitfiingett der
einzelnen Einheiten (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 11) ausldsbar isl.
I5. Andie-Snundsyslem fiir -ein Kraftfahrzeug nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Anspriiche, dadurch gekenn-
zcichncL dafi mittcls dc-r Bediencinhcit (3) die Ausgahc
des Status der Funktionsunfiéinge cles gesamten Sy-
stems (1) undloder einzelner undloder aller Einheiten
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ll) fiber die /\n7.eigeeinl1eil (4) ausI6s-
bar ist.

16. Audio-Soundsystem ftir cin Kraftfahmcug nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Auspriiche, dadurch geke11n-
zeichnet, dafl tnittels der Bedieneinheit (3) die Bildung
des I"unkl.i0nsun1t'anges des gesamten Systems (I) aus
den Funkficusumfingen der einzelnen Einheiten (2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 11) ausliishar ist.
E7. Verwendung des Audio-Soundsystems (1) Hit ein
Krafifahrzeug naeh einern der vorstehenden Ansprijche
in eincnl Wohnwagen, in einem Hans Oder in einer
Wohnung.
18. Verfahren Festlegung dc-s Funktionsumfangs eines
Audio-Soundsystelils (1) nach ei.ne1n der vorslehendcn
Anspriiche 1 bis 16, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafl bei
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einer Anderung (lee Systems (1) insbesondere (lurch
Hinzufiigen einer weiteren Einheit (S, 11) mt Generie-
rung V011 Qnelldaten und bei der damit verbundenen
Andemng des Funktionsumfanges des Systems (1), die
Steuereinhcit (2) \'0n den einzelnen Einheiten (2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, ll) illten einheitenspezifischen FunkIi0nsu11t-
fang ans den diescn Einheiten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) zuge-
ordnelen Speichern (9) mt Verfiigtulg gestellt be-
kommt, und diese einheitenspezifischen FunkIJ'0nsum—
fainge gesamt oder teilweise zu einem neuen gesarnten
Funktionsumfang des gesamten Systems (1) zusan1-
Inengefligt, und datfi im fotgenden die Steuereinheit (2)
entspreehend diesem gesamten Funktionsuinfang die
einzelnen Einheiten ansleuert und die generierten
Quelldatcn clemenl5precl1end den einzelnen entspre-
chenden Einheiten (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) im System 2uge-
wicsen wcrden.

19. Verfallren Festlegung des Funktionsunlfangs eines
Audio-Soundsystems nnch /mspruch 18, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dafl die Stenereinheit (2) entsprechend
dem gesamten Funktionsumfang die Eingabe- (3) und
die Anzcigecinhcil (4) dcrart mit Datcn versorgt, daJ3
der Ben ulzer des Soundsyslelus (1) die einzelnen Para-
meter der Funktion-en des Systems (1) wie beispie1s-
weise Latttstfirke, B218, Treble, Fader, Balance, Equali-
zer, usw. individuell einstellen kann.
20, Verfahren Fesllegung ties l"unktionsumfangs eines
Audio-Soundsyslents nach Anspruch 18 utltllxxler 19,
dedurch gekennzeichnet, dafi die Steuereinheit (2) ent—
sprechend diesem gcsamten Ftlnktionsumfang die Ein-
gabe (3) und die Anzeigeeinheit (4) derarl mit Dalen
versorgt, dali der Benutzer des Snundsysreins (1) die
einvelnen Funktionen der einzelnen Einheiten (2, 3, 4,

5, 6, '7, 11) zur Generierung V011 Quelldalen des Sy-
stems wie beispielsweise Play, Trackspnuzlg, Repeat,
Fast Forward, Rewind, Frequenzwechsel. Frequenz-
bandwechsel, Stulnmschaltuug, Verkehrsnachlichten
aktivicrcnldeaklivieren, Sendersuchlauf starten, RDS-

Funktionen aktivierenldeaktivieren usw. fiber entspre~
chcnde Beclienlnenues aufrufen kann.

Hierzu 1 Seile(n) Zeichmmgen
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Audio-Soundsystem fiir ein Kraftfahrzeug _
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D E C L A R A T I 0 N

I, Hans—Jakob Wilhelm, declare that I am well qualified as a

translator of German to English and that I have carefully

prepared the attached English language translation from the

original document:

Audio—Soundsystem fflr ein Kraftfahrzeug (DE 196 51 308 Al)

[Audio sound system for a motor vehicle]

written in German; and that the attached translation is an

accurate English version of such original to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct.

- Date [ ‘fig
 

 
Signatire i
Name
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AUDIO SOUND SYSTEM FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE

An audio sound system (1) for a motor vehicle having a control

unit (2), having an input unit (3) for operating the system

(1), having a display unit (4), having a unit (5) for

generating the source data in the form of audio data, having

an amplifier unit (6) for amplifying the source data, having

one or multiple loudspeakers (7) and having a bus system (B),

which ensures the transmission of the source data and the

control data for controlling the units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

between the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), in which at

least one unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) of the system (1) that is

distinct from the control unit (2) has an associated memory

(9), in which the functional scope of this unit (3, 4, 5, 6,

7) is represented, and this functional scope is transmittable

via the bus (8) to the control unit (2) and in the latter the

transmitted functional scope is able to be used at least

partially for forming the functional scope of the overall

system (1). For this purpose, the control unit (2), the input

unit (3) and the display unit (4) are connected to one another

in such a way that the operating menus required for operating

the overall system (1) are representable in accordance with

the functional scope of the overall system (1) via the display

unit (4) and the system (1) may be operated with the aid of

the input unit (3) on the basis of the representations on the

display unit (4).
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Description

The invention relates to an audio sound system for a motor

vehicle having a control unit, having an input unit for

operating the system, having a display unit, having a unit for

generating the source data in the form of audio data, having

an amplifier unit for amplifying the source data, having one

or multiple loudspeakers associated with the amplifier unit

and having a bus system, which ensures the transmission of the

source data and the control data for controlling the units

between the individual units.

Such an audio sound system is generally described in EP-A-0

725 522. Furthermore, such a system is described in the

printed publication “OCC 8001" CONAN “Optical Transceiver",

C&C Electronics Ltd., 1996. The described audio sound systems

disclose a control unit, also called head unit, which effects

the control of the overall system and which allows for the

output of information via the display unit, the operation of

the system by the user via the input unit and the conversion

into corresponding control commands for the individual units

of the audio sound system. The known audio sound systems for

motor vehicles feature a rigid system structure, which only

allows for certain units to be integrated into the system,

which are provided for by the control unit/head unit. The

known audio sound systems for motor vehicles thus prove to

have little flexibility, not to be very user-friendly and to

be very expensive in the event of an adaptation of the system

to the new conditions. An adaptation to new, different,

additional components is ensured in the known audio sounds

systems by the fact that in addition to the new unit a new

control unit/head unit must also be integrated into the

system, which entails the disadvantages already described.

The objective of the invention is to develop the audio sound
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system for a motor vehicle in such a way that the system may

be modified preferably in a simpler, more cost—effective and

more reliable manner.

In the known [sic] audio sound system, this objective is

achieved in that the control unit is enabled to receive from

one or multiple or all other units of the system their

possible functional scope, which is stored in a memory

associated with the latter, via the bus system, and that the

functional scope of the overall system is formed from the sum

of the individual functional scopes. This functional scope of

the overall system always forms a subset of all functional

scopes of the individual units of the audio sound system.

According to the invention, the described audio sound system

reveals a structure, which has stored the functional scope of

the individual units in decentralized locations and where in a

centralized location, preferably in the control unit, a

functional scope of the overall system for controlling the

overall system is stored, which is formed from the different

individual functional scopes of the individual units.

In contrast to the related art, in the event of a

modification, for example when adding a new unit of the audio

sound system for which there was originally no provision, the

control unit, or rather the head unit, is no longer exchanged,

but is rather maintained in its kind and it is ensured that

the added functional scope of the additional unit is included

in the formation of the functional scope of the overall

system, whereby the modifications of the overall system are

taken into account and the user is provided with new, modified

operating options and corresponding functionalities of the

system in accordance with the modifications. Thus, to the

extent required, in accordance with the new functional scope

of the overall system, a new operational guidance for

operating the overall system is provided, which possibly
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involves modified representations in the display unit or

modified assignments of commands to the input keys of the

input unit.

This development of the audio sound system makes it possible

to adapt the functional scope of the audio sound system to new

requirements in a reliable, simple and cost—effective manner.

Costly ancillary devices and new devices are not required in

this case.

A particularly advantageous, flexible audio sound system is

provided if a plurality of units has memories associated with

them, in which functional scopes specific for these units are

stored, and if from these the overall functional scope of the

system is formed, in which all functionalities are used or

only certain parts of the functionalities of the individual

units are to be transferred into the functionality of the

overall system. This partial transfer may occur automatically

through the control unit or through the user or through an

additional unit that is temporarily integrated into the sound

system and connected via the bus line.

In a particularly advantageous manner, the versatility of the

system may thus be flexibly and freely configured according to

the respective requirements of the user in accordance with the

respectively available units for producing audio data or the

units for amplifying these data, which may also be the case if

no new units are included in the system, but rather only the

utilized subsets of the individual functional scopes are

adapted to new requirements by expansion or restriction.

According to a preferred specific embodiment of the invention,

the memory associated with a unit is developed as a part of

this unit. This ensures that the memory content containing the

possible functional scope of the unit does not have to be

transmitted via the bus system to the unit in order
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subsequently to transmit the functional scope from the unit

again via the bus line to the control unit. In the case of an

optical bus system, which has particularly great advantages in

terms of EMC stability and saving weight, one may dispense

with the necessarily required, cost—intensive electrical-

optical converters between the memories and the units, which

makes the system less susceptible to failures and thus

increases the reliability of operation and thus the user-

friendliness of the system. Moreover, this development proves

to be particularly cost—effective.

According to an advantageous development of the invention, the

memory is developed as part of a computer unit, which is

connected via the bus system to the unit associated with the

memory, and which is developed as an independent computer unit

spatially separated from the other units, and which, when

required, is able to supply via the bus system the functional

scope of the unit associated with the memory directly or

indirectly to the control unit for forming the functional

scope of the overall system. For this purpose, the use of a

computer unit proves to be particularly advantageous since it

has very flexible memory structures, into which other modified

functional scopes may be written in a simple manner via other

interfaces of the computer unit. It is also possible to

provide in the system a possibly central computer unit having

a corresponding memory, which ensures the central management

of the individual functional scopes of the individual units

and, when required, transmits these directly or indirectly to

the control unit for forming the new modified functional scope

of the overall audio sound system via the bus system. The

computer unit is preferably connected to the system in a

detachable manner. By using a borrowed specific computer unit

by way of a temporary integration into the system via a

prepared interface in the bus system, the system may be
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provided with a new modified overall functional scope. This

makes for a very flexible system that is Cost—effective for

the user. For example, via such a system, a new functionality,

for example a new type of 3D sound may be very simply entered

as a new functionality of the system, including the

operational guidance associated with this functionality, and

thus adapted to the individual requirements of the user in a

very simple, cost—effective and flexible manner. This makes it

possible in many cases to substitute the necessity of

replacing complete units or the entire audio sound system with

a pure reprogramming of the system, which in addition to the

mentioned advantages also has advantageous consequences with

respect to the waste of resources and the avoidance of waste

material.

A particularly simple and comfortable way of operating the

audio sound system is achieved by connecting the control unit,

the input unit and the display unit to one another in such a

way that, in accordance with the functional scope of the

overall system, specific operating menus are represented on

the display unit, which allow for the system to be operated in

a purposeful and simple manner with the aid of the input unit

on the basis of the representations on the display unit. The

operating menus may be specific for the individual

functionalities of the individual units, but they may also be

specific for the type of process for forming a new modified

functional scope of the overall system. In this connection, it

is possible to provide the display unit with an additional

voice output, which markedly increases the user—friend1iness

and operational reliability of the overall system. Likewise,

with comparable advantages, the input unit may also be

developed as a voice—controlled input unit.

It has turned out to be a preferred development of the audio

sound system to combine the input unit and the display unit
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into a single unit and to develop the latter preferably in

such a way that the display unit is subdivided into individual

segments, which are spatially associated with individual keys

of the input unit and which respectively represent the

operating function assigned to the associated key and control

the corresponding keys and the segments via the control unit

on the basis of the functional scope of the overall system in

such a way that the functions assigned to the keys and

represented on the associated segment may be triggered by

operating the keys. These developments make it possible to

construct the audio sound system in a very simple manner

having as few interfaces and units as possible, which

simplifies the management of the overall system, or the

control of the individual units, as well as the supply of the

system with the required power and thus makes the system less

susceptible to failures. This provides for a higher degree of

operational reliability and greater simplification of the

operation of the system. According to the described specific

embodiment, it is possible to accommodate a central unit as a

man—machine interface, made up of input unit and display unit,

in the vehicle, preferably in the dashboard, and to

accommodate all the other units such as tuner, CD player,

video player or the like in the motor vehicle in the location

adapted and optimized with respect to their function or the

possibilities of the vehicle and to connect these to one

another via the bus system in such a way that the required

control data and source data are transmitted in a targeted

manner. This makes it possible for example to situate the

radio tuner or TV tuner at the per se ideal location in the

area of the antenna and only transmit the source data output

by these tuners to the corresponding amplifier and the output

unit. The control operation occurs in this case via the

central unit, the man—machine interface, which affords the

user the possibility of operating all system components having
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their respective functional scopes. When changing the

functional scopes of the system by changing the functional

scopes of individual components or by adding or removing

individual components, the described system of the invention

may be reconfigured in a particularly simple and reliable

manner .

It has proved to be a preferred development of the present

invention that, in addition to the audio data, other

multimedia data, in particular video data, may be transmitted

and that corresponding units for generating these multimedia

data and corresponding units for representing these multimedia

data are provided. Particularly DVD players, CD ROM readers or

navigation devices should be mentioned as examples of units

for generating multimedia data, while LCD displays are

examples of units for representing these multimedia data. It

is especially this variety and the very dynamic development of

the multimedia field, with its specific multimedia data, the

specific informational scopes of the respective devices

including the manner of operating these devices, which reveals

the particular advantage of the system according to the

invention because this system is able to react at any time

flexibly to all possible changes of new devices in the

multimedia field and their specific developments and to adapt

the sound system simply and flexibly to the requirements. This

flexibility proves itself all the more, the higher the number

of units for generating audio and/or multimedia data since in

such systems modifications by replacement of the devices on

the part of the user and thus the modification of the

functional scope occurs much more frequently than in systems

having only one single unit for generating audio and/or

multimedia data. In such systems, the user is able to define

the functional scope of the overall system according to his

ideas and assign to it the corresponding control commands and
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operating commands for the future for operating the system.

In systems having multiple amplifier units for amplifying the

audio source data, the particular advantages of the system

according to the invention are revealed in a special way since

precisely these amplifier units, particularly if each for

itself has specifically associated units for converting the

amplified source data into sound waves, have a plurality of

different functionalities. This is all the more so since for

each associated loudspeaker each amplifier unit may be

provided with specific source data adapted to the location and

the other characteristics of the loudspeaker and specifically

amplified, which may express itself in different propagation

time delays, predistortions and the like. If for any reason

some component, particularly a unit for converting the

amplified source data, is modified, then the individual

functional scopes of the amplifier unit may be adapted in such

a way that the overall audio sound system having the new

modified unit for converting the amplified source data into

sound waves produces for the user the most ideal sound

experience possible. The system according to the invention

thus also makes it possible to change the functional scope in

such a way that for specific locations in the vehicle, which

the user is able to choose, a nearly ideal sound space may be

set respectively by using the various amplifier parameters

such as fader, balance, delay values, predistortion and the

like. Each new set of parameters represents a modified

functional scope, which may be used in a particularly simple

and flexible manner in the system according to the invention.

These advantages are obtained all the more if each unit for

converting the amplified source data into sound waves has an

amplifier of its own assigned to it, i.e. if so-called active

loudspeakers are used. Thus, depending on the type of use of

the active loudspeakers, these may be assigned a respectively
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specific functional scope as their functional scope, which in

accordance with the invention is then used, partially or in

its entirety, in the formation of the functional scope of the

overall system.

Preferably, the audio sound system is equipped with a timer,

which following the expiration of a specified time span

ensures the generation of the functional scope of the overall

system from the functional scopes of the individual units.

This system provides for an automated generation of the

functional scope of the overall system at regular intervals,

which allows for a very reliable and simple handling of the

system and of the possibilities of the system. If the

specified time span is developed to be adjustable, then the

individual requirements of the user may be taken into account

in an advantageous manner. If the user will want to adapt the

system frequently by adding or exchanging individual

components or removing individual components or simply adapt

it to the changed individual wishes of the respective user,

then he will set a shortened specified time span, while a user

who plans no changes or practically no changes will set for

the system a long time span until the reconfiguration of the

system. This adjustable, specified time span ensures the

user—friendliness of the system in a particular manner because

the system defines the functional scope of the overall system

automatically without actions on the part of the user in that

it makes use of the functional scopes of the individual units,

the components of the system and from these forms the overall

functional scope. Moreover, such a system proves to be

particularly reliable since the process of defining the new

functional scope always proceeds along a fixed course without

thereby limiting the flexibility of the system, i.e. taking

into account changes of the most various kinds.

The system is preferably developed in such a way that the

10
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activation of the overall audio system or also of each

individual unit is detected and that this activation triggers

the formation of the functional scope of the overall system

from the functional scopes of the individual units. Here it

must he noted that the addition of a unit is equivalent to the

activation of this unit. This specific manner of triggering

the formation of the overall functional scope ensures in a

simple manner that at reduced management cost an overall

functional scope adapted to the individual components is

always provided, which automatically adapts to the changed

conditions, particularly when adding further components, i.e.

replacing individual components by removal and subsequent

addition. This ensures a very flexible system which is

reliable in its function due to the reduced management. This

system is particularly characterized by the fact that it is

not fully operational only for a very limited time,

particularly upon activation, since at this time the overall

functional scope must first be formed and as a result the

operation of the system is not possible for this time or

possible only in a limited way.

A particularly suitable overall system is a system which may

be prompted to form the overall functional scope of the

overall system with the aid of the operating unit. If the user

has the need to modify the sound system in its functional

scope or adapt it to the changed characteristics, he is able

to trigger the formation of the functional scope of the

overall system by activating one or several operating elements

of the operating unit. This ensures that the formation of the

functional scope is triggered, and the system thereby briefly

hindered in its operation, only when necessary. This ensures

the functionality of the overall system over nearly the entire

time. The system continues to ensure in an excellent manner a

reliable and flexible adaptation to the requirements and

11
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wishes of the user.

Furthermore, a preferred development of the audio sound system

has proved to be the ability to allow for the functional

scopes of the overall system and of the individual and/or all

units to be output via the display unit when prompted by the

user. Furthermore, it has proved advantageous to ensure by

appropriate operational guidance using the operating unit and

the display unit that individual partial functional scopes or

even entire functional scopes of individual components are

selected for use in forming the functional scope of the

overall system. After concluding the selection of the

individual selected functional scopes of the individual units,

the overall functional scope of the system is then formed, as

a result of which menus and functionalities corresponding to

the new overall functional scope are assigned to the operating

unit and display unit, as also now only the control commands

relevant for the limited, newly formed overall functional

scope of the system and thus the functionalities relevant for

the functionalities of the new overall functional scope of the

System are ensured for the control unit and the individual

units. The system may thus be adapted very simply to the

wishes of the user and reduced to the extent of control

activity and management activity necessary for the desired

functional scope. Thus it is no longer necessary to support a

multitude of functionalities of the system which the user does

not desire. This makes it possible to increase the operational

reliability and functional reliability of the system markedly

without limiting the flexibility of the system.

Besides using the audio sound system in a motor vehicle, the

use of this system in an automobile camper or a house or an

apartment is advantageous since in these there also occur

comparable problems, in particular when adding additional

components in a system having units connected via a bus

12
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system. The comparable advantages are thus revealed as well,

especially when individual components are added, for example

when another room of the apartment is to be equipped with

units for converting audio source data into sound waves and is

possibly to be equipped with amplifiers. In a modification of

this kind, the system should be adapted to the new

requirements as simply, reliably, quickly and flexibly as

possible. In this respect, the use of the audio sound system

for a motor vehicle proves to be particularly advantageous in

the other environments.

The invention is explained below on the basis of an exemplary

embodiment as shown in Figure 1. The figure shows:

Figure 1 an audio sound system for a motor vehicle,

whose units [are connected] via a bus system

having a ring-shaped topology.

The audio sound system 1 for a motor vehicle shown in Figure 1

by way of example shows a control unit 2, an input unit 3, an

output unit 4 combined in one device which additionally has a

memory 9, the combined unit also being called a man-machine

interface MMI, a CD changer 5, an FM tuner 5 having an

associated memory 9, an amplifier unit 6 having two connected

loudspeakers 7, a navigation unit 11 having an associated

memory 9, a computer unit 10 having an integrated memory 9,

and a TV tuner 11. These individual components of audio sound

system 1 are connected to one another in a ring-shaped manner

via a bus system 8.

Control data, audio data as well as multimedia data are

transmitted via bus system 8. The individual components 3, 4,

5, 6, ll, 10 are controlled in accordance with their

functionalities or supplied with the data necessary for their

functioning in the system by control unit 2 of audio sound

system 12.

13
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The MMI 3, 4, 9 is controlled in such a way for example that

display 4 is subdivided into individual segments, which are

spatially and functionally associated with individual keys of

the input unit, and that the segments present the operating

function of the key associated with this segment typically in

the form of a menu representation. Operating one of the keys

triggers the function represented on the associated segment of

display unit 4. These functions may be of the most varied

kinds such as for example, increase volume, lower volume,

surround on or off,loudness on or off, system off, sleep mode

on, increase or decrease bass, shift balance to the left or to

the right, switch to TV tuner, start input mode for

navigation, start equalizer programming and much more. This

representation allows the user to operate the entire system 1

via the one central input unit 3 and display unit 4. The data

required [for] the representation and the operation are stored

in memory 9 of the MMI. Not only the currently relevant data,

i.e. the current scope of operation and representation, are

stored, but also all kinds of other data that are relevant for

the MMI in its most general possibility of representation and

operation. These general data thus reveal the basic

possibilities and thus the functional scope of the MMI. The

latter is not necessarily identical with the currently active

functional scope.

The same holds for the other units for generating source data

such as the FM tuner with the associated integrated memory 9,

and navigation unit 11 with its integrated memory 9, which

preferably takes the form of a CD-ROM and is thus able to

represent a comprehensive functional scope. In addition to the

data regarding the possible functional scope of navigation

unit 11, this functional scope also includes the data

regarding the functional scope of the TV tuner. Because of the

possibility of exchanging the CD—ROM as a memory base, the

14
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possible functional scope may be very simply modified in the

form of a kind of software update.

In addition, the represented audio sound system shows a

computer unit 10 having an integrated memory 9. This computer

unit 10 is connected to bus system 8 via a detachable

interface (not shown) and is able to exchange data with the

other unit of system 1 via this interface. Memory 9 of

computer unit 10 stores for example the possible functional

scopes of CD changer 5 and of amplifier 6 and, is applicable,

of loudspeakers 7. Via an existing further standardized

interface such as RS 232, modified or new functional scopes

for individual units of the system may be imported into

computing unit 10 and, when needed, stored in its memory 9.

Since computing unit 10 is detachably connected to the bus

system, it is always possible to use it to perform a simple

check of the system in the manner of a regular service

including an integrated adaptation of the possible functional

scopes in a very simple manner. In this case, these possible

functional scopes are assigned to individual memories 9 of

system 1 and stored there, either in their entirety or to a

limited extent.

On the basis of the functional scope of the overall system 1

formed from the individual functional scopes of the individual

components, also called units of the system, the input unit 3

and display unit 4 combined into a central MMI is assigned

defined operating menus and command sequences regarding the

operating elements, on the basis of which the user is able to

operate the system. Furthermore, the set of control commands

between the individual components is selected in accordance

with the functional scope, which reduces the administrative

and organizational cost for operating the system. The

operational reliability is thereby increased as well since

fewer reciprocal effects between individual system states and
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corresponding functionalities have to be taken into account.

If now one of the units 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 is removed from

system 1, is replaced by another unit or another unit is

added, then this modification of the system is registered by

control unit 2. Thereupon, a method sequence for determining

the functional scope of audio sound system 1 is triggered

automatically. In this process, all of the functional scopes

of the individual units of the system are centrally registered

in sequence via bus system 8 and the functional scope of

overall system I is formed from the detected individual

functional scopes. This may be done by completely taking over

the individual functional scopes of individual units or by

taking them over partially. Which functionalities of a unit

are taken over into the functional scope of the overall system

may be determined from interactions of the individual units or

by individual selection on the part of the user of system 1.

One example of a limiting combination of units would be a

balance or fader function if the overall system only has one

single loudspeaker 7. In this case, control unit 2 would

detect that the fader or balance functionality of amplifier

unit 6 is not admissible in the current system configuration

having a single loudspeaker 7 and may thus not be taken over

into the functional scope of overall system 1. Limiting

factors may also be based on the properties of individual

units.

Furthermore, the user of the system may also trigger a

modification of the functional scope by operating a certain

key or key combination of input unit 3 without intervening in

the individual units of the system ~ exchange, removal or

addition of units. In the process, the user may define a

functional scope agreeable to him. This then occurs by

accordingly selecting the individual functionalities of the
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individual units of the system with the aid of operating unit

3 and display unit 4. In the process, the possible

functionalities are displayed in display unit 4 and selected

by specific operation of the keys of operating unit 3 to be

taken over into the functional scope of overall system 1. This

is done for all units whose functional scope is freely

selectable. It is also possible to enter only the changes to

the existing functional scope of the overall system, that is.

according to the wishes of the user, individual

functionalities are deleted from the functional scope or new

functionalities are added to the existing functional scope. On

the basis of the newly defined functional scope of the system,

the corresponding operating menus are represented in display

unit 4 and the command scopes corresponding to this functional

scope are assigned to the keys of operating unit 3 and the

control commands corresponding to this functional scope are

exchanged between the individual units, in particular between

control unit 2 and the specific unit.

This possibility ensures that each user is able to produce a

functional scope of the overall system in accordance with his

own requirements, without respectively having to fall back on

other new components. Because of the individual option of

defining the functional scope, one and the same audio sound

system may display completely different faces and modes of

behavior. One user reveals himself as a complete purist in

terms of the type of operation, which is why it is entirely

sufficient for him to be able to control the volume and to

select the signal source. This user would be bothered by any

additional functionality and will find this purist functional

scope most appealing. The other user would like to have all

possible intervention options and functionalities of each

individual unit of the system at his disposal and will

therefore take over all possible functionalities into the

17
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functional scope of the overall system. The previously

mentioned user would be completely overwhelmed by such a

system, while this user finds it very appealing. Especially

because this system gives him the option at any time to

exchange individual components with other components having a

greater functional scope or to add additional components and

thereby to adapt the functional scope to the respective

conditions in a simple and reliable manner without a

complicated intervention into the system. It is possible, for

example, to replace the hitherto simple, monochromatic, small-

area display unit with a polychromatic display, which

therefore allows for completely different and more comfortable

operating menus and thereby facilitates use. This adaptation

of the functional scope always results from the reciprocal

communication of the individual units via bus system B. The

disclosed audio sound system provides a very flexible, cost-

effective and reliably modifiable system, which is easily

adapted to individual requirements.

18
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List of reference numerals

1 audio sound system

2 cont rol unit

3 input unit for operating the System (1)

4 display unit

5 unit for generating the source data in the form of audio

data

6 amplifier unit for amplifying the source data,

7 loudspeaker

8 bus system

9 memory

10 computer unit

11 unit for generating multimedia data.
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what Is Claimed Is:

An audio sound system (1) for a motor vehicle having a

control unit (2), having an input unit (3) for operating

the system (1), having a display unit (4), having a unit

(5) for generating the source data in the form of audio

data, having an amplifier unit (6) for amplifying the

source data, having one or multiple loudspeakers (7) and

having a bus system (8), which ensures the transmission

of the source data and the control data for controlling

the units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) between the individual units

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7),

wherein

at least one unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) of the system (1)

distinct from the control unit (2) has an associated

memory (9), in which the functional scope of this unit

(3, 4, 5, 6, 7) is represented, and this functional scope

is transmittable via the bus (8) to the control unit (2)

and in the latter the transmitted functional scope may be

used at least partially for forming the functional scope

of the overall system (1).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 1,

wherein

the memory (9) associated with a unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) is

a part of this unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 1,

wherein

the memory (9) associated with the unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

is part of a computer unit (10) that is connected to the

unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) via the bus system (8) and that is

spatially separated from the other units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
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8.

7).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 3,

wherein

the memory (9) associated with the unit (3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

is developed in the computer unit (10) so as to be

capable of having modified functional scopes written into

it.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of Claims 3 through 4,

wherein

the computer unit (10) is detachably connected to the

system (1) via a prepared interface in the bus system

(8).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the control unit (2), the input unit (3) and the display

unit (4) are connected to one another in such a way that

the operating menus required for operating the overall

system (1) are representable in accordance with the

functional scope of the overall system (1) via the

display unit (4) and the system (1) may be operated with

the aid of the input unit (3) on the basis of the

representations on the display unit (4).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 6,

wherein

the input unit (3) and the display unit (4) are combined

in a single unit (3, 4).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in
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10.

ll.

Claim 7,

wherein

the display unit (4) is subdivided into individual

segments, which are spatially associated with individual

keys of the input unit (3) and which represent the

operating function assigned respectively to the

associated key, and the assignment of the operating

function of the keys and the representation of the

operating function on the individual segments is selected

by the control unit (2) on the basis of the functional

scope of the overall system (1).

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

in addition to the audio data, other multimedia data, in

particular video data, may be transmitted, and

corresponding units (11) for generating these multimedia

data, in particular DVD players, and corresponding units

for representing these multimedia data, in particular

displays, are provided.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims, in particular Claim 9,

wherein

multiple units (5, 11) are provided in the system for

generating audio and/or multimedia data.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the system (1) multiple amplifier units (6) are provided

[sic] for amplifying the audio source data, which are

spatially associated respectively with one or multiple

loudspeakers (7) and are connected to these in such a way
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12.

13.

14.

15.

that these are exclusively controlled by the specifically

amplified audio data.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the system (1) has a timer, by which, following the

expiration of a specified time span, the formation of the

functional scope of the overall system (1) from the

functional scopes of the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 11) is developed to be triggerable.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

Claim 12,

wherein

the specified time span for forming the functional scope

of the overall system (1) [is] developed to be

adjustable.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding Claims 1 through 11,

wherein

the system (1) is developed in such a way that when

switching on the overall audio sound system (1) or one

individual unit (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11), the formation of

the functional scope of the overall system (1) from the

functional scopes of the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, ll) is thereby triggerable.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the output of the status of the functional scopes of the

overall system (1) and/or of individual and/or all units

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ll) via the display unit (4) is

triggerable via the operating unit (3).
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16.

17.

18.

19.

The audio sound system for a motor vehicle as recited in

one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the formation of the functional scope of the overall

system (1) from the functional scopes of the individual

units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) is triggerable via the

operating unit (3).

A use of the audio sound system (1) for a motor vehicle

as recited in one of the preceding claims in an

automobile camper, a house or in an apartment.

A method [for] defining the functional scope of an audio

sound system (1) as recited in one of the preceding

Claims 1 through 16,

wherein

in the event of a modification of the system (1), in

particular by adding another unit (5, 11) for generating

source data, and in the associated modification of the

functional scope of the system (1), the control unit (2)

is provided by the individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

11) with their unit—specific functional scope from the

memories (9) associated with these units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 11) and combines these unit—specific functional scopes

in their entirety or partially into a new overall

functional scope of the overall system (1), and

subsequently the control unit (2) controls the individual

units in accordance with this overall functional scope

and the generated source date are accordingly assigned to

the individual corresponding units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11)

in the system.

The method [for] defining the functional scope of an

audio sound system as recited in Claim 18,

wherein
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20.

the control unit (2), in accordance with the overall

functional scope, supplies the input (3) and the display

unit (4) with data in such a way that the user of the

sound system (1) is able individually to adjust the

individual parameters of the functions of the system (1)

such as for example the volume, bass, treble, fader,

balance, equalizer, etc.

The method [for] defining the functional scope of an

audio sound system as recited in Claim 18 and/or 19,

wherein

the control unit (2), in accordance with this overall

functional scope, supplies the input unit (3) and the

display unit (4) with data in such a way that the user of

the sound system (1) is able to call up via corresponding

operating menus the individual functions of the

individual units (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) for generating

source data of the system such as for example

activating/deactivating play, track jump, repeat, fast

forward, rewind, frequency change, frequency band change,

mute, traffic report, starting station scan,

activating/deactivating RDS functions etc.
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INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

This invention relates to an information distribu-

tion system and more particularly, but not exclu-

sively. to a system which is suitable for use in road
vehicle navigation.

A number of road vehicle navigation systems

have been proposed but difficulties have been ex-

perienced in establishing them. The proposed sys-
tems fall into two classes. In the first class. the

navigation equipment is carried by the vehicle and
is autonomous, and in the second class, commu-

nication is required between co-operating fixed in-
stallations and on-board equipment.

An autonomous navigation system is one in

which apparatus carried by a vehicle functions
without reference to external equipment. in one

such system, the apparatus includes a digitised
road map of the country which is used in conjunc-

tion with compass and odometer information to

give navigational directions. Even a simple autono-
mous system is complex and hence relatively ex-

pensive, and thus only a small market exists for
systems of this type.

In the second class of navigation system,

equipment carried by the vehicle co-operates with
a network of transponders distributed over a region.

Although the apparatus carried by the vehicle itself
may be cheaper than that associated with an

autonomous system, complicated and expensive

computer controlled equipment is necessary to en-

able the system to be implemented. Also, until an
extensive infrastructure exists covering at least part

of the country, this type of system is not viable.
The present invention seeks to provide an in-

formation distribution system which is relatively

easy and inexpensive to implement.

According to the invention there is provided an
information distribution system comprising: a cord-

less telephone base station which includes storage

means arranged to store navigational information
additional to that required to operate its telephone

service; and means capable of accessing the
stored information.

Although the invention is particularly applicable
to the distribution of information relating to naviga-
tion. it should be understood that in its broadest

aspect the invention is applicable to the distribution
of all classes of information.

A great advantage of a system in accordance
with the invention is that, when the second genera-

tion of cordless telephones (known as CT2) be-
come available, there will be a rapid expansion in

what are termed "telepoints". A telepoint consists

of one or more base stations fitted in a public place

for use by members of the public carrying a porta-

ble cordless telephone handset. Telepoints need
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not necessarily form part of a CT2 network; they

may also conform to other operating specifications.

it is envisaged that an extensive network of cord-
less telephone base stations will be set up. These

may include stored information such as weather

reports, local traffic information and any other data

which people may wish to access.
Where the information relates to navigation, the

base stations can be incorporated into a navigation

system, thus avoiding the need to set up a dedi-
cated nationwide distribution of transponders for

use in a navigation system alone. The navigational
information stored at the base station may be

merely a road junction number for example, but

more usefully it would include detailed information

regarding a junction where the base station is lo-
cated and the most favourable road to take for a

given destination. There may be more than one
base station at a junction or its approaches, par-

ticularly where the road layout is complicated.
Where the information is not related to navigational

uses, it may still be advantageous to locate the
base station near a road junction for easy access

by vehicle occupants of stored information.
It is preferred that the means for accessing the

stored information is a cordless telephone handset.
As the CT2 network becomes well established,

many vehicles will carry a CT2 handset for use as

a telephone. This is highly advantageous in estab-
lishing, in particular. a navigation system in accor-
dance with the invention as many people already

owning handsets for telephone use would be willing

to subscribe to a navigation system which would

not require the purchase of additional equipment.
It is preferred that the means for accessing the

stored additional information is connectable to an

aerial carried by a road vehicle, thus increasing the

range over which the information may be accessed

and enabling amplification of any audible informa-
tion received from the base station. It is also pre-

ferred that the means for accessing the information
is connectable to a display device which is ar-

ranged to visually display the accessed informa-

tion, for example on a vehicle dash-board, although

the means for accessing may itself incorporate a

display. In a particularly advantageous embodiment
of the invention, means are included which are

capable of audibly conveying accessed information

to an operator. This may be achieved by including

a voice synthesiser at the telephone base station.

The person requiring information from the base

station would simply interrogate the base station

using the means for accessing the stored informa-
tion and the required information would be trans-
mitted to him both in visual and audible form.
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It is preferred that the stored information at the
base station is more detailed for local surroundings

than for more distant locations. This permits a

relatively small storage capacity to be used whilst

ensuring that adequate data is available to an en-
quirer. This feature is particularly advantageous
where the information is navigational information.

giving details of preferred routes to a desired des-

tination, for example.

It is preferred that means are included for up-

dating the stored information. This may then be
used to take into account any road-works or other

problems or changes which might arise. Advanta-

geously, the stored information is up-dated by a
remote communication terminal.

Preferably, means are included for transmitting

to the base station information regarding a desired

destination. This may then be used by the base

station to provide information concerning a correct
route for a vehicle to follow. However, the base

station which holds navigational data might merely

transmit information relating to all roads at a junc-

tion rather than transmitting only the information
specific to a particular destination.

Advantageously, the information to be acces-
sed is represented by a numerical code, as this

permits a conventional telephone handset to be

used. Possibly, the code may be the post code of
a destination, but advantageously, the numerical

code is representative of a map reference where
the information is related to a destination. If it is

wished to provide for an alpha input. the handset
may be fitted with an additional digital input/output
terminal to be used with an external key-pad. The

code may be input into the accessing means and

stored for easy retrieval when it is wished to inter-

rogate a base station.

It is preferred that means are included at the
base station for automatically logging each acces-

sion of the stored information. This enables provi-

sion to be made for charging for use of the service.

It is preferred that a plurality of base stations
are distributed as a network over a region. It may

be advantageous that where the stored information

is up-dated at one base station, it is automatically

up-dated at another.

One way in which the invention may be per-
formed is now described by way of example, with

reference to the accompanying drawing, in which

the sole Figure schematically illustrates an informa-
tion distribution system in accordance with the in-
vention.

With reference to the Figure, a system in ac-
cordance with the invention which can be used for

road vehicle navigation and to distribute information

relating to other matters comprises a plurality of
cordless telephone base stations 1, 2 and 3, only
some of which are shown, which are distributed
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throughout the country. Each base station 1, 2 and
3 is a telepoint which has been modified to incor-

porate a store containing navigational and other
additional information to that which it requires for

its operation as part of the telephone service. a

micro-processor and a voice-synthesizer. There
may be more than one base station associated with

a junction, this being especially useful where the

road layout is complex.

When a driver approaches a junction which is

indicated, for example by a symbol on a road sign,
to have a modified telepoint. he may access the
stored information to determine which road to take

if he requires navigational assistance or other addi-
tional information held at the telepoint. In this em-

bodiment of the invention, the means for accessing

the stored information is a cordless telephone han-
dset 4, but it could be a dedicated unit.

For navigational use, at the beginning of his

journey, the driver keys in a code on the handset 4

representing his desired destination, the code be-

ing numerical and based on map references. When
he reaches a junction having a base station 1, he
presses a button which causes the stored destina-
tion code and a handset identification code to be

transmitted, communication being established be-
tween the handset 4 and the base station 1 via the
vehicle's radio aerial 5. The transmission also in-

cludes an indication that destination information is

required. This is detected at 6 and applied to the

storage and processing circuits concerned with
navigation data. A processor 7 determines whether
the destination required is a local one, using the

first two digits of the destination code. if it is, the

code is applied to a look-up table 8 which lists

destination codes against appropriate local naviga-

tional information, the whole code being used to
retrieve the stored data. If the destination is distant,

only the first two digits of the code are required to
retrieve the requested information from a second

look-up table 9. The accessed information is
passed to a transmitter 10 which includes a voice -
synthesiser. The transmission is recieved by the
handset 4 in the vehicle and is presented audibly

and visually via a display 11 provided on the hand-

set 4. In this equipment, the handset 4 is also

connected to a larger display 12 on the dash-board
of the vehicle for the convenience of the driver.
The driver than uses the retrieved information to

select the correct turning. a
The base station 1 also stores other types of

information. If a person wishes to access weather
report information, he keys in the appropriate code
on the handset 4. The detector 6 at the base

station 1, on receipt of this code, directs the in-
formation request to another storeage means 13,

and again, the retrieved data is transmitted at 10.
The base station 1 records the identification
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code asscciated with the handset 4 at a store 14

when data is accessed. This may be recorded on a

tape which is collected and used to calculate

charges for use of the system, or may be transmit-
ted to a remote communication terminal 15.

Road works and accidents for example. may

alter the best choice of routes to a given destina-
tion. The remote communication terminal 15 in-

cluded in the system may be such that it is able to
access the look-up tables 8, 9 and 13 to enter

revised and up-dated information. in a more so-

phisticated version of the system. information sent
to one base station 1 which would also affect the

directions given by a second base station 2 is
automatically also transmitted to the second base
station 2. in one version of the system, each base
station is able to transmit information to the remote

communication terminal 15. For example, some

indication of the number of vehicles travelling along

a particular route may be given to enable any

appropriate changes in directional information to be
made.

Claims

1. An information distribution system compris-

ing: a cordless telephone base station (1 ,2,3) which
includes storage means (8,9,13) arranged to store
information additional to that required to operate its

telephone service; and means (4) capable of ac-

cessing the stored additional information.

2. A system as claimed in claim 1 wherein the

means capable of accessing the stored additional
information is a cordless telephone handset (4).

3. A system as claimed in claim 1 or 2 wherein
the stored additional information (8,9) is naviga-
tional information.

4. A system, as claimed in claim 3 wherein the

navigational information concerns road vehicle navi-
gation.

5. A system as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the base station is located in the vicinity of

a road junction.

6. A system as claimed in claim 5 and includ-

ing a plurality of base stations in the vicinity of a
road junction.

7. A system as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the means (4) capable of accessing the
stored information is connectable to an aerial (5)

carried by a road vehicle.

8. A system as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the means (4) capable of accessing the

information includes a display device (11) arranged

to visually display accessed information.
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9. A system as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the means (4) capable of accessing the

information is connectable to a display device (12)

arranged to visually display accessed information.
10. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim and including means (10) capable of audibly -
conveying accessed information to an operator.

11. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the base station includes a voice

synthesizer (10) arranged to articulate accessed
information.

12. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the stored additional information is

more detailed for local information (8) than for that

relating to more distant locations (9).
13. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim and including means (15) for up-dating the
stored additional information.

14. A system as claimed in claim 13 wherein
the stored information is up-dated by means of a
remote communication terminal (15).

15. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim and including means (4) for transmitting to
the base station information regarding a desired
destination.

16. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the information to be accessed is

represented by a numerical code.

17. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the means (4) capable of accessing

includes storage means for storing data regarding
information to be accessed.

18. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim and including means (14) for automatically

logging each accession of the stored information.
19. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim and including means for transmitting to the
base station an identification code associated with

the means capable of accessing.

20. A system as claimed in any preceding
claim wherein the base station includes means for

transmitting information to a remote communication
terminal (15).

21. A system as claimed in claim 20 wherein
information transmitted to the remote communica-

tion terminal (15) includes identification codes as-
sociated with means for accessing stored informa-
tion. 3

22. A system as claimed in claim 20 or 21
wherein information transmitted to the remote com-

munication terminal (15) includes data relating to

traffic travelling to a particular destination.

23. A system as claimed in any preceding

claim and including a plurality (123) of base sta-
tions distributed as a network over a region.
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24. A system as claimed in claim 23 wherein

up-dated information to one of the base stations is
automatically up—dated in another.
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(54) System and method tor reproducing audio data, method and apparatus tor reproducing

audio data to be used in a vehicle and computer readable storage medium for storing a
computer program

cation, a short—distance data communication system is
used, which aiiows the apparatuses to recognize and
authenticate one another and perform data communica-
tion with one another in the vehicle. Received music da-

ta is reproduced/output in real time.

(57) An audio apparatus for a vehicle made up oi a
carmounted audio apparatus 100 and portable audio
apparatuses 200a and 200b transmits/receives con-
tents data such as music via radio communication. As

a communication system for this in-car radio communi-

FIG. 1
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of an
audio apparatus that provides contents such as music
in avehicle such as an automobile.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In the field of an automobite, atypical example
of vehicle, an audio apparatus has come into wide-

spread use in recentyears allowing passengersto enjoy
various contents such as music In a vehicle.

[0003] In such aconventional audio apparatus. a pas-
senger inserts a portable music storage medium such
as a CD (compact disk). MD (mini-disk), cassette tape
into the audio apparatus and enjoys music of hislher

choice by replayingroutputting it from data stored in the
music storage medium.

[0004] However, an audio apparatus using such amu-
sic storage medium is burdensome because the pos-
senger needsto take the storage medium storing music
to be replayed in the vehicle into the vehicle every time
the passenger gets on the vehicle.
[0005] Thus, the Japanese Patent Laid—C-pen No.
11-30936, etc. proposes atechnology for directly receiv-

ing digitized music data from the outside through an au-
dio apparatus using a music distribution service and en-
joying the music data in the vehicle without using a mu-
sic recording medium.
[0006] Here, the technology described in the Japa-
nese Patent Laid-Open No. 11-30986 will be summa-
rized below.

[0007] The vehicle music data acquisition system de-
scribed in this Publication consists of an information

center that distributes music to vehicles and a vehicle

capable of wirelessly communicating with the informa-
tion center (see FIG. 2 of the relevant F’ublication) and
the music distribution procedure in such a system con-
figuration is explained with reference to FIG. 2 of the
relevant Pu blication.

[0008] That is, the vehicle sends data about a music

replaying condition in the own vehicle (including infor-
mation to identify music of a distribution request) to the
infonnation center.

[0009] Upon reception of the data about the music re-
playing condition, the information center determines
whether the requested music data exists in the Informa-
tion center or not and if the music data does not exist,

the information center acquires the data on the Internet
from the outside. Then. the information center creates

music data with the amount of data reduced (com-

pressed) based on the data about the music replaying
condition and sends the music data created to the vehi-

cle. The vehicle replays the music based onthe received
music data.

[0010] According to the audio apparatus using this
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music distribution service, the passenger can enjoy any

music at anytime withoutthe need to prepare any music

storage medium. This allows the passengerto easily en-
joy music of hislher choice in the vehicle, providing an
effect of allowing the passenger to spend hislher time
comfortably in the vehicle.
[0011] Furthermore, the technology described in the

Japanese Patent Laid--Open No. 10-24020? will be
summarized below.

[0012] This Publication describes atouch-screen type

audio-visual replay digital system and a plurality of win-

dows appearing on a display shows information on au-
dio-visual contents that can be replayed.

[0013] The user can select a desired window from
among a plurality of windows displayed to easily replay
the audio-visual contents requested to be replayed.

[0014] On the other hand, recently, with the develop-
ment of the Internet, music distribution services indirect-

ly using the Internet are provided as described below.
which allows the userto download digitized contents cl a-
ta such as music to an information storage medium such
as a memory card and enjoy music of hisiher choice
easily.

[0015] Furthermore, recently, individuals often carry
with them portable audio apparatuses and these porta-
bte audio apparatuses are also making iteasierto enjoy
music using music data stored in an information storage
medium.

[0016] By the way, people go for a long-distance drive
on a trip, etc., a plurality of passengers often gets on the
vehicle. in which case, because preference of music
varies from one person to another, it is preferred that

these passengers be ableto enjoy music oitheir respec-
tive choices and spend their time during the long-dis-
tance drive comfortably.

[0017] In a vehicle equipped with an audio apparatus

using a conventional music storage medium, satisfying
such as demand requires each passenger to record mu-
sic of his/her choice to a music storage medium corre-

sponding to the audio apparatus or purchase one and
take the music storage medium into the vehicle.

[0018] As in the case of the Japanese Patent Laid-
Open No. 11-30986, the audio apparatus using the mu-
sic distribution service provided from the infonnation
center can freely obtain a variety of music data at any

time by a required amount. This allows the passengers

to freely enjoy music of their choice without the need to
take the music storage medium into the vehicle.

[0019] The audio apparatus using the music distribu-
tion service provides such convenience. but on the other
hand, because this audio apparatus receives music da-

te from the outside by radio (wireless telephone line,

etc.), it takes sometime of communication to download
music data of one piece of music for example. There-

fore, if. for example, electromagnetic interference oc-
curs while the music data is being downloaded during a
drive, the audio apparatus is unable to reliably receive
the music data ol the relevant piece of music.
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[0020] And in the case where the music data cannot
be received reliably. it is necessary to receive the music

data again. Thus, even the audio apparatus using the
music distribution service is still not sufficient in respect
of user friendliness.

[0021] Moreover, downloading music data from the
music distribution service in the current communication

environment entails a high communication cost, and so
it is problematic in respect of cost. too.
[0022] Therefore, one possible method of enjoying
music of one's choice reliably and at low cost without

using such a music distribution service is to use music
data included in a portable audio apparatus. This is be-
cause the portable audio apparatus that each passen-

ger carries includes music data oi his/herchoice before-
hand and using this music data allows the passenger to
reliably enjoy music data of his/her choice in the vehicle.

[0023] However, the shape and mode of a portable
audio apparatus varies from one model to another, and
the wired connection port and the shape of its informa-

tion storage medium also vary. For this reason, using
this portable audio apparatus in the vehicle requires the
passenger to set the audio apparatus In a mount pretri-
stalled in the vehicle, connect it to an in-car audio ap-

paratus via a cable or insert or remove the information
storage medium to take the music data ofportable audio

apparatuses of all models into the in-car audio appara-
tus. which is difficult in practice.

[0024] Moreover. even if wired connection ports of
portable audio apparatuses of all models and informa-
tion storage media aro standardized having a common
shape and mode, there remains a possibility that the

passenger will still need to set the audio apparatus in
the mount and insert or remove the iniorrnation storage
media, which is a problem of requiring time and trouble.
[0025] Moreover. the conventional audio system

above generally comprises a main unit that controls re-
production of musical pieces (contents) connected to a
plurality of speakers via cables. Therefore, when an au-
dio system is also mounted when the vehicle is pur-
chased or when a desired audio system is mounted Iat-
er, it is troublesome to lay cables for the audio system
in a limited space of the vehicle.

[0026] Furthermore, also in the car cabin design
stage, the degree oi freedom in design may be reduced
because it is necessary to consider locations of cables
for the audio system and operability for cabling, etc.
[0027] Furthermore, in a conventional audio system,
once a determined system configuration has been in-

corporated in the vehicle, subsequent changes to the
system configuration are not easy. Thus. when the user
wants to replay a CD (compact disk) in the main unit that
is provided with only functions of a radio tuner and cas-
sette tape recorder, a widespread method ior meeting
such a demand is to carry into the vehicle a portable CD

player, atransmitterthat FM-modulates an outputsignal
and allows a radio tuner on the audio system side to
receive the output signal or an adapter that reads the
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output signal of the CD player through the head oi the

cassette tape recorder and thereby indirectly reproduc-
es the output signal of the CD player through the audio
system.

[0028] However, the above indirect reproduction
method requires that aportable CD player and FM trans-
mitter, etc. be carried into the vehicle and their locations
be secured in a narrow car cabin, and restricts the orig-

inai seating space for passengers, provides not good
looking and also has a problem with the quality of mu-
sical pieces.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0029] The present invention has been proposed to
solve the conventional problems, and has as its main
object to provide, even when a plurality of passengers

gets on an automobile, for example, an audio system
and its contents reproduction method, audio apparatus
for avehicle and its contents reproduction method, port-

able audio apparatus, computer program product and
computer-readable storage medium capabie of easily

and reliably reproducing contents data in a portable au-
dio apparatus carried by passengers inside the vehicle

and outputting the contents data as sound so that pas-
sengers can enjoy music of their respective choices in
the vehicle withoutthe need to download contents data
such as music and conversation from the Internet.

[D0301 To solve the above problems. the present in-
vention is constituted as follows.

[0031] That is, the present invention provides an au-
dio system that reproduces contents intonnation as
sound in a vehicle, composed of portable audio appa-

ratuses (200, 200a, 200b) carried by passengers of the
vehicle and an audio apparatus (100) mounted in the
vehicle. characterized in that the portable audio appa-

ratuses include corrtents information retaining means

(204) for retaining contents information and transmitting
means (205) for transmitting the contents information to
the audio apparatus at least by means of radio commu-
nication, and the audio apparatus includes receiving

means (11 0) for receiving the contents information from
the portable audio apparatuses at least by means of ra-
dio communication. and controlling means (101. 103)

for reproducing the contents information received bythe
receiving means and at the same time outputting the re-
produced information as sound from speakers(2B)
mounted in the vehicle.

[0032] in a preferred embodiment, it is preferred that
the audio apparatus be provided with operation switch-
es (24, 106-109) that allow entries by the passengers of
the vehicle. operation signal transmitting means (110)
ior transmitting operation signals according to the oper-
ations of the operation switches to the portable audio

apparatuses at least by means of radio communication,
and the portable audio apparatuses be further provided
with controlling means (203) for performing own opera-
tion control according to the operation signats received
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from the audio apparatus at least by means of radio
communication.

[0033] Furthermore, for example, the audio apparatus
(100) mounted in the vehicle constructs a radio subsys-
tem made up of audio controlling means (100A)
equipped with a first radio commu nlcetion apparatus
(116) and speaker units (2A to 2D) equipped with a sec-

ond radio communication apparalus (222), and the first
and second radio communication apparatuses can per-
form radio communications based on a predetermined

radio communication protocol, and it is preferred that the

plurality of speaker units receive radio signals transmit-
ted from the first radio communication apparatus of the

audio controlling means by the second radio communi-

cation apparatus and reproduce the contents informa-
tion contained in the received radio signals according to
characteristic information individually set in each speak-
er unit.

[0034] To attain the same object, the present inven-
tion provides a contents reproduction method for an au-

dio system that reproduces contents information as
sound in the vehicle, comprising a system constructing
step of constructing a communication system that car-
ries out at least a radio communication, composed of

portable audio apparatuses (200, 200a, 200b) carried
by passengers of the vehicle and an audio apparatus
(100) mounted in the vehicle. a contents information
sending step of sending contents inlormation retained
beforehand in the portable audio apparatuses to the au-
dio apparatus at least by means of radio communica-
tion, and a sound reproducing step of receiving and re-
producing the contents information sent in the contents
information sending step at least by means of radio com-
munication and outputting the reproduced information
as sound from speakers (28) mounted in the vehicle.
[0035] Furthennore, for example, the system con-

structing step includes a subsystem constructing step
of constructing a radio subsystem made up of an audio
control unit (100A) equipped with a radio communica-

tion apparatus that can perform radio communication
based on a predetermined radio communication proto-
col and a plurality of speaker units (2A to 2D), and it is
preferred that the audio reproducing step includes a first
step of sending a radio signal containing contents infor-
mation from the audio control unit and the plurality of

speaker units include a second step of receiving the ra-
dio signals and reproducing the contents information in-
ciuded in the received radio signal as sound according
to characteristic information individually set in each

speaker unit.
[0036] To attain the same object, the present inven-
tion provides an audio apparatus for a vehicle (100)
mounted in a vehicle to reproduce contents information
as sound in the vehicle. comprising system constructing

means (101, 11 0) for constructing a radio communica-
tion system composed of portable audio apparatuses
(200. 200a. 200b) carried by passengers of the vehicle
and the audio apparatus, receiving means (110) for re-
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cciving the contents information from the portable audio
apparatuses at least by means of radio communication
and controlling means (101, 103) for reproducing the
contents information received by the receiving means

and outputting the reproduced information as sound
from speakers (28) mounted in the vehicle.
[0037] in a preferred embodiment, it is preferred that

the system constructing means, when the plurality of
portable audio apparatuses is identified, construct a re-
dio communication system inciuding the plurality of port-

able audio apparatuses and the controlling means con-
trol so that between the plurality of portable audio appa-
ratuses, the contents information retained beforehand

by the first portable audio apparatus is transferred to the
second portable audio apparatus by radio communica-
tion and the contents information is reproduced as
sound by the second portable audio apparatus.

[0038] Another method to attain the same object is a
contents reproduction method for an audio apparatus
fora vehicle (100) mounted in avehiciethat reproduces
contents inlormation as sound in the vehicle, comprising

a system constructing step of constructing a radio com-
munication system composed of portable audio appa-

ratuses (200, 200a, 20Gb) carried by passengers of the
vehicle and the audio apparatus, a receiving step of re-

ceiving the contents inlormation from the portable audio
apparatuses at least by means of radio communication
and a sound reproducing step of reproducing the con-
tents information received in the receiving step and out-

putting the reproduced information as sound from
speakers (28) mounted in the vehicle.
[0039] The same object above can also be attained
by an audio apparatus mounted in a vehicle (audio ap-
paratus for a vehicle), program codes that instruct so
that the operation of the audio apparatus is implement
and a computer-readable storage medium that stores

these program codes. which make up the audio system
in the above configuration.

[0040] The same object above can also be attained
by a contents reproduction method of the audio appa-
ratus (audio apparatus for a vehicle) corresponding to
the contents reproduction method of the audio system

in the configuration above, program codes that instruct

so that the contents reproduction method is imptement-
ed in the audio apparatus for a vehicle and a computer-

readable storage medium that stores these program
codes.

[0041] Other features and advantages of the present

invention will be apparent from the following description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings,
in which like reference characters designate the same
or similar pans throughout the figures thereof.

BRIEF DESCRiPT|ON OF THE DRAWINGS

[0042] The accompanying drawings, which are incor-
porated in and constitute a part of the specification, il-
lustrate embodiments of the invention and. together with
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the description. serve to explain the principles of the in-
vention.

Fig. 1 is an outlined plan view of au automobile us-

ing an audio apparatus of the present invention;
Fig, 2 is a system block diagram of an audio appa-
ratus control system and radio communication sys-

tem according to a first embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 3 is a front view of an operation panel of an
audio apparatus 100 in the first embodiment;

Fig. 4 is a flow chart of operation control ofthe audio
apparatus 100 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 5 is an "AUDIO TOP MENU" screen shown on

a display in the first embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a "reception MENU" screen shown on a
display in the first embodiment;
Fig. 7 is an "AUDIO MENU" screen shown on a dis-

play in the first embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a flow chart of operation control of a port-

able audio apparatus 200 in the first embodiment;
Fig.9 is an "erasure MENU" screen shown on a dis-
play In the first embodiment;
Fig. 10 is an "lnternet MENU" screen shown on a

display in the first embodiment;
Fig. 11 is a "Transfer MENU" screen shown on a

display in the first embodiment:
Fig. 12 is a display screen in a first modification of
the first embodiment:

Fig. 13 is an outlined plan view of an automobile
using radio communication signals directed to seat
positions in a second modification of the first em-
bodiment;

Fig. 14 is an outlined plan view of an automobile
using radio communication signals directed to
mount positions in a third modification of the first
embodiment;

Fig. 15 illustrates a configuration example with an
audio apparatus according to a second embodi-
ment mounted in the car cabin;

Fig. 16 illustrates a block configuration of compo-

nents making up the audio apparatus according to
the second embodiment and flows of radio signals

between the components;
Fig. 17 is a flow chart of musical piece reproduction

processing in an audio unit 100A inthe second em-
bodiment;

Fig. 18 is afiow chart of musical piece reproduction
processing in speaker units 2.6. to 2D in the second
embodiment;

Fig. 19A and Fig. 198 are flow charts of musical
piece reproduction processing in a portable audio
terminal 3 in the second embodiment;

Fig. 20 is a flow chart ofmusical piece reproduction

processing in an audio unit 100A in a third embod-
iment‘.

Fig. 21 is ailow chart of musical piece reproduction
processing in speaker units 2A to 2D in the third em-
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bodiment;

Fig. 22A and Fig. 22B are flow charts of musical

piece reproduction processing in a portable audio
terminal 3 in the third embodiment; and

Fig. 23 iltustrates a display example of a display 113
of the audio unit 100A.

DEFAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0043] Preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion will now be described in detail in accordance with

the accompanying drawings.

[First embodiment]

[0044] Embodiments of the present invention applied
to an automobile, a typical example of vehicle, will now
be described in detail in accordance with the accompa-
nying drawings.
[0045] FIG. 1 is an outlined plan view of au automobile
using an audio apparatus (audio system) of the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the automobile audio ap-

paratus of this embodiment is generally constituted by
a car-mounted audio apparatus 100 (hereinafter re-
ferred to as "audio apparatus 100") mounted in a vehicle
1 and portable audio apparatuses 200a and 1200p car-
ried into the vehicle by passengers.
[0046] In the following explanations. the portable au-
dio apparatuses 200a and 200b will sometimes be coi-

iectively called a "portable audio apparatus 200".
[0047] The audio apparatus 100 is constructed of not

only an audio function but also a navigation function and
Internet communication function, etc. so as to perform
a variety of information processing.
[0048] A concentrated control unit 20 for controlling

the entire system of the audio apparatus of this embod-
iment is instatied close to an instrument panel in the
center of the vehicle 1. This concentrated control unit

20 is connected with various apparatuses mounted in
the vehicle 1 in order to perform the functions, which will
be described below.

(Navigation function)

[0049] The navigation function is intended to realize
navigation functions such as route guidance to a preset
desired destination and is constructed by a GPS (Global
Positioning System) antenna 21 to detectthe currentpo-
sition of the own vehicle installed in the vehicle 1, a nav-

igation controller 22 to perform navigation control, a
DVD-ROM changer 23 to read road map information,

etc. stored in DVD-ROM. a display 24 that displays nav-
igation inionnation and allows input operations by pas-

sengers and a voice guide speaker 25 that outputs nav-
igation information in voice, and these apparatuses are
each connected to the concentrated control unit 20.

[0050] The navigation function in this embodiment is
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provided with functions similarto those of a conventional
navigation apparatus such as detecting the current po-
sition ofthe own vehicle, giving the passengers road in-
formation and traffic infonnation and providing a route

guide for the automobile,

(Internet communication function)

[0051] The Internet communication function is con-
structed by a telephone antenna 26 connected to the
Internet over a radio telephone network, a cellular tele-

phone 27 to transmitlreceive Internet information, the
display 24 that allows input operations by the passen-
ger, car-mounted speakers 28 that output the informa-
tion received on the Internet as voice information (here-

inafter referred to as "speakers 28"), etc. and these ap-
paratuses are also each connected to the concentrated
control unit 20.

[0052] This embodiment transmitslrecelves Internet
information using the cellulartelephone 27, but it is also

possible to provide a dedicated Internet transmission}
reception section for the main unit of the audio appara-
tus 100 aside from the cellular telephone 27.

[0053] The Internet communication function of this
embodiment is provided with functions such as receiv-
ing various kinds of information requested by the pas-
sengers by the audio apparatus 100 over the Internet

and transmitting information from the vehicle to the out-
side by e-mail, etc.

(Audio function)

[0054] The audio function is constructed by an audio
control unit 30 that controls the entire system of the rel-
evant audio function. a CD drive 31 that reads CD music

data, an MD drive 32 that reads MD music data. a mem-

ory drive 33 that reads music data of a memory card,

speakers 28 that output music as sound in the vehicle,
a car-mounted radio antenna 34 placed in the center of

the vehicle to carry out radio communication with a plu-
rality of cellular audio apparatuses 200a and 200b in the
vehicle and a radio transmitter/receiver 35 that trans-

mils/receives music data tolfrom the portable audio ap-

paratuses 200a and 200b, and these apparatuses are
each connected to the concentrated control unit 20.

[0055] As in the case of a conventional audio appara-
tus. this audio function is provided with functions such
as reading contents data such as music, converted to

digital data. stored in a CD. MD or memory card (here-
inafter referred to as "music data"), generating repro-

duction signals according to the read music data and
outputting the music data irom the speakers 28 as music

(hereinafter referred to as "reproduced output"), and at-
so provided with a function of receiving AMIFIVI waves

by an AMIFM tuner (not shown) and outputting AM/FM
broadcasting signals from the speakers 28.

[0056] This audio function is also provided with afunc-
tion of receiving digital music data using a music distri-
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button service of the Internet and reproducing and out-

putting as music from the speakers 28.

[0057] The audio function of the audio apparatus 100
is further capable of communicating with a plurality of

the portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200b carried
into the vehicle through in-car radio communications
based on a predetermined communication system and

provided with a function of receiving music data retained
in the ponable audio apparatuses 200a and 200p and
reproducing and outputting as music from the speakers
28 in the vehicle.

[0058] Note, that the concentrated control unit 20 to
which these apparatuses are connected is connected to
a car-mounted LAN (local area network) unit 40 as
shown in FIG. 1 and is constructed so as to perform in-
formation communication with other vehicle control ap-
paratuses.

[0059] Next, the control system and radio communi-
cation system of the audio apparatus according to this
embodiment will be explained with reference to the sys-
tem block diagram in FIG. 2.

[0060] In FIG. 2, a system block of the audio appara-
tus 100 is shown on the Left side and a system block of

the portable audio apparatus 200a is shown on the right
side. FIG, 2 shows details of only the system block of
one ponable audio apparatus for convenience, but the
system of the other portable audio apparatus Is also
constructed in the same way.

[0061] The audio apparatus 100 is provided with a
CPU 101 and this CPU 101 controls the system of the

audio apparatus 100. A music source 102 is connected
to the CPU 101. The music source 102 is constructed

of an infonnation storage unit (e.g., storage medium

such as semiconductor memory) that stores music data
received from the outside and retains music data of the

audio apparatus 100.

[0062] Furthermore, an amplifier 103 is connected to
the CPU 101 and the amplifier 103 amplifies and con-
verts music information signals which are music data

stored In a storage medium reproduced and generated
by the CD drive 32, etc. and reproduces and outputs as
music from the speakers 28.

[0063] Furthermore, the display 24 is oonnectedto the
CPU 101 of the audio apparatus 100 and the display 24
displays the control content oi the audio apparatus 100
and music source music title data, etc. Furthennore, a

car extern at music source reception circuit 104 is con-
nected to the CPU 101 and the car external music

source reception circuit 104 receives information from
the lnternetand AM or FM waves through a car-external
antenna 105 (telephone antenna 26, etc.).
[0064] Furthermore, audio operation switches 107
such as a volume, a select switch. a replay button. a

stop button, a fast-forward button, a rewind button and

a selecting/detennining switch 108 to select a cross cur-
sor button or select button and an output changeover
button 109 are connected to the CPU 101 via an oper-

ation system inleriace 106.
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[0065] Furthermore, atransmlssionfreccption module
1101s connected to the CPU 101 and the transmission}

reception module 110 carries out in-car radio communi-
cation with the portable audio apparatuses 200a and
200b carried into the vehicle via an in-car radio antenna
34.

[0066] The portable audio apparatus 2003 is con-

structed of an apparatus main unit 201a and a head-
phone 202b.
[0067] This apparatus main unit201a is provided with
a CPU 203 thatcontrols the system of the portable audio

apparatus 200a, and a music source 204, a transmis-
sion/reception module 205, a display 206, operation
switches 208 such as a volume, a select switch, a replay

button, a stop button, a fast-forward button and a rewind
button, etc. and internaifexternalch angeover switch 209
are further connected to this CPU 203 via an operation

system interface 207.

[0068] The headphone 202a of the portable audio ap-
paratus 201a is also provided with a transmissionr're-
ception module 21 O for radio communications, which re-
ceives music data sent from the apparatus main unit
200a ofthe portable audio apparatus through radio com-
munication to allow the passengers to enjoy music indi-

vidually.
[0069] Note, that the number of portable audio appa-
ratuses in this embodiment is only set to 2. but it is also

possible to additionally set the number according to the
number of passengers as shown with virtual lines in FIG.
2.

[0070] Moreover. it is also possible to construct the
apparatus main unit 201 a and headphone 202a as asin-
gle apparatus.

[0071] These audio apparatus 100 and portable audio
apparatuses 200a and 200b transmitlreceive music da-
ta, etc. to/‘from each other through in-car radio commu-
nication.

[0072] As an in-car radio communication system, this
embodiment adopts a short-distance data communica-

tion systemthat slowsthc apparatuses to recognize and
authenticate one another in the vehicle and perform da-
ta communication among one another. More specifical-

ly, as an example of a short-distance data communica-
tion system used within a short-distance of several tens
of m, this embodimentcarries out a so-called BIuetooth—
based radio communication.

[0073] The short-distance communication system in-
cludes radio wave communication using a spread spec-

trum technology, optical communication and infrared
communication, etc. This embodiment adopts a radio
wave communication with less directivity. However, if it

is possible to construct a network in which the music
apparatus 100 functions as a master and the portable
music apparatuses function as slaves during a commu-
nication, other communication systems can also be
adopted.

[0074] Furthermore, music data transmittcdlrcceivecl
is preferred to be compatible to all kinds of model and
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transmittcdlreceived in a short time, and therefore this

music data is preferred to be transmittedlreceived, after

being compressed as a data file based on a predeter-
mined system and converted to compressed data.
[0075] Data compression systems available to this
embodiment include MP3, Solid Audio, Liquid Audio,
etc. Therefore, the audio apparatus 100 and portable

audio apparatuses 200 are provided with general soft-
wareor hardware capable of compressing to music data
based on such a data compression system or decoding

to a decoded signal at the time of reproduction.

[0076] Connecting the audio apparatus 100 and port-
able audio apparatus 200 through in-car radio commu-
nication and constructing a communication network

(hereinafter referred to as "network") will allow each ap-
paratus to transmitfreceive music data and allow the au-
dio apparatus 100 to control the portable audio appara-
tuses 200, etc.

[0077] FIG. 3 is a front view of an operation panel 50
of the audio apparatus 100 installed in the center of the

instrument panel. The upper section is an operation
panel 51 of the audio apparatus and the lower section
is an air-conditioning-related operation panel 52. Here,

the audio-apparatus-related operation panel 51 will be
explained.
[0078] First, selection switches 53 for selecting a mu-
sic source such as AMIFM and CD, etc. are provided in

the upper section of the operation panel 50 and the mu-
sic source output from the speakers 28 is determined
according to the selection of these selection switches
53.

[0079] Belowthe selection switches 53 is a liquidcrys-
tat display panel 54. The liquid crystal display 54 dis-

plays asettemperature and in-cartemperature or music
information of the audio apparatus 100, etc.
[0080] Below the liquid crystal display 54 are slot

openings 55, 56 and 57. inserting various storage media
such as a CD, MD or memory card into these slotopen-
ings 55, 56 and 57 allows the audio apparatus 100 to

incorporate music data of music sources.
[0081] To the left of the slot openings 55 and 56 are
screen changeover switches 58 to switch the display
screen of the liquid crystal display 54. At the top is a

navigation switch 58a to switch the disptay screen to a
navigation screen, in the center is an audio switch 58b
to switch the display screen to an audio screen and at
the bottom is an audio top switch 58c to switch the dis-
play screen to an audio top menu screen of in-car radio
communication.

[0082] The display 24 of the audio apparatus 100 is
set on an instrument panel (not shown) close to a driver
seat easily recognizable by the passengers and con-

structed to display an audio screen such as various
kinds of infonnation of the audio apparatus. Note, that

the above-described liquid crystal display panel 54 can
also be used as the display 24 of the audio apparatus
100.

[0083] To the right of the slot openings is a cross cur-
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sorldetermination button 108 to move the cursor on a

display screen and determine a predetermined item.

[0034] Below the slot openings are audio operation
switches 10? whereby the passengers can input audio

operation signats such as replay. stop or volume. These
audio operation switches 10?’ are a power volume
switch, skip switch, etc. from the left. Al the right end are

output changeover switches 109 that allow the passen-
ger to switch the output destination of the audio opera-
tion signal which is output by the passenger manipulat-
ing the audio operation switches 107 between the audio

apparatus 100 and portable audio apparatuses 200.
[0085] Then, the action and method of operation of
the audio apparatus according to this embodiment will
be explained using FIG. 4 to FIG. 11.

[0086] First, the action of the audio apparatus 100 will
be explained using the (low chart of operation control of
the audio apparatus 100 shown in FIG. 4. This flow chart

indicates the procedure of a software program executed
by the CPU 101 and the control processing by the CPU
101 is started by an ignition ON of the vehicle 1. for ex-
ample.
[0087] Initially, it is judged whether a power switch of
the audio apparatus 1 DD (notshown) is ON or not (810)
and when the judgment result is NO, the process goes
to Return and when the judgment result is YES, it is

judged whether an external music source (each of the
portable audio apparatuses 200} is replayed or not
(311).

[0038] Ifthe result ofthe judgment (S11 ) as to whether
the external music sources 200a and 200b are replayed
or not is NO. music data of the music source 102 (CD,

MD. memory card, etc.) of the audio apparatus 100 is

directly reproduced and output from the speakers 28 as
in the case of a normal audio apparatus (812). On the
other hand. it the judgment result is YES, the existence

of any external music source (apparatus rnain units
201a and 201b of the portable audio apparatuses) and

external speakers (headphones 202a and 202b of the

portable audio apparatuses) carried into the vehicle is
searched. and the external music source whose exist-

ence has been confirmed is connected to the audio ap-

paratus 100 through an in-car radio communication
(S13).
[0089] The search connection operation in 313 is
started by the passenger operating the audio top switch
58c on the operation panel 51 of the audio apparatus
100. More specifically, the passenger makes an "AUDIO
TOP MENU" shown in FIG. 5 appear on the display
screen and selects and determines "External music

sourcelexternai speaker search and reception" D1 with
a cross cursorrdetermination button 108.

[0090] In this case, if the passenger selectsldeter-
mines "External music sourcelexternal speaker search

and reception" D1 , the display screen is switched to the
"Reception MENU" screen shown in FIG. 6 and a search
radio wave is emitted from the in-car radio antenna 34

of the audio apparatus 100. This allows the audio appa-
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ratus 100 to connect the apparatuses 201 a and 201 b of

the portable audio apparatuses in the vehicle to the

headphones 202a and 202b for a search.
[0091] At this time, installed in the center of the vehi-
cle, the in—car radio antenna 34 can emitthe search ra-

dio wave uniformly inthe vehicle and detect the portable
audio apparatuses 200 in the vehicle uniformly. Further-
more, even it portable audio apparatuses 200 owned by
persons other than the passengers happen to exist out-
side near the vehicle, this reduces the probability of an
erroneous search.

[0092] When the portable audio apparatuses 200a
and 200b are detected and connected within a prede-
termined search lime. the audio apparatus 100 and the

plurality of portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200b
send an identification address to each other and form a

network through an in-car radio communication. Once
the network is constructed, the "Reception MENU"
screen looks as shown in FIG. 6.

[0093] For example, when the audio apparatus 100
finds and recognizes two portable audio apparatuses
200a and 200b in the vehicle, these apparatuses con-
struct a communication system with the audio apparatus
100 as a master and the portable audio apparatuses
200a and 200b as slaves and recognize one portable

audio apparatus 200a as an external player A and the
other portable audio apparatus 200b as an external
player B. Then, the "Reception MENU" screen shows
the connection states in simplified expressions indicat-

ing the audio apparatus 100 as M and the portable audio
apparatuses as PA and PB (D21). Note. that the "Fie-
ception MENU" screen also shows a list of music title
data, etc. associated (correspondence estabiished) with
music data (contents data) of each apparatus connect-
ed (D22).
[0094] When the apparatuses have constructed the

network by means of in-car radio communication. the

passenger operates the cross cursor/determination but-
ton 108 to selectldetermine "Confirm" D23 on the "Fie-

ception MENU" screen and terminates the search con-
nection operation.
[0O95] However, if it isjudged that the search/connec
tion is insufficient. the passengeroperates the cross cur-
sorldeterrnination button 108 to select/determine
"Search" 024 to continue the search/connection. This

ensures that the apparatuses are connected to con-
struct the network.

[0096] Note, if the number of the portable audio ap-
paratuses 200 in the vehicle changes, it is necessary to

perlorrn searchfconnection every time. but it the pas-
senger selects/determines "Update" D25 on the "Re-
ception MENU" screen, it is possible to set the audio

apparatus 100 so asto automatically repeat search/con-
nection at predetermined intervals.

[0097] After external music sources (apparatus main
units of the portable audio apparatuses}, external

speakers (headphones) have been scarchedi'connect-
ed (813), a music source and output port are detennined
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on the "AUDIO MENU" screen (514).

[0098] The music sourceioutput port determination
operation in 814 is carried out by the passenger oper-
ating the cross cursorldetermination button 108 on the
"AUDIO TOP MENU" screen to select/detemtine "De—

termine music replay/output destination" D1 and making
the display screen show the "AUDIO MENU" screen
shown in FIG. 7.

[0099] Here, the music source/output port determina-
tion operation in 314 will be explained more specifically.

For example, if the passenger wants to replay the sec-
ond music of the portable audio apparatus 200a identi-
lied as the external player A from the speakers 28, the
passengerselectsfdetermines "External player A“ D11a
in the "Source" selection area D11 on the "AUDIO

MENU" screen. Then, a music data list D12 of the port-

able audio apparatus 200a of the external player A is
displayed on the left. This music data list D12 shows
music titles, artist names and data volumes, etc. and

shows the content of the music data retained in the port-

able audio apparatus 200a.
[0100] The passenger operates the cross cursorlde-
termination button 108 in this music data list D12 dis-

played to selectldetermine the "Second music" D12a.

Then, the passenger selectsldetermines "Car-mounted
SP" D1 Eta in the "Output destination" selection area D13

(seioctionldetermination content in FIG. 7).

[0101] When the passenger who carries the portable
audio apparatus 200a of the external player A person-
ally wants to replay all music pieces of the music data

of the portable audio apparatus 20013 of the external
player B carried by another passenger through the own
headphone, the passenger selectsfdetennines "Exter-

nal player B" Dttb in the "Source" selection area D11
onthe "AUDIO MENU" screen and makes the music da-

ta list (not shown) 01 the portable audio apparatus 200b

of the external player B appear and selectsfdelermines
the "External player B" D11b in the "Source" selection
area D11 again. Thus, the passenger selects all music
pieces of the portable audio apparatus 200b of the ex-

ternal player B and then seiectsldetermines the "Exter-
nal player A" D13b in the "Output destination" selection
area D13.

[0102] Thus; the passenger further performs opera-
tion of date nnining a music source, output port accord-

ing to the request of a passenger and terminates the
music sourcefoutput port determination operation.
[0103] The music source/output port determination
operation according to the request of each passenger
is perlormed in this way.
[0104] Note, when the passenger performs no music
source determination operation in the above music

sourceloutpul port determination operation. all music
data pieces oi the portable audio apparatuses are se-

lected one after anotherstarting from the external player
A and all music data pieces of the portable audio appa-
ratuses are reproducedloutput from the speakers 28 or
those portable audio apparatuses one alter another.
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Thus, if the passenger does not want to listen to any

particular music but simply wants to listen to music as

BGM, then the passenger need not perform any music
source determination operation.

[0105] After the passenger determines the music
sourceloutput port on the "AUDIO MENU" screen, it is
judged whether the selected music source is only a car-

mounted source (music source of the audio apparatus
100) or not (515).

[0106] It thejudgmentresult in 815 is YES, it isjudg ed
whether the output destination is only the speakers 28
or not (816).
[0107] On the other hand, ilthejudgment result in 515
is NO. the music data of the music selected from exter-

nal music sources (portable audio apparatuses 200a
and 2001:-) is received and the received music data is
stored in an information storage unit (not shown) such

as a semiconductor memory of the audio apparatus
(817). Then. it is judged whetherthe output destination
set in S14 is the speakers 28 only or not (S16).

[0108] That is. if the external music sources (portable
audio apparatuses 200a and 200b) are selected in the
"Source" selection area D11. the music data sent from

the portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200b are re-
ceived by the audio apparatus too in real time and the
received music data is immediately subjectedto prede-
termined processing such as decoding and then repro-
duced and output.

[0109] Note, even it the external music sources (port-
able audio apparatuses 200a and 200b) are selected

consecutively. control is performed such that the music
data is transmitredlreceivecl in real time and repro-

duced/output.

[0110] Then, if the result of judgment in S16 as to
whether the selected output destination is only the
speakers 28 or not is YES, the selected music is repro-

duced and output from the speakers 28 in real time
(818). On the other hand, ifthejudgment result is NO,
it is further judged whether the output destination is the

speakers 28 and external speakers (headphones 202a,
202b) or not (819).

[0111] Ifthe judgment result in 819 is YES. the select-
ed music (music previously selected by the passenger

to be replayed) to be output from the speakers 28 is re-
produced and outputtrom the speakers 28 and the se-
lected music to be output from the external speakers is
sent to the selected external speakers [headphones
202a, 202b) (S20).

[0112] Thus, if the two output destinations of the mu-
sic data, the speakers 2B and external player A, are se-
lectedldetermined, the speakers 28 reproduce and out-
putthe music data of the portable audio apparatus 200a.

which is the external player A, in real time and the head-
phone 202a of the external player A reproduces and out-

puts the music data ot the portable audio apparatus
200b, which is the external player B, in real time.
[0113] in this case, the music data of the portable au-

dio apparatus 2000, which is the external player B, can
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also be sent directly from the portable audio apparatus
200b, which is the externai player B, to the headphone

202a oi the external player A in real time bypassing the
car-mounted audio apparatus 100.
[0114] if thejudgment result in 819 is NO, that is, if
the output destination is only the external speakers, the
music data of the selected music is sent to the selected

external speakers (headphones 202a and 202b of the
portable audio apparatuses) (S21).
[0115] Thus, if, for example, the above selection is
made in "AUDIO MENU", the second music data is sent

in real time from the portable audio apparatus 200a, ex-
ternal player A, to the audio apparatus 100, reproduced!
output from the car-mounted speakers 28 and all music
data pieces of the portable audio apparatus 200b, ex-
ternal player B, are sent in real time to the portable audio
apparatus 200a, external player A, and reproducedr'out-
put in real time from the headphone 202b of the external
player A.
[0116] Then, in the above control state, it is judged
whether the passenger has operated the audio opera-
tion switch 107 or not (822). lithe audio operation switch
107 has been operated. an audio operation signal cor-
responding to the operation is output from the relevant
switch.

[0117] if the judgment result in 822 is YES, an audio
operation signal is output to the corresponding appara-
tuses according to the output changeover switch 109
that switches the output destination otthe audio opera-
tion signai (S23).

[0118] Thus, when the passenger operates the fast-
forward switch, it the audio apparatus 100 has been se-
lected by the output changeover switch 109, the music
reproduced and output from the speakers 28 is fast—for—
warded. On the other hand, if the portable audio appa-
ratus 200a of the external player A has been selected

by the output changeover switch 109, the music repro-
duced and oulputfrom the headphone 202a of the port-
able audio apparatus is fastforwarded.

[0119] if the judgment result in 822 is NO, that is, if
the passenger has not operated the audio operation
switches 10?, the process directly shifts to Fteturn.

[0120] Communication control and audio control of
the audio apparatus 100 are carried out in this way.
[0121] Then, the operation of the portable audio ap-

paratus 200 will be explained using iheflow chart of op-
eration control of the portable audio apparatus 200
shown in FIG. 8. This flow chart indicates the procedure
of a software program executed by the CPU 203.

[0122] Here, the portable audio apparatus 200a,
which is the external player A, will be explained, but the

other portable audio apparatus will be operated in the
same way.

[0123] First, it is judged whether the power of the port-

able audio apparatus 200a is ON or not (010) and ifthe
judgment result is NO, the process shifts to Fieturn and
if the judgment result is YES, it is judged whether the

internallexternal changeover switch 209 of the ponabte
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audio apparatus 200a is in an external output state or

not (011).

[0124] If the result otthe judgment about the external
output state is NO, the music -data (hereinafter referred
to as "intemal music data") of the music sources 204

(CD, MD, memory card, etc.) of the portable audio ap-
paratus is cutputlreproduced from the headphone 202a
as in the case of a normal portable audio apparatus
(012).
[0125] On the other hand, thejudgment result in Q11
is YES, the relevant portable audio apparatus 200 is

connected and registered inthe audio apparatus 100 in
accordance with the aforementioned searchfconnection

operation oi‘ the audio apparatus 100 (013). Thus, the
portable audio apparatus 200a constitutes a network to-
gether with other apparatuses (audio apparatus 100,
portable audio apparatus 200b) via in—car radio commu-
nication.

[0126] When the relevant portable audio apparatus
200 is connected to and registered in the audio appara-
tus 100, then it is judged whether the own portable audio

apparatus 200a is selected by the passenger as the out-
put destination through the selection signal received by

the audio apparatus 100 (014).
[0127] Then, whether the judgment result in Q14 is
YES or NO. it isjudged whether there is any request for
sending internal music data to the external apparatuses
(audio apparatus 100 or other portable audio apparatus
200b) (O15, 016).
[0128] when it is judged that the own portable audio
apparatus 200a is the output destination and there is a
request for sending internat music data to the audio ap-

paratus 100 or other portable audio apparatus 200b -
(hereinafter referred to as "external apparatuses"), the
internal music data is sent to the external apparatuses
in real time and at the same time, the music data of the

external apparatuses (hereinafter referred to as "exter-
nal music data") is received and reproducedloutput from
the headphone 202a otthe portable audio apparatus in
real time (017).

[0129] Thus, if, for example, the music sourcelcutput
port is selectedfdetennined on the "AUDIO MENU"
screen as shown above, the music data retained in the

portable audio apparatus 2003 of the external player A
is sent to the audio apparatus 100 and the passenger
can replay the music data in the vehicle in real time and
at the same time. the headphone 202a of the external

player A receives in real time the music data retained in
the portable audio apparatus 202b of the external player
B and the passenger can personally replay the music
data.

[0130] On the other hand. if it is judged in 014 and
015 that the own portable audio apparatus 2003 is the
output destination and there is no request for sending

internal music data to the external apparatuses. the ex-
ternal music data is received and the headphone 202a
reproduces and outputs the music data in real time
(Q18).
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[0131] Thus. in this case. the passengercan receive
the music data otthe audio apparatus 100 or music data

of the other portable audio apparatus 20% in real time
and personally enjoy the music data by the headphone
202a without sending the music data lrom the own port-
able audio apparatus 200a to the external apparatuses.
[0132] On the other hand, it it is judged in 014 and
Q16 thatthe own portable audio apparatus 200a is not

the output destination and there is a request for sending
internal music data to the external apparatuses, the in-

ternal music data is sent to the external apparatuses in

real time (019).
[0133] Thus, in this case, no music is reproducedi'eut-
put from the headphone 202a and it is not possible to

personally enjoy music but it is possible to send the mu-
sic data to the audio apparatus 100 or other portable
audio apparatus mob and enjoy in real time the music
data retained in the own portable audio apparatus 2003

using the speakers 28 or the headphones 202b of the
other portable audio apparatuses.

[0134] Furthermore, if it isjudged in Q14 and 016 that
the own portable audio apparatus 2003 is not the output
destination and there is no request for sending internal
music data to the external apparatuses, either, then the
internal music data and external music data are not

transmittedlreeeived and the portabie audio apparatus
200a is held in a standby state (020).

[0135] in this case, the portable audio apparatus 200a
neither reproducesloutputs from the headphone 202a
nor sends the music data to the external apparatuses.

[0136] Then, in the above control state, it is judged
whether the passenger has operated the audio opera-
tion switch 208 of the portable audio apparatus 200a or

not (021).
[0137] If thejudgment result in 0.21 is YES, an audio
operation signal according to the operation of the audio

operation switches 208 is output to the corresponding
audio apparatus (022).
[01 38] For example. if the music data reproduced/o ut-
put from the headphone 2023 is the music data retained
in the audio apparatus 100, an audio operation signal is
sent to the audio apparatus 100. Furthermore, ifthe mu-
sic data reproduced/eutput from the headphone 202a is
the music data retained in the other portable audio ap-
paratus, the audio operation signal is sentto the other

portable audio apparatus 200b. tn the case of the own
music source 204, the own portable audio apparatus
200a is controlled as is.

[0139] On the other hand. itthejudgment result In Q21

is NO, the portable audio apparatus 200a maintains its
control state without sending the audio operation signal.
[0140] Then. it is judged whether the audio operation

signal has been received [mm the external apparatuses
or not (023).

[0141] It thejudgment result in O23 is YES, the audio
operation of the internai music data is executed accord-

ing to the received audio operation signal (024), and it
thejudgment result is NO, the control state is maintained
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as is and the process shifts to Return.

[0142] Thus, if the audio operation signal is received
from an external apparatus, the music data of the own
portable audio apparatus 200a is subjected to audio-op-
erations by the external apparatus (audio apparatus 1 00
or other portable audio apparatus 200b).
[0143] For example, it is possible to audio-operate the
music data of the portable audio apparatus 200a by op-

erating the audio operation switch 107 of the audio ap-
paratus 100 or audio-operate the music data of the au-
dio operation switches 208 of the portable audio appa-
ratus 200b of the external player B by operating the au-
dio operation switches 208 of the portable audio appa-
ratus 200a of the external player A. Thus, operating the

own portable audio apparatus without causing trouble

to other passengers can freely and easily perform audio
operations of the music that one enjoys.
[0144] Communication control and audio control of
the portabte audio apparatuses are carried out in this
way.

[0145] Then, the operation of erasing music data re-
tained in the audio apparatus 100, etc. will be explained.
[0146] This music data erasure operation erases the
music data selected by the passenger from the inlorrna-
tion storage unit of the audio apparatus 100 and thereby
can arrange music data at the intonnation storage unit

at the request of the passenger.

[0147] This erasure operation is carried out by the
passenger operating the audio top switch 5Bc on the op-
eration panel 51 of the audio apparatus 100. displaying
the "AUDIO TOP MENU" screen shown in FIG. 9 on the

display screen and selecting/determining "Erase re-
ceived music" D4 with the cross cursorldetermination
button 108.

[0148] lithe passenger selectsfdetermines "Erase re-
ceived music" D4, the display screen is switched to the

"Erasure MENU" screen shown in FIG. 9, which displays

the storage content of the music data and target appa-
ratuses and erasure method.

[0149] From this "Erasure MENU" screen, if the pas-
senger selectsldetermines the apparatus storing the
music data to be erased in the "Target apparatus" se-

lection area D41 , the storage content ot the correspond-
ing apparatus is displayed in the "Memory data" display
area D42.

[0150] The music data (contents data) is associated
with the corresponding music title data (title data} and
the audio apparatus 100 displays characters that repre-
sentthecorrespondingmusictitlesin the "memory data"

display area D42 according to the music title data. When
the passenger selects/determines the music title of the
music data to be erased with the storage content dis-

played in the "memory data" display area D42 and se-
leetsldelermines the "Erase" D43. the music data that

the passenger wants to erase is erased from the infor-
mation storage unit of the corresponding apparatus.
[0151] For example, if the passenger wants to erase
the tirst music ol the intormation storage unit ol the au dio
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apparatus 100, the processing of erasing music data is
performed by selectingldetermining the selection con-
tent shown in the "Erasure MENU" screen in FIG. 9.

[0152] Note, this embodiment also sets external play-
ers (external playerA, externai player B. etc.) inthe "'Tar-
get apparatus" selection area D41 so as to erase the
storage content of the portable audio apparatuses 200a
and 200b, too.

[0153] As the erasure method, "Erase all received
music pieces" D44 and "Erase atl" D45 are set in addi-
tion to "Erase" D43. Here, "Erase all received music

pieces" means a method of erasing all music data re-
ceived trom other apparatuses and stored and "Erase
all'' means a method of erasing all music data stored in
the information storage unit of a desired apparatus to-
gether with music data stored independently.
[0154] After erasing the music data to be erased, se-
lectingldeterrnining "End" D46 terminates the erasure

operation.
[0155] Th en, the Internet operation will be explained,
which receives digital music data from outside the vehi-
cle and reproducesloutputs the music data as music
from the speakers 28.

[0156] The Internet operation is carried out by the

passenger operatingthe audiotop switch 5Bc on the op-
eration panel 51 of the audio apparatus 100, displaying
the "AUDIO TOP MENU" screen shown in FIG. 5 on the

display screen and selectingldelermining "Receive mu-
sic from Internet'' D3 with a cross cursorldetennination
button.

[0157] when the passenger selectsldetermines "Fie-
ceive music from Internet" D3, the display screen is
switched to the "Internet MENU" screen shown in FIG.

10 and the apparatus is connected to the Internet.
[0158] The "|nternet MENU" screen dispiays the mu-
sic distribution service site screen and shows "Best hits

in this week" D31. "Traditional Japanese music select"
D32, etc. allowing the passenger to select music data
from a variety of genre.
[0159] The passengersolcctsldetermines the item of
genre of his/her choice from this "|nternet MENU"
screen, selectsldetermines the music data of the music
to be distributed and receivesthe music. Then. the audio

apparatus 100 temporarily stores the received music
data in the information storage unit and reproduces/out-

puts the music data as music from the speakers 28 ac-
cording to the operation of the passenger.
[0160] In this way. using music distribution of the in-
ternet makes it possible to replay a large amount of new
music in the vehicle.

[0161] Then, a data transfer will be explained, which
transfers music data stored in each apparatus to anoth-

er apparatus and sendslreceives music data between
different apparatuses.

[0162] The data transfer operation is carried out by
the passenger operating the audio top switch on the op-
eration pancl 51 of the audio apparatus 100, displaying
the "AUDIO TOP MENU" screen shown in FIG. 5 on the
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display screen and sctectingldetermining "Transfer re-
ceived music" D5 with a cross cursorldetennination but-
ton.

[0153] when the passenger selectsldetermines
"Transfer received music" D5. the display screen is
switched to the "Transfer MENU" screen shown In FIG.

11 and the transmitting apparatus, storage content of

the music data, receiving apparatus and transfer meth-
od are shown.

[0164] Music data is transferred between different ap-

paratuses by the passengerselectingfdetennining a de-
sired item with the cross cursoridetermination button
108 on the "Transfer MENU" screen.

[0165] For example. when the passenger wants to
transfer the music data of the first music from the infor-

mation storage unit of the audio apparatus 100 to a port-
able audio apparatus 200a of the external player A, the

passenger selectsldeterrnines the "Gar—mounted mem-
ory" D51 a in the "Transmitting apparatus" selection area
D51 as the selection content of the "Transfer MENU"

screen, displays the car-mounted memory data D52,
which is the storage content of the infomwation storage

unit of the audio apparatus 100 and selects/detennines
the music data D52a of the first music in the car—rnount-

ed memory data D52. Then, the passenger selects/de
termines the external player AD53a in the "Receiving

apparatus" selection area D53.

[0166] After seleclingldeterrnining music data in this
way, selecting/detennining the "Transfer" D54 allows
the music data of the first music to be transferred from

the infonnation storage unit of the audio apparatus 100
to the portable audio apparatus 200a of the external
player A.

[0167] if the passenger wants to transfer all music da-
ta, the passenger selectsldeterrnines "Transfer ali" D55
in the car-mounted memory data D52 instead of select-

ingrdetermining specific music, then all music data is
transferred at a time.

[0168] After transferring music data, selectingJdeter-
mining "End" D56 terminates the data transfer opera-
tion.

[0169] In this data transfer, selectingldetermining ex-
ternal players in the "Transmitting apparatus" selection
area D51 and the "Receiving apparatus" selection area
D53 also allows a data transfer of music data between

the selected plurality of portable audio apparatuses 200.

[0170] A data transfer being enabled between appa-
ratuses. it is possible to easily exchange music data not

only between the audio apparatus 100 and portable au-

dio apparatuses 200 but also between the portable au-
dio apparatuses. Thus, it is possible to freely exchange
music data of preference between passengers or freely
transfer music data of the audio apparatus 100 to a pen-
able audio apparatus.

<First modification of first embodiment-

[0171] Then, Fig. 12 shows a display screen of this
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modification.

[0172] in this modification, display screen D60 shows

a screen changeover switch D61 (NAVI switch D61a,
AUDIO switch D61b. AUDIO TOP switch D61c) that

switches between the display screens, a cross cursor!
determination button D62 that determines a predeter-
mined item, an audio operation switch D63 to enter an

audio operation signal and an output changeover switch
D64 that switches the output destination ofthe audio op-
eration signal and allows the passenger to perform au-
dio operatic ns from the display screen D60.

[0173] Th at is, this modification constructs the display
screen D60 with a touch panel allowing the passenger
to enter audio operationsto the audio apparatus 100 by

directly touching the screen.

[0174] In this modification, the method of input oper-
ations by the audio apparatus ‘fO0 and control content
are mostly the same asthosc in the embodiment above.

[0175] That is, when the passenger selects the audio
switch D61a with the screen changeover switch D61,
the "AUDIO MENU" screen D65 appears in the center

and for example, the passenger seiectsldetermines the
externai player A in the Source" selection area D66 on
the AUDIO MENU" screen, the 4th music in the "Music

title list" selection area D67 and the speakers 28 in the
"Output destination" selection area D67 with the cross
cursorldetermination button D62. and thereby the audio
apparatus 100 determines the reproduction/output des-
tination of the music (see FIG. 15).

[0176] Then, when an audio operation signal ofrepro-
duction and stop, etc. of the music data according to the
input operation ofthe passengeris outputfrom the audio

operation switch D63, the audio apparatus 100 outputs
the audio operation signal to the corresponding appara-
tus according to the setting condition of the output
changeover switch D64.

[0177] Note, when the AUDIO TOP switch D61 c is se-
lected, various selection processing screens are dis-

played on the display screen D60 as in the case of the
embodiment above allowing selection operation.
[0173] As described above, this modification is con-
structed so that the passenger can perform audio oper-
ations by directly touching the display screen, thus mak-

ing it possible to eliminate audio operation switches. etc.
from the operation panel 51 of the audio apparatus 100

set in the instrument panel. This makes the conligura-
tron of the operation panel 51 compact and allows the
passengerto directly operate the audio apparatus while
watching the display screen, thus improving operabiiity.

<Second modification of first embodiment:

[0179] Then, a different modification of the Identifica-
tion method of the portable audio apparatuses will be

explained based on Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
[0180] As shown in Fig. 13, this modification adopts
a communication method capable of providing directiv-

ily for a radio signal sent from the in-car radio antenna
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34, thereby identifying portable audio apparatuses that
exist in the vehicle.

[0181] Fig. 13 is a drawing to explain that the audio
apparatus 100 in this modification sends a plurality of
radio communication signals with directivity from the in-
car radio antenna 34 in accordance with each seating

position of the vehicle 1, thereby mutually carries out
radio communication with the portable audio apparatus-
es that exist in the vehicle and identifies those portable
audio apparatuses.

[01 B2] in this modification, the in -ca r radio antenna 34
instaiied almost in the center of the vehicle emits radio

communication signals with directivity L1, L2. L3 and L4
around in four directions corresponding to the seating

positions 2,3 and 4 and ca rri es out radio communication
with the portable audio apparatuses.
[01B3} As shown by the hatching areas in Fig. 13,
these radio communication signals L1, L2, L3 and L4
are sent from the in-car radio antenna 34 so as to irra-

diate the total areas of the seats 2, 3 and 4 at their re-

spective predetermined irradiation angles. Adopting
such a configuration, this modification is constructed to
allow the passengers to be seated to reliably search the

portable audio apparatuses 200a and 20ob no matter

where the passengers put the portable audio appara-
tuses 200a and 2013b and carry out radio communica-
tion.

[0184] As these radio communication signals L1, L2,
L3 and L4 are sent, the audio apparatus 100 detects the

portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200b at their re-
spective irradiated scating positions, automatically
identifies the detected portabie audio apparatuses as

apparatuses forming a radio communication network in
the vehicie and at the same time sets the identified port-
able audio apparatuses as the apparatuses tolfrom
which music data can be transmittedlreceived.

[0185] For example, when the portable audio appara-
tus 200a is searched and connected, through the radio
communication signal L1 corresponding to the driver

seat 2. the portable audio apparatus 200a can be iden-
tified as "External player A", and when the portable au-
dio apparatus 20Gb is searched and connected through
the radio communication signal L2 corresponding to the
assistant seat 3, the portable audio apparatus 2001: can
be identified as "External player B".

[0186] Thus, this modification allows portable audio
apparatuses to be identified through radio communica-
tion signais with directivity.

<Third modification of first embodiment>

[0187] Fig. 14 is 6. drawing to explain that the audio
apparatus 100 in this modification sends a radio com-
munication signal with direclivity from the in-car radio
antenna 34 in accordance with the positions of mounts

provided in the vehicle for the portable audio apparatus-
es, thereby mutually carries out radio communication
with the portable audio apparatuses which exist in the
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vehicle and identifies those portable audio apparatuses.
[0108] in this modification, the in-car radio antenna 34
installed almost in the center of the vehicle emits radio

communication signals L11, L12, L13 and L14 with di-
rectivity in directions corresponding to the positions of

mounts 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d of the portable audio appara-
tuses set in the vehicle and carries out radio communi-

cation with the portable audio apparatuses.
[0189] As shown in Fig. 14. the positions of the

mounts 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d are predetermined in the ve-
hicle. For this reason, the in-car radio antenna 34 in this

modification focuses the irradiation angles of the radio
communication signals L11, L12. L13 and L14 as shown
in the hatching areas in the same figure and pinpoints
the irradiation thereof on the mounts 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d.

Moreover, the audio apparatus 100 in this modification
is constructed to carry out radio communication only
when the portable audio apparatuses 200a and 20%
are set on the mounts.

[0190] Also, in this modification, when these radio
communication signals L1, L2, L3 and L4 are transmit-
ted, the audio apparatus 100 detects the portable audio
apparatuses 200a and 2o0b at the seating positions ir-

radiated, automatically identifies the detected portable
audio apparatuses as apparatuses making up a radio
communication network in the vehicle and at the same

time sets the Identified portable audio apparatuses as
the apparatuses to/from which music data can be trans-
mittedfreceived.

[0191] For example, when the portable audio appara-

tus 200a is searched and connected through the radio
communication signal L11 that irradiates the mount 5a

near the driver seat, the portable audio apparatus 200a

is identified as "External player A", and when the porta-
ble audio apparatus 20% is searched and connected
through the radio communication signal L12 that irradi-

ates the mount 5b near the assistant seat, the portable
audio apparatus 200b is identified as "External player
B".

[0192] Thus. this modification allows portable audio
apparatuses to be identified through radio communica-
tion signals with directivity.
[0193] As in the case of the above embodiment, it is
possible to perform audio control on transmission/re
ception of music data, etc. by identifying the portable
audio apparatuses 200 as shown in the second and third
modifications errplained above.
[0194] Thus, the identification method of these porta-
ble audio apparatuses makes it possible to visually

check the position of a portable audio apparatus thathas
been connected to the oar—mounted audio apparatus,
thus improving operebility.
[0195] As described above, the first embodiment and
its modification have the following effects.

[0196] This embodiment first sends music data re-
tained in the portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200b

to the audio apparatus 100 via radio communication and
reproducesloulputs the music data in real time through
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the speakers 28 in the vehicle. This allows the music
data retained inthe relevant portable audio apparatuses

to be reliably and easily reproducedloutput from the
speakers 28 via radio communication without the pee-

sengers bothering to set the portable audio apparatuses
on the mounts.

[0197] This makes it possible to replay preferred mu-

sic using music data in the portable audio apparatusthat
the passenger carries without downloading the music
data from the Internet, thus improving operabtllty and

convenience and furthermore attaining cost reduction.

[0198] Especially. since the music data ofthe portable
audio apparatuses 200 is reproducedloutput in real
time, it is not necessary to store a large volume of music

data in the audio apparatus 100 and it is possible to re-
ducethe volume of the inlormation storage unit such as
semiconductor memory necessary for the audio appa-
ratus 100.

[0199] Furthermore, audio operations of the portable
audio apparatuses 200a and 200b are possible by the

passenger carrying out operationsfrorn the audio oper-
ation switches 107 of the audio apparatus 100. Thus,
even it music data is retained in the portable audio ap-
paratuses 200a and 200b, the passenger can carry out

operations of the portable audio apparatuses 200a and
200b directly from the audio apparatus 100. Also when
the driver carries out audio operations during driving,
audio operations through the audio operation switches
10? ofthe audio apparatus 100 with high operabiiity can
also secure the safety.

[0200] Furthermore, this embodiment allows the pas-
senger to freely select the mode of use of the portable
audio apparatuses 200a and 200b in the vehicle by

switching between a communication state in which mu-
sic date is trensmittedlreceived between the apparatus-
es 100, 200a and 200b, and a non-communication state

without performing transmissionlreception of music do-
ta between apparatuses using the internallexternat
changeover switch 209 of the portable audio apparatus-
es 20oa and 200b.

[0201] Furthermore, this embodiment allows the pas-
senger to visually check the physically invisible connec-
tion state of radio communication by visibly displaying
the communication connection state of the audio appa-
ratus 100 and portable audio apparatuses 200a and

20Gb through the connection situation D21 of the "Fie-
ception MENU" screen and reliably judge the connec-
tion state of the audio apparatus 100 and portable audio
apparatuses 200a and 200b.

[0202] Furthermore. in this embodiment, it the pos-
senger does not determine music source through the
music source determination operation, all music data

pieces of each portable audio apparatus are setected
one by one and reproducedfoutput as music from the
speakers 28 one by one. allowing the passenger to en-

joy music data of all the portable audio apparatuses in
the vehicle without selecting the music data every time.
[0203] Furthermore, this embodiment constructs a ra-
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die communication network made up of respective ap-
paratuses by assigning identification addresses to a plu-
rality of portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200b that
exist within the radio communication range of the audio

apparatus 100 and thereby identifying the apparatuses.
This allows the audio apparatus 100 to reliably recog-
nize which of the portable audio apparatuses 200a and
200b in such a radio communication network has sent

the music data and control reproduction of the music.
[0204] Furthermore, in the second modification

above, the portable audio apparatuses that exist at the

seat positions are searchedlconnected by a plurality of
radio communication signals with directivity in accord-
ance with the seat positions in the vehicle, thus reliably

identifying the portable audio apparatuses.
[0205] Especially, the passenger can visually check
which portable audio apparatus at which passenger
seat music data istransmittedlreceived tolfrom, thus im-

proving operability.
[0206] Furthennore, in the third modification above,

the portable audio apparatuses are identified through a
plurality of radio communication signals with directivity
in accordance with the positions of the mounts of the

portable audio apparatuses provided in the vehicle,

making it possibleto identify the portable audio appara-
tuses when the portable audio apparatuses are set on
the mount. Thus, the passenger can easilyjudge which
portable audio apparatus on which mount music data is
transmittedlreceived toifrom and the audio apparatus
100 does not search/connect portable audio apparatus-

es other than those that exist on the mounts, preventing
erroneous detection.

[0207] Furthermore, in this embodiment and its mod-
ification, the in-car radio antenna 34 is installed almost
in the center of the vehicle, which can emit detection
wave uniformly in the vehicle and can search/connect

the portable audio apparatuses in the vehicle uniformly.
Moreover, even if there are any portable audio appara-
tuses other than those of the passengers near and out-
side the vehicle, this embodiment and its modification

can reduce the possibility of erroneous detection.
[0208] Furthermore, in this embodiment. the audio
apparatus 100 receives a plurality of music data pieces

sent from a plurality of portable audio apparatuses 200a
and 200b, reproducesloutputs one music data piece as

music from the speakers 28 and reproducesloutputs
other music data pieces as music from the headphones
ofthe portable audioapparatuscs 200a and 200b. when
a plurality of portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200b

is connected by means of radio communication in the
vehicle, different music data pieces are reproduced si-
multaneously from the speakers 28 and portable audio

apparatuses 200a and 20013. and thereby passengers
of the vehicle 1 can replay desired music individually.

[0209] Furthennore, in this embodiment, a pluratity of
portable audio apparatuses 200a and 200i) are connect-
cd to the audio apparatus 100 with communication ca-
pability by means ol radio communication. music data
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retained in one portable audio apparatus 200b is sent
to the other portable audio apparatus 200a and the rel-
evant music data can be reproducedioutput as music
from the other portable audio apparatus 200a. This al-
lows the passenger to replay the music data retained in
the portable audio apparatus 200b of another passen-
ger as music using the own portable audio apparatus
200a.

[0210] Furthermore, in this embodiment, when the
passenger selectsldetenninss "Search" D24 from the

"Reception MENU" screen and perfon1'rs connection op-
eration only at the initial audio control, it is possible to
eliminate the possibility of erroneous connection even if
other portable audio apparatuses enter into the commu-
nication range of the audio apparatus 100 during music
control such as when the vehicle is traveling, thereby
preventing disturbance of control.
[0211] On the other hand, while "Update" D25 is se-
lectedidetermined on the "Reception MENU" screen

during audio contro|,the a udic apparatus 100 in this em-
bodiment automatically periorms connection operation
at predetermined time intervals and can thereby elimi-
nate the need for the passenger to perform connection
operation every time a new portable audio apparatus is
connected.

[0212] The method of controllingthe audio apparatus
in the above embodiments and their modifications is im-

plemented by the CPUs inside these apparatuses exe-
cuting the control program stored in the concentrated
control unit 20 that performs system control of the audio

apparatus 100 and portable audio apparatus 200. etc.
Furthermore. providing such a control program stored

in a program storage medium separately will also allow
the control unit of another audio apparatus, etc. to axe-
cute the above-described control processing.
[0213] The first embodiment has been explained so

tar. The present invention is not limited to this embodi-
ment, but includes any cases where portable audio ap-
paratuses are carried into the vehicle, music data re-

tained in those portable audio apparatuses is sonttothe
audio apparatus mounted in the vehicle via in-house ra-

dio communication and replayed in real time from
speakers mounted in the vehicle. its detailed configura-

tion can be changed as appropriate without departing
from the spirit and scope thereof.

[Second embodiment]

[0214] Then. a second embodiment. which is based

on the system configuration of the audio apparatus (au-
dio system) according to the first embodiment above,
will be explained. In the following explanations, overlap-
ping explanations about the same configurations as
those in the first embodiment will be omitted and expla-
nations will be focused on characteristic sections of this
embodiment

[0215] This embodiment is a modification of the first
embodiment above and characterized by the configura-
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tion of the apparatus mounted on the vehicle. This fea-
lure is summarized as follows: Instead of the subsystem
made up of the audio apparatus 100 and speakers 28,
etc. in the first embodiment, the second embodiment

constructs a subsystem in the vehicle with an audio unit
100A and speaker units 2A to 2D, which will be de-
scribed below, making it possible to carry out radio com-

munication between components which make up the
subsystem itself.
[0216] Fig. 15 illustrates a configuration example of

an audio apparatus for avehicle according to the second
embodiment mounted in a car cabin.

[0217] In the same figure, a basic configuration ofthe
audio apparatus for a vehicle according to this embod-
iment includes, in the car cabin of a vehicle 300, an au-
dio unit 100A embedded in a center console, speaker
units 2A to 2D embedded in accordance with the seats

in the car cabin and can also include a portable audio

terminal (portable audio apparatus) 3 according to the
need of the passenger in addition to this basic configu-
ration.

[0218] In this embodiment, a general configuration is
used as an example in which the speaker units 2A and
2B are placed near the driver seat and assistantseat of

the vehicle 300 and the speaker units 20 and 2D are
placed behind the right and left rear seats, but the

numberand locations of the speaker units are not limited

to the configuration example shown in Fig. 15 and can
be detennined as appropriate according to the layout
and size, etc. ofthe seats in the car cabin.

[0219] Fig. 16 shows a block configuration of compo-
nents making up the audio apparatus for a vehicle in the
second embodiment and flows of radio signals between

those components.

<Audio unit 10OA>

[0220] First, the apparatus configuration of the audio
unit 100A will be explained.

[0221] Reference numeral 112 denotes a plurality of
operation switches 112 that allow the passenger to se-
lect contents such as music and voice to be replayed in

the audio apparatus for a vehicle, set sound quality,
sound volume. replay balance or select the replay unit
such as CD and MD. Reference numeral 113 denotes a

display that displays the setting state set by the opera-
tion switches 112 and the replay state set by the replay
unit. etc. and can also be of a type provided with a touch
panel so that the display also assumes part of the func-

tion of the operation switches 112 (a display example of
the display 113 in this embodiment will be described lat-
er with reference to Fig. 23).

[0222] Reference numeral 114 denotes an external
communication unit to acquire contents to be replayed

by the audio apparatus for a vehicle from a communi-

cation apparatus outside the vehicle and it is possible
to use a communication module capable of receiving da-
ta via a cable or by radio using infrared rays, etc. from
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a radio communication apparatus oonnectabie to a mo-

bile communication network in the city or information ap-

paratus such as a personal digital assistant (PDA) mo-
bile computer.
{0223] Reference numeral 115 denotes an audio stor-
age medium (memory) that stores contents acquired
from the outside via the external communication unit 114

and can also be configured as detachable. This audio
storage medium 115 stores contents information such
as music compressed beforehand according to a sys-

tern like MP3, Solid Audio, Liquid Audio.

[0224] Reference numeral 116 denotes a radio com-
munication apparatus that carries out radio communi-

cation with the speaker units 2151 to 2D and the portable
audio terminal 3 according to a predetermined commu-
nication protocol and this embodiment perfonns radio
communication based on a Bluetooth system, which is

an example of a short-distance radio communication
system used within a range of distance of several tens
of m.

[0225] Reference numeral 117 is a replay unit that
reads contents infonnation such as music stored before-

hand in a storage medium such as CD, MD or cassette
tape. Reference numeral 111 denotes a microcomputer
that controls each block of the audio unit 100A above

and thereby provides contents reproduction by the
speaker units 2A to 2D and portable audio terminal 3,
which will be described later, and operates according to
a control program stored in memory.

[0226] Here, when contents information is sent to the
speaker units 2A to 2D, the audio unit 100A sends the
contents information compressed according to a prede-

termined system. That is, the microcomputer 111 sends
compressed contents information stored in the audio
storage medium 115 in the same data format from the
radio communication apparatus 116, but in the case of

contents information read from the replay unit 117, the
microcomputer 111 compresses the contents informa-
tion in a predetermined format such as MP3. Solid Au die
and Liquid Audio above (in the case of MD. the same
data compression formal stored in MD can be used) pri-
orto transmission thereof.

[0227] Note. that the audio unit 100A is driven by a
power supply supplied from a battery (not shown) of the
vehicle 300. Moreover. the individual structure and basic
function itself of each block of the audio unit 100A above

are presently generally known, and therefore their de-
tails will be omitted in this embodiment.

<Portabie audio terminal 3>

[0228] Then, an apparatus configuration of the ports
ble audio terminal 3 will be explained.
[0229] Reference numeral 132 denotes a plurality of

operation switches that allows the user to select con-
tents music (musical piece) or contents such as voice
to be repiayed in the portable audio apparatus, set the
replay state such as repiay start, stop and last-forward
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of the selected contents, set sound quality. sound vol-

ume and replay balance. Reference numeral 133 de-

notes a display that displays the setting state and the
replay state, etc. set by the operation switches 132.

[0230] Reference numeral 134 denotes an external
communication unit to acquire contents to be replayed
by the portable audio apparatus from a communication

apparatus outside the vehicle and it is possible to use a
communication module capable of receiving data via a
cable or by radio using infrared rays, etc. from a radio
communication apparatus can nectable to a mobile com-

munication network in the city or information apparatus

such as a personal digital assistant (PDA) mobile com-
puter.

[0231] Reference numeral 135 denotes a radio com-
munication apparatus that carries out radio communi-
cation with the audio unit 100A and the speaker units

2A to 2D. according to the same predetermined com-

munication protocol (Bluetooth system) as that of the
audio unit 100A.

[0232] Reference numeral 136 denotes an audio stor-
age medium (memory) that stores contents acquired
from the outside via the external communication unit

134 and can also be configured as detachable. This au-

dio storage medium 136 stores contents information
such as music compressed beforehand according to a

predetermined system like MP3, Solid Audio. Liquid Au-
dio.

[0233] Reference numeral 137 denotes a speaker
andror headphone that outputs sound.

[0234] Reference numeral 131 denotes a microcom-
puter that controls each block of the ponable audio ter-
minal 3 above and thereby provides the replay function

by the tenninal as a single unit of replaying contents in-
formation stored in the audio storage medium 136 and

provides contents replay by the speaker units 2A to 2D,
which will be described later, and operates according to

a control program stored in memory.

[0235] Here. when contents information is sent to the
speaker units 2A to 2D. the portable audio terminal 3
sends the contents information compressed according
to a predetermined system.

[0236] That is, the microcomputer 131 sends com-
pressed contents infomtation stored in the audio stor-
age medium 136 in the same data format from the radio
communication apparatus 135. When compressed con-
tents infonttation stored in the audio storage medium

136 is output as sound from the speakers {or head-
phones) l37. the microcomputer 131 decodes the com-
pressed contents inlormation according to the compres-
sion fomtat and reproduces according to the decoded
data.

[0237] Note. that the portable audtoterminal 3 is driv-
en by a power supply supplied from a battery (not

shown) in the terminal. Moreover, the individual struc-
ture and basicfunction itself of each block olthe portable

audio terminal 3 above are presently generally known,
and therefore their details will be omitted in this embod-
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iment. Furthermore, the portable audio terminal 3 can

also include a replay unitthat reads contents information
such as music pre-stored in a storage medium such as
CD. MD or cassette tape.

<Speaker units 2A to 2D>

[0238] Then, an apparatus configuration ofthe spea k-
er units 2A to 2D will be explained.

[0239] Reference numeral 222 denotes a radio com-
munication apparatus that receives a radio signai, etc.
including contents (e.g. musical piece) from the audio
unit 100A or portable audio terminal 3 according to the

same predetermined communication protocol (Blue-
tooth system) as that of the audio unit 1 00A and portable
audio terminal 3 and sends the radio signal received

from the own speaker unit to the other speaker units at
the request of other speaker units as will be described
later.

[0240] Reference numeral 223 denotes a speaker

that outputs contents such as musical piece reproduced
from the radio signal received by the radio communica-
tion apparatus 222. Reference numeral 221 denotes a
microcomputer that controls the radio communication

apparatus 222 and speakers 223 above and thereby
provides the function of communication with other
speaker units and contents reproduction as will be de-
scribed ialer and operates according to a control pro-
gram stored in memory.
[0241] When the contents information compressed in
a predotorrnined format is received from the audio unit
100A or portable audio terminal 3, the microcomputer
221 of the speaker units 2A to 2D decodes the contents
information according to the protocol corresponding to
the compression format and reproduces sound from the
speaker 223 according to the decoded data.

[0242] Note. that the speaker units 2A to 20 are driven
by a power supply supplied from a battery (not shown)
of the vehicle 300. Moreover. the individuai structure

and basic function itself of each block of each speaker

unit are presently generally known. and therefore their
details will be omitted in this embodiment.

[0243] The arrowed lines in Fig. 16 conceptually show
flows of radio signals transmitted/received between
components such as the audio unit100A. portable audio

terminal 3 and speaker units 2A to 2D above.

[0244] The radio signals at least transmittedireceived
to implement this embodiment include signals (herein-
after reterred to as "music signals'') including informa-

tion of contents (e.g.. music) commonly sent to the

speaker units (including the portable audio terminal 3),
signals including individual audio replay characteristic
information {hereinafter referred to as "audio replay
characteristic signals") of each speaker unit corre-

sponding to desired sound quality. sound volume, replay
balance, etc. set by the passengers using the audio unit
100A and signals including sync information (hereinaf-
ter referred to as "synch signals")oE individual sound out-
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put timing by the speaker units 2A to 2D.

[D2451 These radio signals include not only the infor-
mation content above to be sent but also identification

infonnation to identify the transmission source and
transmission destination and predetermined transmis-
sion error determination codes, etc.

[0246] Note, that the radio communication system

used in each component is not limited to Bluetooth, but
any system can also be used if it allows high—speed and

large volume data transfer In such a way that there will
be no delay in transmission of contents information to
be reproduced in a space of the vehicle room in which
the audio apparatus for a vehicle is mounted.
10247] in this embodiment, contents information is

transmitledlreceived toffrom the speaker units 2A to 2D
compressed in the predetermined format above. How-

ever, if the radio communication system used allows
high-speed and large volume datatransfer, by sending
music signals including decoded contents information

from the audio unit 100A or portable audio terminal 3, a
hardware or software module for implementing decod-
ing processing can be omitted from the speaker units
2A to 2D.

<Contents reproducticn>

[0248] Then, the contents reproduction operation im-
plemented when the above components each act will be
explained with reference to Fig. 17 to Fig. 19A and Fig.
19B and Fig. 23.

[0249] Note, that the audio apparatustoravchiclc ac-
cording to this embodiment can reproduce various kinds

ofcontents (conversation, sports replay, news, etc.). but
in the following explanations, most general musical
pieces (music) will be taken as an example of typical
contents.

[0250] First, a basic music reproduction operation in
this embodiment will be outlined.

[0251] Fig, 23 shows a display example of the display
113 of the audio unit 100A. When the passenger wants

reproduction of musical pieces using the audio appara-
tus for a vehicle. the passenger operates the power

switch and thereby makes the audio unit 100A display
the setting screen in Fig. 23.
[0252] In this display screen, the passenger selects
some desired music source from among a plurality of

types of music sources to be replayed and registers the
external player as required. Here, the music source de-
notes the source of information to replay musical pieces.

[0253] In the example shown in Fig. 23, CD is selected
and the external player 1 is selected. Furthennore, in
this embodiment. the portable audio terminal 3 is select-
ed to be identifiable with an identification number. etc.

as the external playeri through the setting operation by
the passenger from a screen (not shown) and when mu-
sic signals are senttrom the relevant terminal and audio
unit 100A. the priority order in which the music signals
should be replayed is set.
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[0254] Then, according to the music source selection

operation above, a list of CD musical pieces inserted In
the replay unit 117 (CD player, in this case) beforehand
is automatically displayed in the left area of the display
and the passenger selects musical pieces to be re-

played using the cursor key, are. near the right end of
the audio unit 100A.

[0255] Furthermore, the passenger can set audio re-
play characteristics such as sound quality, sound vol-
ume and replay balance (including the setting of a pseu-
do-silenced state. which will be described later) during
voice outp utfrom the speaker units 2A to 2D individually
for each speaker unit using the operation switches 112,
which are not shown in Fig. 23 (Note. if no setting is
performed, predetermined default settings are used).
[0256] Then, when the passenger performs opera-
tions such as "Fteplay", "Fast-lonivard" and "Stop" as re-
quired. the audio unit 100A sends music signals includ-
ing information on the selected musical pieces and con-

trol signals including control information such as stop
and last-forward to the speaker units 2A to 2D and

sends audio replay characteristic signals including au-
dio reply characteristic information set by the passenger

(or default) to each speaker unit individually.
[0257] Then, the speaker units 2A to 2D reproduce
the music signals receivedtromthe audio unil 100A ac-
cording to the audio replay characteristic signals and

control signals received in the same way and outputs a
replay signal created by reproduction as sound from the
speakers 223.

[0258] Atthis time, in this embodiment, since the port-
able audio terminal 3 is registered as the external player
1 as shown above. if the relevant terminal is inside or

near the car cabin of the vehicle 300, the headphone
137 can also reproduce the musical pieces of the same
contents as those of the relevant speaker unit.

[0259] Moreover, in the order ol reproduction of mu-

sicai pieces previously set by the passenger from the
audio unit 100A, for example, it the audio unit 100A is
higher than the portable audio terminal 3. it is possible

to output the musical pieces included in the music sig-

nals from the speaker units 2A to 2D by sending the mu-
sic signals from the relevant terminal when the music
signals are not sent from the relevant unit yet. In this
case, the portable audio terminal 3 also sends an audio

replay characteristic signal according to the setting re-
garding the replay characteristics set by the user from
the relevant terminal. The mu sic replay prionty inforrna-
tion set by this passenger can be sent from the audio

unit 100A to each speaker unit at predetermined or un-
determined intervals as a control sign at including th e pri-
ority infonnation.

[0260] If the contents to be reproduced is a musical
piece, for example. a delimitation (unit) of the amountol

information when the music signal is sent from the audio
unit 100A (or portable audio terminal 3) can be a unit of
one musical piece or a plurality of musical pieces or a
unit of a predetermined time of a few seconds or so to
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divide one musical piece into a plurality of portions. in
the case oi radio broadcasting, the unit Is preferred to
be a shorter time unit to secure real-time broadcasting.
Any way, design can be conducted in such a way as to
arrange the amount of information to be sent in prede-
termined units according to factors such as over what
extent of time the frequency band used in the adopted

radio communication system can be occupied bylhe au-
dio apparatus lor a vehicle according to this embodi-
ment.

[0261] Fig. 17 is a flow chart of musical piece repro-

duction processing in the audio unit 100A in the second
embodiment and shows the control procedure executed
by the microcomputer 111 according to a control pro-

gram pre-stored in memory.
[0262] in the same figure, in step 3201: it is judged
whether any of operation switches 112 is operated and
if the judgment result is YES (operated). the process
goes to step S205 and it the judgment result is NO (not
operated), the process goes to 8202.
[0263] Step S202 to step S204: Since none of the op-
eration switches 112 is operated, the setting state of an
internal flag F that indicates wheiherthe audio unit 100A
sends a radio signal or not is judged (step S202). and if

this judgment results in F=‘l (the radio signal is sent), it
is judged whether a stop signal to stop the transmission
of the radio signal irom the relevant unit has been re-
ceived lrorri the portable audio terminal 3 or not (step
S203), and if F=0 (transmission of the radio signal is
stopped). the process returns to step S201.
[0264] Then, ifthejudgment in step S203 is NO (when
no stop signal has been received), the process goes to

step $203 to continue the transmission of the radio sig-

nal and if the judgment in step S203 is YES (the stop
signal has been received), the internal flag is set to F:0
(step S204) and the process returns to step S201 .

[0265] Step S205: The type of the operation switch
whose operation has been detected in the judgment in
step 8201 from among the operation switches 112 is

judged and ii the operated switch is a switch related to
audio replay ("Fleplay" switch illustrated in Fig. 23), the
process goes to step S206 and if the operated switch is
a switch related to replay stop ("Stop" or "Pause" switch
illustrated in Fig. 23). the process goes to step S206,
and if the operated switch is a switch related to the audio

characteristic setting (switch notshown which allows the
audio replay characteristic above), the process goes to
step S211.
[0266] Step S206 and step S207: Since the audio unit
100A has instructed reproduction, a stop signal is sent
to the relevant terminal (step S206) to prohibit a radio
signal from being sent from the portable audio terminal
3 andthe internal llag is set to F21 (radio signal is sent)
(step S207).

[0267] Step 8208 to step S210: Before the switch
about audio replay ("Fieplay" switch) is operated, the
above selected musical pieces on the display in Fig. 23
are read irom the audio storage medium 115 (or storage
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medium inserted intothe replay unit 117), music signals

including information on the musical piece (information

ofcompressed dataformat) are created (step S208), the
created music signals are sent in a predetermined unit

together from the radio communication apparatus 116

according to a predetermined communication protocol
(step S209) and the process returns to step S201.

[0258] Then, when the operation of the switch about
replay stop ("Stop" switch) is detected in step 8205, the
Internal flag is set to F:0 (transmission of the radio sig-

nal is stopped) (step S210) and the process returns to
step S201.

[0269] That is, when the transmission of the music
signal is started according to the operation or the "Fle-
play" switch, the transmission oi the music signals each
containing a predetemiined unit amount of information
ofthe musical pieces continues until all selected musical

pieces are sent until the operation of the switch about
replay stop is detected.

[0270] Note, when the "Pause" switch is operated, the
internal flag is held to F:1 (radio signal is sent), the
transmission of the music signals can be temporarily
stopped.

[0271] Step 8211: When the operation oi the switch
aboutthe setting ofthe audio characteristics is detected
in step S205, the internal ilag F setting state is judged
(step S211), and if this judgment is F:1 (radio signal is
sent), the process goes to step 8212 to send the audio

replay characteristic signal according to the relevant
setting and if F=0 (transmission of the radio signal is
stopped), the process retums to step S201.
[0272] Step 8212 to step S214: in order to realize a
desired sound field according to the operation of the

switch about the operated audio characteristic setting,
the setting information on the replay characteristic such
as sound quality, sound volume and replay balance of

the speaker units 2A to 2D of memory (not shown) in
the microcomputer 111 is updated (step S212. step
S213), the audio replay characteristic signal according

to the updated setting infonnation is individually sent to
each speaker unit (step S214) and the process returns
to step S201 .

[0273] Here, the memory, which is not shown, ol the
microcomputer 1 1 1 , stores location inronnation of all the
speaker units 2A to 2D and setting information on the
audio replay characteristics to realize a general sound
lield at these locations (for example, when the relevant
audio apparatus for a vehicle is mounted in the vehicle
300).

[0274] The setting information above is pre-stored as
a default setting and the relevant setting information in
step S212 and step 8213 can be updated for the setting
items such as sound quality, sound volume and replay
balance except the location information of the relevant

speaker units. Thus, no matter what characteristic is set,
musical pieces are replayed with an optimal sound lield
according to the installation location of the speaker units
2A to 2D.
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[0275] Moreover, the setting of the audio replay char-
acteristic (sound field setting) using the operation
switches 112 in the audio unit 100A includes choices

like setting of sound volume to zero, setting for gener-

ating a pseudo—si|enced state or setting for generating
sound stripped of a specific frequency component, etc.
for a desired speaker unit of the four speaker units.

[0276] The reason why these settings are possible in
this embodiment is that as described above. the setting
information about the audio replay characteristic in-

cludes location information of ali the speaker units 2A

to 2D. and so it is possible to realize replay character-
istics taking into account the other speaker units when
one speaker unit tries to replay sound with a desired
sound field.

[0277] That is, in orderto generate a pse udo-silenced
state at a seat corresponding to a specific speaker unit,
it is possible to change the phase of the sound output

from the speaker unit opposite to the phase ofthe sound
output from another speaker unit within the range in
which the voice reaches the seat corresponding to the
speaker unit and set the volume level based on the rel-
evant location information. Furthermore, in orderto gen-

erate sound stripped of a specific frequency component,

it is possible to apply filtering before the speaker unit
outputs the replay signal from the speaker 223.
[0278] Therefore. the setting information that can re-
alize such a replay signal is sent to each speaker unit
through the audio replay characteristic signal according
to the setting of the audio replay characteristics in the
audio unit 100A.

[0279] Fig. 18 is a flow chart of musical piece replay

processing in the speaker units 2A to 2D in the second
embodiment and shows the control procedure executed
bythe microcomputer 221 of each speaker unit accord-
ing to a control program pre-stored in memory.

[0280] In the same figure, in step S221 and step 8222:

it is judged whether an audio replay characteristic signal
directed to the own speaker unit has been received from
the audio unit 100A (step S221) and if the judgment re-
sult is NO (the relevant signal is not received), the proc-
ess goes to step S223 and if thejudgment result is ‘(E8
(the relevant signal has been received), the audio replay
characteristics of the own speaker unit are up dated ac-
cording to the setting iniorrnation included in the re-

ceived audio replay characteristics signal (step S222)
and the process goes to 3223.
[0281] Step S223, step S224: It is judged whether a
musical signal is received from the audio unit 100A or

portable audio terminal 3 or not (step S223), and it the
judgment result is NO (the relevant signal is not re-
ceived), the process returns to step 8221. When the

judgment result in step S223 is YES (the relevantsignal
has been received), it is judged whether the received

musical signal is not sent from either one component of
the audio unit 100A or portable audio terminal 3 or both
are a plurality of types of musical signals including the
musical signals Sent from an external player, which is
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not set on the display screen in Fig. 23 or not (step
S224).

[0282] Step S225: Asthe audio unit 100A sets priority,
each speaker unit at least receives a transmitted control
signal and thereby priority in replaying musical signals
is set, and therefore if the judgment result in step S224
is YES (musical signals are received from a plurality of

types of sources), any one of the plurality of types of
received musical signals is selected according to the
preset priority in this step (step S225) and the process
goes to step S228.

[0283] Step S226, step S227: Whenthe judgment re-
sult in step S224 is NO (a pluratity of types of musical
signals has not been received). it is judged whether no

musical signal has been received (step S226) and if this
judgment result is NO (one musical signal has been re-
ceived within a predetermined time), the process goes
to step 8228. On the other hand, if the judgment result

in step S226 is YES (when no musical signal has been
received beyond the predetermined time), a control sig-

nal requesting a transfer of the musical signal is sent to
the other speaker units (three speaker units other than
the own speaker unit because in this embodiment, the
musical inlorrnation itself of a predetermined unit includ-

ed in the musical signal has a content common to all the
speaker units) and when the musical signals are trans-
ferred from the otherspeakcr units to the own speaker

unit in response to the control signal, the musical signals
are received (step S227) and the process goes to step
S228.

[0234] Step 228: it isjudgod whetherspecial process-
lng should be applied during sound output, forexample,
whether a child seat is attached to the seat correspond-

ing to the own speaker unit, or whether a pseudo—si—
fenced state is set.

[0285] More specifically, it is possible to judge wheth-
er a child seat is attached to the seat corresponding to

the own speaker unit, for example, using a general sys-
tem such as a detection system based on the output sig-

nal oi an ultrasonic sensor provided in the car cabin or
adetection system thatdetects a signal transmitted from
an oscillator provided atthe child seat from an antenna
embedded in each seatand detects the child seat based

on the size of the detected signal. and it is possible to
receive a control signal including information expressing

the detection state from the audio unit: 100A at prede-
termined or undetermined intervals.

[0236] Furthermore, it is possible to judge whether a
pseudo-silenced state is set or not by referencing the

audio replay characteristic updated in step S222.
[0237] Step 8229: Since it is judged in step 8228 that
special processing is required, in this step. a musical

signal including an amount of information of a predeter-
mined unitwhose reception is detected in step 8223 (or

acquired from another speaker unit) is decoded accord-

ing to a decoding protocol that conforms to the protocol
at the time of compression and converted to a replay

signal (that is, a signal of opposite phase realizing a
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pseudo--silenced state, signal oi sound level 0 or signal
with a predetennined frequency compcnenttilterecl out,

etc.) with reference to the audio replay characteristic up-
dated in step S222 according to a desired sound field
set by the audio unit 100A. This allows the passenger
seated on a specific seat to drive the speaker unit cor-
responding to the seat in a condition according to his!

her preference, for example, to set the speaker unit in
a pseudo—silenced state in the case of a seat to which
a child seat is attached or set the speaker unit to only

output sound that will not adversely atfect the child.

[0288] Step 230: Since it is judged in step S228 that
special processing is not required, in this step, a musical

signal including an amount of information of a predeter-
mined unit whose reception is detected in step 3223 (or

acquired from another speaker unit) is decoded accord-
ing to a decoding protocol that conforms to the protocol

at the time of compression and convened to a replay
signal with reference to the audio replay characteristic
updated in step 8222 according to a desired sound field
set by the audio unit 100A.
[0289] Step S231 and step 8232: At the time of re-
ception -of the musical signal received this time or based
on a sync signal common to the speaker units sent by

a predetermined speaker unit, the timing of outputting
the replay signal created in step S229 orstep 8230 from
the speaker 223 of the own speaker unit is adjusted
(step S231) and the relevant replay signal is output as
sound from the speaker 223 (step S232) at the adjusted
output timing and the process returns to step S221.

[0290] Fig. 19A and Fig. 19B are flow chans of the
music replay processing in the portable audio terminal
3 according to the second embodiment and show the
control procedure carried out by the microcomputer 131
according to a control program pre-stored in memory.
[0291] In the same figure. in step S241: It is judged

whether any of the operation switches 132 has been op-
erated. and if the judgment resultis YES (operated). the
process goes to step S250 and if the judgment result is
NO (not operated), the process goes to step S242.
[0292] Step S242, step 8243: It is judged whether a
musical signal has been received from the audio unit
100A, and il thejudgment result is NO (the relevant sig-

nal has not been received), the process goes to step
S247 and if the judgment result is YES (the relevant sig-

nal has been received), the setting state of an internal
flag F2 that indicates whether reception of the musical
signal from the outside (audio unit 100A) is possible or
not (step S243) is judged. and if the judgment result is

F2-0 (reception oi the relevant signal is prohibited). the
process goes to step S247 and if F2=1 (reception ofthe
relevant signal is altowed), the process goes to step
S244.

[0293] Step S244 to step S246: Since the setting state

ofthe internal flag F2 is F2:1, the received musical sig-
net is convened to a replay signal (step S244} according
lothe replay characteristic preset bythe uscroi the port-
able audio terminal 3, the replay signal is output as
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sound to the speaker (headphone) 137 (step S245), the

setting state of an internaltlag F1 that Indicates whether
the musical signal including the musical piece inforrna-
tion read trom the audio storage medium 136 by the rel-
evant terminal should be sent independently or not is

set to F120 (transmission 01 the relevant signal is pro-
hibited) (slep S246) and the process goes to step S247.

[0294] Step S247 to step S249: The setting state of
an internal flag F0 that indicates whether a radio signal
is sent from the portable audio terminal 3 or not isjudged

(step S247) and if thejudgment result is F0:1 (the radio
signal is sent), it isjudged whelherastop signal instruct-
ing that the transmission of the radio signal irom the rel-
evant terminal should be stopped has been received
irom the audio unit 100A or not (step S248) and it F0=0
(transmission ofthe radio signal is stopped), the process
returns to step S241 .
[0295] it the judgment result in step S248 is NO (the

stop signal has not been received), the process goes to
step S254 to continue the transmission of the radio sig-

nal and it the judgment result is YES {when the stop sig-
nal has been received), the internal flag F0 is set to F0:0
(step S249) and the process returns to step S241 .

[0296] Step S250: The type ol the operation switch of

the operation switches 132, which is detected to have
been operated in the judgment in step S241. is judged
and if the operated switch is the switch about audio re-
play ("Ftep|ay" switch), the process goes to step S251,
and if it is the switch about replay stop ("Stop" or "Pause"
switch). the process goes to step S258, and if it is the
switch about mode setting, the process goes to step
S259, and it it is the switch about audio characteristic

setting, the process goes to step S265.

[0297] Step S251 and step 5252: Since the operation
switch of the portable audio terminal 3 has instructed a
replay, the setting stats of the internal flag F1 is judged

and it this judgment result is F1=0 (transmission of the
musical signal from the relevant terminal is prohibited),
the process goes to step S253, and if F1——1 (transmis-
sion of the musical signal from the relevant terminal is
allowed), a stop signal is sent to the relevant Unit to pro-
hibit the radio signal from being sent from the audio unit
100A (step S252) and the process goes to step S253.
[0298] Step S253: The internal llag F0 is set to F0=1
(radio signal is sent) and the process goesto step S208.
[0299] Step S254: Belore the switch about audio re-
play ("Fteplay" switch) is operated, the musical piece se-
lected by the user is read from the audio storage medi-
um 136 and a musical signal including the Information

on the musical piece is created.
[0300] Step 8255 to step 8258: The setting state of
the internal flag F1 isjudged (step S255). and itthejudg-
ment result is F1=0 (transmission of the musical signal
irom the relevant terminal is prohibited), the musical sig-

nal crealed in step S254 is output as sound to the speak-

er (headphone) 137 ofthe relevant terminal (step S256)
and if F1 =1 (transmission of the musical signal irom the
relevant terminal is allowed), the musical signals creat-
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ed in step S254 are arranged in a predetermined unit
and sent from the radio communication apparatus 135

__ 1 according to a predetennined communication protocol
(step S25?) and the process returns to step S241.
[0301] Then, when an operation of the switch about 5

replay stop ("Stop" switch) is detected in step 5250, the
internal flag F0 is set to F0:0 (transmission of the radio

signal is stopped) (step S258) and the process returns
to step S241.

' ‘J [0302] That is. when the internal flag F0=0(transmis- I0
sion of the radio signal is stopped) if the internal llag
F1=1, once the transmission of the musical signals is
started accordingtothe operation of the "Replay" switch
until an operation oi the switch about replay stop is de-
tected, musical signals each including a predetermined 15
unit amount of musical piece information are sent until

- i all the selected musical pieces are sent. Furthermore, if
the "Pause" switch is operated while the musical signals
are being sent, It is possible to temporarily stop the
transmission of the musical signals while holdingthe in- 20

ternai flag F021 (radio signal is sent). Then, when the
internaifiag F1 =0, the musical pieces independently re-
played by the portable audio terminal 3 are output from
the speaker (headphone) 137.

[0303] Step S259 to step 8261: Since an operation of 25
the switch about mode setting is detected in step 8250,

it isjudgcd whether the operation has setthe transmis-

sion switch to ON (step S259), and the state of the in-
ternai flag F1 that indicates whethertransmission ofthe

musical signals from the relevant terminal is possible or 30
not is set according to the judgment (F121 when the rel-
evant switch is ON: step S260, F1=0 when the relevant
switch is OFF: step S261).

[0304] Step 526210 step 8264: Since an operation oi
the switch about mode setting is detected in step S250, 35

it is judged whetherthe operation has set the reception

. ) switch to ON (step S262), and the state of the internal
flag F2 that indicates whether reception of the musical
signats from the audio unit 100A is possible or not is set
according to the judgment [F2=1 when the relevant 40
switch is ON: step S263, F2+0 when the relevant switch
is OFF: step S264).

[0305] Step S265, step S266: When an operation of
i the switch about audio characteristic setting is detected

In step 8250. the setting states or the internal flags F0 45
and F1 arejudged and if F0:F1 =1 , the process goes to

step S268 and if F0;0, or F04 and F1-0, the process
returns to step S241.

[0306] Step 8267 to step 8269: In order to realize a
desired sound iieid according to the operation of the op- 50
erated switch about the audio characteristic setting and
in order to realize a desired sound field according to the

setting information onthe replay characteristics such as
sound quality. sound volume and replay balance oi the

speaker units 2A to 2D of memory (not shown) in the 55
microcomputer 131, the setting information on the re-

) play characteristics such as sound quality, sound vol-
ume and replay balance of the speaker units 2A to 2D

«.1

22

42

of memory (not shown) in the microcomputer 131 is up-
dated (step S267, step S268). and the audio replay
characteristic signal according to the updated setting in-
formation is sentto each speaker unit individually (step

S269) and the process returns to step S241.

[0307] According to this embodiment described
above, it is possible to discard cables connecting the

audio unit 100A and speaker units 2A to 2D and make
mounting of each component in the car cabin easier.
This eliminates the need for the designer of the vehicle

to consider the cabling locations or operability of ca-
bling, thus improving the degree of freedom of design.

[third embodiment}

[0308] Then, a third embodiment, which is based on
the audio apparatus for a vehicle according to the sec-
ond embodiment above, will be explained. In the follow-

ing explanations. overlapping explanations about the
same configurations as those in the second embodi-

ment will be omitted and explanations will be focused
on characteristic sections of this embodiment.

[0309] in the speaker units shown in Fig. 15, this em-

bodiment groups, for example, the speaker units 2A and

2B corresponding to the driver seat and assistant seat
and the speaker units 20 and 2D corresponding to the
right and left rear seats, and replays musical pieces dif-
iering lrorn one group to another. When such grouping

is set, it is possible to allow the passengers to arbitrarily
set a group including at least one speaker unit from the

operation switches 112 of the audio unit 100.0. and from
a predetermined display screen (not shown) using the
display 113.
[0310] Furthermore, this embodimenrallows the pas-
senger to select a musical piece source or a musical
piece to be replayed for every group set by the passen-

ger by displaying the display screen illustrated in Fig. 23
for every group.

[0311] Fig. 20 is a flow chart of music replay process-
ing in the audio unit 100A in the third embodiment, and
since the basic processing configuration is almost the
same as theflow chart in Fig. 17 described in the second
embodiment, the characteristic processing in this em-
bodiment will be explained.
[0312] In this embodiment, the audio unit 100A needs

to send musical signals differing trom one preset group
to another. Therefore, in this embodiment, when an op-
eration of the switch about audio replay is detected in

step S106 before a stop signal is sent to the portable
audio terrninai 3 in step 5108, a selected musical piece
is set for every preset group in step S107 pnorto setting
the internai flag F to 1.

[0313] Then, in step S110 and step S111, musical
piece information for every group is read from the audio

storage medium 115, etc.. their respective musical sig-
nals are created and those musical signals are sent to
each speaker unit that makes up each group by a pre-
detennined unit amount. At this time. the audio unit
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100A includes the identification infonnation oi the group

towhich each speaker unit belongs in the musical signal
to be sent.

[0314] Furthermore, when the audio replay character-
istic is allowed to be set for every group, it is possible to
send an audio replay characteristic signal according to
the setting in step S115 and step S116.

[0315] Fig. 21 is a flow chart of music replay process-
ing in the speaker units 2A to 2D in the third embodi-
ment, and since the basic processing configuration is

almost the same as the flow Chan in Fig. 18 described
in the second embodiment. the characteristic process-
ing in this embodiment will be explained.
[0316] when a plurality of types of musical signals is
received in step 8124, in step S125, the speaker units

2A to 2D perform processing of selecting musical sig-
nals according to preset replay priority in the same way
as in the second embodiment and at the same time so-

lects a musical signal from among the received musical

signals, including the identification information of the
group to which the own unit belongs.
[0317] Then, when it is not possibleto receive musical
signals in step 5126, it is necessaryto selectthe musical

signal including the identification information of the

group to which the own speaker unit belongs from
among the musical signals received as a result of re-
questing other speaker units for m usicai signals in step
S127. Or when another speaker unit of the group to
which the own speaker unit belongs can be recognized
by a plurality of musical signals received so far, it is pos-
sible to directly request another speaker unit that be-
longs to the same group to transfer the musical signal.

[0318] Fig. 22A and Fig. 22B are flow charts of music

replay processing in the portable audio terminal 3 in the
third embodiment, and since the basic processing con-
figuration is almost the same as the flow charts in Fig.

19A and Fig. 19B described in the second embodiment,
the characteristic processing in this embodiment will be
explained.
[0319] As in the case of the above-described audio
unit 100A, the portable audio terminal 3 needs to send
musical signals differing from one preset group to an-
other in this embodiment. Therefore, when an operation

ofthe switch about audio replay is detected in step S151
and thejudgment result in step S152 is the internal flag
F1=1 (transmission of musical signals from the relevant
terminal is allowed), this embodiment sets musical piec-
es selected for every preset group in step 3153 before
a stop signal is sentto the audio unit 100A in step S154.
[0320] Then, in step S156 and step S159, musical
piece information for every group is read from the audio
storage medium 136. etc.. their respective musical sig-
nal are created and those musical signals are sent to
each speaker unit that makes up each group by a pre-
determined unit amount. At this time, the portable audio
terminal 3 includes the identification information of the

group to which each speaker unit belongs in the musical
signal to be sent.
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[0321] Furthermore, when the audio replay character-
istic is allowed to be set for every group, as in the case
ofthe above-described audio unit 100A, it is possibleto
send an audio replay characteristic signal according to

the setting in step S170 and step S171.
[0322] This embodiment allows individual passen-
gers to listen to contents according to their preference

in set group units and is ideally applicable to a vehicle
with a large room such as a wagon car and bus.
[0323] The second and third embodiments above de-
scribe the audio unit10DA as a stationary type as shown

in Fig. 15. but the present invention is not limited to such
a system configuration. If the audio unit 100A is imple-
mented as a terminal that the passenger can carry with
himlher, that terminal can be carried into the vehicle by

the passenger, making it possible to transfer musical
signals to be replayed to a plurality of speaker units via
radio communication as described above. eliminating a

troublesome operation required in the above stationary

type audio unit 100A to secure (transfer) musical piece
information to the audio unit 1 00A before musical pieces

are replayed, etc.. thus improving operability.
[0324] The second and third embodiments above pro-
vide an easy-to-mount audio apparatus for avehicle, its
contents reproduction method and sound reproduction
apparatus.

[0325] That is. the second and third embodiments
above can discard cables connecting the audio unit
100A and a plurality of speaker units 2A to 2D and sim-
plify mounting in the vehicle, This eliminates the need
for the designer of the vehicle to consider cabling loca-
tions, thus increasing the degree of freedom of design.

[0326] Furthermore, according to the third embodi-
ment above. the speaker units 2A to 2D are located in
accordance with the seats of the vehicle 300 and by

sending a radio signal including contents different from

those for the other speaker units to the speaker unit cor-
responding to a specific seat, it is possible to allow in-
dividual passengers to listen to contents according to
their preference.
[0327] Furthermore, the second and third embodi-
ments above can reproduce contents with an optimal
sound field according to the locations of the speaker
units 2A to 2D.

[0328] Furthermore, the second and third embodi-
ments above can generate a pseudo-silenced state or
output sound stripped of a specific frequency compo-
nent.

[0329] Furthermore. the second and third embodi-

ments above allow the passenger seated on a specific
seat to drive the speaker unit corresponding to the seat
in a condition according to hislherpreference. for exam-

ple, set the speaker unit to only output sound that will
not adversely affect the child in the case of a seat to
which a child seat is attached.

[0330] Furthermore, in the second and third embodi-
ITiCfl1S above. the audio unit 100A is made portable and

can be carried into the vehicle. making it possible to
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transfer contents to be replayed to a plurality of speaker
units via radio communication. eliminating a trouble-

some operation to transfer contents to the apparatus on
the vehicle side, etc.

[0331] Funherrnore, when a radio signal is sent, the
second and third embodiments above send contents to

be sent through the radio signal by dividing the contents

by a predetermined unit amount of information to a plu-
rality of speaker units. This makes it possible to efficient-
ly send contents according to the time during which the

frequency band available to radio communications can
be occupied.
[0332] Furthermore, according to the second and
third embodiments above, even it radio signals are sent

irom, for example, a stationary unit in the carcabin and
a portable unit as the radio signals from the audio unit
100A, the same contents received from any one unit can

be reproduced by a plurality of speaker units.
[0333] As many apparently widely different embodi-
ments of the present invention can be made without de-

parting from the spirit and scope thereof. it is to be un-
derstood that the invention is not limited to the specific

embodiments thereof except as deiined in the claims.

Claims

1, An audio system that reproduces contents informa-
tion as sound in a vehicle, comprising:

a portable audio apparatus (200, 200a. 20Gb)
carried by a passenger oi said vehicle; and
an audio apparatus (100) mounted in said ve-
hicle,

characterized in that said portable audio ap-

paratus comprises:

contents information retaining means (204) for

retaining contents infonnation; and
transmitting means (205) for transmitting said

contents information to said audio apparatus at
least by means of radio communication, and
said audio apparatus comprises:

receiving means (110) ior receiving said
contents infonnation from said portable au-
dio apparatus at least by means of radio
communication: and

controlling means (101, 103) iorreproduc-
ing said contents infomnation received by
said receiving means and outputtingthe re-

produced infonnation as sound irom a
speaker (28) mounted in said vehicle.

2. The audio system according to claim 1,character-
ized in that said audio apparatus further compris-
as:
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an operation switch (24, 106 to 109) that allows
the passenger of said vehicle to input an oper-
ation of said audio system; and
operation signal transmitting means (110) for
transmitting an operation signal corresponding

to the operation oi said operation switch to said
portable audio apparatus at least by means of
radio communication, and

said portable audio apparatus turther compris-
es controlling means (203) for controlling the

own operation according to said operation sig-

nal received from said audio apparatus at least
by means of radio communication.

The audio system according to claim 1 or 2, char-
acterized in that at least any one of said audio ap-
paratus and said portable audio apparatus further
comprises selecting means capable of selecting a
communication execution state in which contents

information is transmitted between both apparatus-
es or a non-communication execution state in which
contents information is not transmitted.

The audio system according to one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that at least said audio
apparatus further comprises displaying means (24)

for visibly dlsplayi ng the state of communication be-
tween said audio apparatus and said portable audio
apparatus.

The audio system according to one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that said audio apparatus

identifies said portable audio apparatus that exists

in a predetermined radio communication area of
said audio apparatus and further comprises system
constructing means (101 , 110) for constructing a re-

dio cornmunicatio n system rn ads up of the identified
portable audio apparatus and said audio apparatus,
and

said audio apparatus acquires said contents
information from the portable audio apparatus iden-

tilted by said system constructing means.

The audio system according to claim 5, character-
ized In that said audio apparatus iurther comprises

instructing means capable of, when a plurality of
contents iniormation pieces is received from a plu-
rality of portable audio apparatuses identified by
said system constructing means. instructing simul-
taneous reproduciion oi the plurality of contents in-
fonnation pieces, and

said controlling means, when simultaneous

reproduction is instructed by said instructing
means, outputs at least any one contents inion‘na-

tion piece from among the plurality of contents in-
iomtation pieces whose simultaneous reproduction
is instructed from said speaker and at the sametimc
remotely controls said plurality of portable au dio ap-
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paratuses so that the other contents information
pieces are reproduced by at least any one of the
plurality of portable audio apparatuses identified by
said system constructing means.

The audio system according to claim 5 or 6, char-
acterized in that said receiving means can receive

contents information from the plurality of portable
audio apparatuses identified by said system con-
structing means,

said audio apparatus further comprises set-

ting means capable of, when a plurality of contents
intonnation pieces is received from the plurality of
portable audio apparatuses identified by said sys-

tem constructing means. setting priority of the plu-
rality of portabie audio apparatuses in order to set
the order of reproducing those contents information
pieces. and

said controlling means, when the priority is set

by said setting means, sequentially performs con-
trol that contents information received from one

portable audio apparatus is output as sound from
the speaker mounted in said vehicle on said identi-

lied plurality of portable audio apparatuses accord-
ing to said priority.

The audio system according to claim 5. 6 or 7, char-

acterized in that said system constructing means,
forthe purpose of identifying said portable audio ap-
paratuses detected in said vehicle, which is said

predetermined radio communication area, assigns
Individual identification addresses and constructs

said radio communication system with all portable

audio apparatuses, which have been assigned
identification addresses, and said audio apparatus.

The audio system according to claim 5. 6, 7 or 8,
characterized in that said system constructing

means transmits a first radio signal with directivity
in said vehicle and identifies said portable audio ap-

paratus that exists in said predetermined radio com-
munication area (L1 to L4. L11 to L14} based on a

second radio signal received from said portable au-
dio apparatus according to the transmission of the
radio signal.

The audio system according to claim 9, character-
ized in that said predetermined radio communica-
tion area (L1 to L4) corresponds to a seat position
(2, 3, 4) placed in said vehicle.

The audio system according to claim 9 or claim 10.

characterized in that said predetermined radio
communication area (L11 to L14) corresponds to a

position (Ea to 5d) of the mount of said portable au-

dio apparatus placed in said vehicle.

The audio system according to any one of claims 9
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13.

14.

15.

16.

to 11, characterized in that said system construct-

ing means sends a tirst radio signal from a radio
antenna (34) installed almost in the center of said
vehicle.

Acontents reproduction method of an audio system
that reproduces contents information as sound in a

vehicle, characterized by comprising:

a system constructing step of constructing a
communication system constructed of a porta-
ble audio apparatus (2OD. 200a. 20Gb) carried
by a passenger of said vehicle and an audio
apparatus (100) mounted in said vehicle that

performs at least radio communication;
a contents infonrration transmitting step of
transmitting contents information pre-stored in
said portable audio apparatus to said audio ap-
paratus at least by means of radio communica-
tion; and

a sound reproducing step of receiving and re-
producing said contents information sent in
said contents information transmitting step by

said audio apparatus at least by means oi radio

communication and outputting the reproduced
information as sound from a speaker (28)
mounted in said vehicle.

The contents reproduction method according to
claim 13. characterized by further comprising:

an operation inputting step allowing the pas-

senger of said vehicle to input an operation of
said audio system;
an operation signal transmitting step of trans-
mitting an operation signal according to the op-
eration input in said operation inputting step to

said portable audio apparatus at least by
means of radio communication; and

a reproducing step in which said portable audio
apparatus reproduces contents information re-
tained in the portable audio apparatus in re-

sponse to said operation signal received from

said audio apparatus at least by means of radio
communication.

The contents reproduction method according to
claim 13 or 14, characterized in that said radio

communication system is constructed in said sys-

tem construcling step only at the beginning of audio
control.

The contents reproduction method according to
claim 13, 14 or 15. characterized in that said radio

communication system is constructed in said sys-

tem constructing step at a predetermined time in-
terval.

I
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The contents reproduction method according to any

one of claim 13. claim 15 and claim 16, character-

ized in that in orderto identity said portable audio
apparatus detected in said vehicle as a predeter-

mined radio communication area, said system con-
structing step assigns individual identification ad-
dresses and constmcts said radio communication

system with all portable audio apparatuses with the
identification addresses assigned and said audio
apparatus.

An audio apparatus for a vehicle (100) mounted in
a vehicle that reproduces contents information as
sound in said vehicle. characterized by compris-
mg:

system constructing means (101, 110) for con-
structing a radio communication system con-

structed of a portable audio apparatus (200,
200a, 200b) carried by a passenger ot the ve-

hicle and said audio apparatus;
receiving means (110) for receiving said con-

tents information from said portable audio ap-
paratus at least by means ol radio communica-
tion; and
controlling means (101. 103) for reproducing

said contents information received by said re-
ceiving means and outputting the reproduced
information as sound from a speaker (28)
mounted in said vehicle.

The audio apparatus for a vehicle according to
claim 18, characterized in that said system con-

structing means constructs, when a plurality of said
portable audio apparatuses is identified. a radio
communication system including the plurality of

portable audio apparatuses. and
said controlling means. between said plurality

of portable audio apparatuses. transfers contents
infonnation retained in a first portable audio appa-
ratus to a second portable audio apparatus via radio
communication and controls so that the contents in-

formation is reproduced as sound in said second
portable audio apparatus.

A contents reproduction method of an audio appa-
ratus for a vehicle (100) mounted in said vehicle to
reproduce contents information as sound in said ve-
hicle, characterized by comprising:

a system constructing step of constructing a ra-
dio communication system constructed of a

portable audio apparatus (200. 200a, 200b)
carried by a passenger of said vehicle and said

audio apparatus;
a receiving step of receiving said contents in-

formation from said portable audio apparatus
at least by means of radio communication; and
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22.

23.

24.

50

a sound reproducing step of reproducing said
contents information received in said receiving

step and outputting the reproduced infonnation
as sound from a speaker (28) mounted in said
vehicle.

The contents reproduction method according to

claim 20, characterized in that, when a plurality of
said portable audio apparatuses is identified in said
system constructing step, a radio communication
system including the plurality of portable audio ap-
paratuses is constructed. and

said sound reproducing step, between said
plurality of portable audio apparatuses. transfers
contents intorrnation retained in a first portable au-
Clio apparatus to a second portable audio apparatus
via. radio communication and controls so that the

contents information is reproduced as sound in said
second portable audio apparatus.

The audio system according to one of claims 1 to
12, characterized in that the audio apparatus

(100) mounted in said vehicle constructs a radio
subsystem in said vehicle made up of audio control-

ling means ('t00A) equipped with a first radio com-
munication apparatus (1 16) and a plurality of speak-
er units (2A to 2D) equipped with a second radio
communication apparatus (222),

said first and second radio communication ap-

paratuses can carry out radio communications
based on a predetermined radio communication
protocol, and

said plurality ofspeaker units receives a radio
signal sent from the first radio communication ap-
paratus of said audio controlling means by said sec-
ond radio communication apparatus and reproduc-
es contents inlormation included in the received ra-

dio signal accordingto characteristic information in-
divtdually set for each speaker unit.

The audio system according to claim 22. charac-
terized in that said audio controlling means can

pertorm a setting by which said plurality of speaker
units is divided into a plurality of groups made up of
at least one speaker unit and sends a radio signal
including contents information differing among the
set plurality of groups.

The audio system according to c|aim22 or23. char-
acterized in that said plurality of speaker units is

provided in accordance with seats in the vehicle,
and

said audio controlling means sends to a
speaker unitcorresponding to a specilic seat, a ra-

dio signal including contents information different
from the contents information for the other speaker
units.
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The audio system according to claim 22, 23 or 24
charcterlzed in that said audio controlling means

sends a first radio signal including the same con-
tents infonnation to said plurality of speaker units
and sends a second radio signal including said
characteristic inlcrrnation to each speaker unit indi-
vidually, and

said plurality of speaker units applies sound
field processing based on individual characteristic
information included in said second radio signal to
the contents information included in said first radio

signal and then outputs the contents information as
sound.

The audio system according to claim 25, charac-
terized in that said characteristic information in-

cludes information on the locations of all said plu-

rality of speaker units and sound lield processing at
those locations, and

said plurality of speaker units performs sound
field processing taking into account the other units
based on said characteristic information priorto out-
putting sound from the own unit.

The audio system according to any one of claims
22 to 25. characterized in that said plurality of

speaker units is provided in accordance with the
seats in said vehicle, and

said audio controlling means controls a

speaker unit from among said plurality of speaker
units that corresponds to a specific seatso as to be
able to reproduce sound with sound volume, sound

quality or sound field different from the other speak-
er units.

The audio system according to claim 27, charac-
terized in that aseal in said vehicle is provided with
detecting means for detecting whether any child
seat is attached, and

said audio controlling means designates a
seat where said detecting means has detected the

presence of a child seat as said specific seat and
controls the speaker unit corresponding to the seat
so as to be able to reproduce sound with sound vol-
ume, sound quality or soundlield diflerentfrom the
other speaker units.

The audio system according to one of the claims 22
to 28 characterized In that said audio controlling

means is a portable temiinal (3).

The audio system according to one of the claims 22
to 29 characterized in that when said radio signal
is sent, said audio controlling means sends con-

tents infon'nation to be sent throughthe radio signal,
by dividing the contents information by a predeter-
mined unit amount of information to said plurality of

speaker units.
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The audio system according to claim 30, charac-
terized In that said plurality of speaker units com-

prises synchronization means for, when the con-
tents intorrnation divided into said predetermined
unit amounts of information received through said

radio signal is reproduced, mutually synchronizing
the output timing among the speaker units.

The audio system according to one of claims 22 to
31 characterized In that when a plurality of types

of radio signals sent from different sources is re-
ceived. said plurality of speaker units reproduces
contents information included in any one of the ra-
dio slgnals based on preset priority.

A portable audio apparatus (3) in the audio system
according to claim 22 that comprises a third radio
communication apparatus (135) that receives a re-
dio signal sent from the first radio communication

apparatus of said audio controlling means and can

reproduce sound at least through a headphone
based on the radio signal received by the radio com-
munication apparatus.

The contents reproduction method according to one
of claims 13 to 17, characterized in that said sys-

tem constructing step lnctudes, as an audio appa-

ratus (100) mounted in said vehicle. a subsystem
constructing step of constructing a radio subsystem
made up of an audio control unit (10OA) and a plu-

rality of speaker u nits (2A to .20) each equipped with
a radio communication apparatus that can carry out

radio communication based on a predetermined ra-

dio communication protocol, and
said audio reproducing step includes:

a first step of sending a radio signal including
contents information from said audio control

unit; and

a second step of receiving said radio signal
from said plurality of speaker units and repro-
ducingthe contents infomiation included in the

received radio signal as sound according to the
characteristic infonriation individually set for
each speaker unit.

The contents reproduction method according to
claim 34. characterized in that said first step cli-

vidcs said plurality of speaker units into a plurality
of groups made up of at least one speaker unit and
sends a radio signal including contents infonnation
differing among those groups from said audio con-
trol unit.

The contents reproduction method according to
claim 34 or 35, characterized In that in said first

stop. said audlooontrol unitsends a first radio signal
including the same contents information to said plu-
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42.
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rality of speaker units and sends a second radio sig-

nal including said characteristic information to the
speaker units, and

in said second step, said plurality oi speaker
units applies sound field processing based on the
individual characteristic information included in said

second radio signal to the contents inlorrnalion in-

cluded in said first radio signal individually and then
outputs the contents information as sound.

The contents reproduction method according to any
one of claims 34 to 36, characterized in that said

plurality of speaker units is preset in accordance
with the seats In the vehicle. and

said sound reproducing step controls a

speaker unit from among said plurality of speaker
units that corresponds to a specific seat by said au-

dio control unit so asto be able to reproduce sound
with sound volume, sound quality or sound field dif-
ferent from the other speaker units.

The contents reproduction method accordingto one
of claims 34to 37, characterized in that when said

radio signal is sent from said audio control unit in
said first step, the contents information to be sent
through the radio signal is divided by a predeter-
mined unit amount of lnfonnatlon and sent to said

plurality of speaker units.

The contents reproduction method accordingto one
of claims 3:410 38, characterized in that when said

plurality of speaker it hits receives a plu rality of types
of radio signals sent from different sources in said
second step. contents information included in any
one of the radiosignals is reproduced based on pre-
set priority.

A computer program product that provides instruc-
tions that implement the operation of the audio ap-
paratus for a vehicle according to claim 18 or claim
19.

A computer program product that provides instruc-
tions that implement the contents reproduction
method according to claim 20 or claim 21 with an

audio apparatus for a vehicle.

A computer-readable storage medium that stores a
program code that implements the operation of the

audio apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 18
or claim 19.

A computer—readable storage medium that stores a
program code that implements the contents repro-
duction method according to claim 20 or claim 21
with an audio apparatus fora vehicle.
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wahieiement (4) ausgewfihlte Enclgerét iibertréigt, wo— . ' U I ‘_ '7' T ‘_" ' i '
durch fiber dag zentraie Steuergerét auf dem Display (2) , ' I I.)-“L/,¢‘_’— ——2 \-—l\\ I ' i
die Bedienoberfléche (5) mindcstens oincs Endgorétes ; " ' ‘ ' ' ‘,_{:g_/ _' ’ ’ "\{ ‘\”' ' ’ “ ' I
derart darstellbar ist, dass diese visuell der Bedienober- I 77/’ “\_‘ ‘\_\ I
fléche (5) eines realen Endgerétes nachempfunden ist. /.1//./' _ If i

: '4‘.//T/I ___-_,\_| 17"!‘ T I,‘ \\\Q§§
7*“ '--"*‘v*" '—"\7"— * '—— ‘ix7 4 4 7
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Beschreihung

[0001] Die Erfindung betriffi eine Mult.ifunkti0ns-Bedien-
einrichtung und ein Vcrfalircn zu (lessen Anstcucrung, ins-
bcsondorc fiir Kraftfahrzcugc.
[0002] Multifunklionselememe ffir Krafrfahrzeuge sind in
violfiilligor Ari hokannl. Elie Fassen in ihrer Fllrlklion (116 Be-
dicnebenen verschiedener Geréile iln Kraftfahrzeug znsam-men.

[0003] Hierzu gclfcircn Radio. CD-Spieler. Navigati0nssy-
slam. Bordcompulcr. Tclcfonanlagc, und dcrglcichcn mchr.
Durch cl-as Zusannnenfassen mehrerer Geriile-Bedicn-z.uwei-

snngen sincl solche Berlienelemenle in.-xhe.-zonrlere Fiir rlen
Einsatz in Kraflfahrzeugen einigen lechnischen Anforde-
rungen unlerworfen. Zuni cincn muss das MullifunkIionsbe-
clicnelcmcnl sichcr uncl lcicln, und z.ur Vcrhindcrung cinor
Ablcnkung dos Fahrzcugffihrcrs auch sclbslcrkliircnd bzw.
intuitiv sein. Einc sicherc Bedienharkeil ill] Kraflfahrzeug
hcdcutet insbcsondere, (lass keine weitergelienrlc /\hlen—
kung vom iibrigcn Vcrkchrsgcsclichcn hcrvorgcrufcn wcr- '

den darf. Dazu mijssen die einzelnen Bedienlaslen gut er-
rciclibar positionicrl sein und clcr Bilrlscliirm (lcs Mul1il'unk-
lionsbcdicnclcmcnlcs muss zudcm lcichl cinschbarscin. Dic

generierbaren Funktionen nlfisscn logisch sclbslerkléirend
::il1gesl.olll, bzw. ubgcrufen warden kiinncn.
[0004] Aus der EP 0 701 926 A2 isl ein Mul1ifunk1ionsbe-

dienelemcm insbcsondcrc fiir Kraflfahrzenge bekannl, bei
welchem ein Bildschinn sowie ein coder mehrere 'i‘aslenfel-

cler Verwendung finden. So is! hicraus auch bekannl, Be-
dien- und Schaltelemenle bzw. -laslen logisch zuzuweisen.
Die Zuweisung crfolgl rlabci dcrarl. class cine iibergeordnele
Funkliunsgruppc zunéichsl. die ansprechende liinhoil aus-
wiihll, und clariiber hinaus den unlcrgeordnelen 1"unl(li0ns-
gruppcn oclor Bcclicnclcmcnlcn so7.usagcn die (icréilc zu-
weisn, die nunmehr bedienl wcrden sollen. Die Bedienele—

mcntc. cl. h. die Taslen zur Bedienung sind randseilig nobcn
odor unlcr clem Bildscliirm vcrtoill angcorrlncl. Der Biki-
schirin Sclbsl hat eine [B51 vorgegebenc Abmcssung, so dass
die P0311101] dz.-r randsciligen Taslun auch nachhallig orlsfcsl
gcgcbcn isl. Nachleilig isl hierbei zum einen die feslgelegte
Bildschirmgeomclric, die (lamil auch die Funklioncn cin-
schrfinkl, und clariiber hinaus cnlsleht ein durch (lit: mil 7.u111

Tull mil crlicblichcin Abslancl vom Bl1t'lSCl1ll'l]1I‘21[]L'lfll]gCU]‘(l-
nelen 'l‘as1en cine cl1'ekIive (jesmiiloberlliiche. die bein1I£in-

bau ins Kl'3flfa11l“I.CLlg ungiinslig isl.
10005] Aus dcr D15 19‘) 41 963 A] isloin MulIifunklions-

beclicncllmlenl fiir Kral1l‘al1r1.euge bekannl, mil einem l3ild-
schirm sowie ranrlscilig am Bildschirm angeordncle Badlan-
laslcn. wobci die Bedicntaslen ausscliliell-licli randscilig am
Bildschirm nngeordnci. sind und die randseiiig angeordnelen
Bcdicmasten oplisch auf dem Bildschirm. als in dcmsclbun
optisch ]1ll‘JBl.l‘.|\’Cl‘5Cl?.l forlgcsclzl dargcstclll wcrden. wobci
clic Bcrlicnlaslen nls Solllmylaslcn ausgcbildel sind, dcnen
auf dcm Bildschirln die jeweils zugeordnelen Funklionen
als in '[‘aslr:nn'2ihe generierle lhnklionssymbole anzcigbar
sind.

[0006] Nachlcilig an den bckanntcn Mullifunkli()ns-Be-
(licncinricluungcn isl. (lass rliesc dcm Nulzor cin gcwisscs
Abslraklionsvermfiigen abverlangcn. da cine compuI.eriihnli-
chc Mcniiliilirtlng [Iir viclc Nut/.cr gcwélinungsbctliirflig isl.
[0007] Der 1"-.rfin-dung licgl dahcr (lat; Iecltnischc Problem
imgrundc. cine Mullil'unkli0ns—BediencinheiI. inxbusondcre
fiir Krafit‘aI1r7.eugr: ‘/.u schaffcn. (lie von cinem Nulzcr cin
gcringwcs Ahslraklionsvcrrniigcn crl'0r(lcrl sowic oin (lam-
gehiiriges Verfahren 'I.ur Anslcucrung '/.ur Vcrliigung '/.u slei-
len.

[0008] Die Lijsung dcs Lccltnischcn Problems crgibl sich
durch die Ucgensliinde mil den Mcrkmalen (ler Palcnlan—
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spriicht: 1 nml 9. Weilere vorleilliafle Ausgeslallungen tler
Erfindung crgebcn sich aus den Unleranspriichcn.
[0009] Hierzu wird ijber das zcnirale Steuergerfiil auf dem
Display der Multifunk[ions-Berliencinrichlung die Bcclion-
obcrfléichc mindcstcns cincs Endgcréilcs clcrarl dargcslcllt,
(lass dicse visucll dcr Bcdicnoberflfiche eines realen Endge-
réitcs nHL'l1l:lIIprlll'!(]t'J1 isl. T)-ahci wirtl ansgenur/.I_, (lasx tier
Nntzer cincr Multifunklions-Bcdicncinrichlnng sich héiufig
an die Bedienoberfliiclien der vorher realen und separaten
Etldgerfile. wie beispielsweise Radio odor CD-Player. ge-
wéhnl hal. Um nun don Umgcwohnungsprozcss auf das not-
wendigsle All reduzieren, simulierl nun (lie Mul1ifunkl.i0ns-
Rerlieneinrichtung (lie Bedioliolaerfliiclle eines snlcllen rea-
len separaten Endgeréites, sodass dcr Nulzor op1iscl1 cine
vertraule Bedienoberlliiche siehl. Als Endgeréil. desscn Be-
dieilobcrfliiclie derarl silnulicrl wird, bictcll sicll ails Budge-
réttc an. die cin Nutzcr zuvor als scparalc I£ndgcr.'ait.o mil ci-
gener Bedienoberfiiiche kennengeleml. hat. Hierzu gehtiren
nehcn Radio unrl Cl)-Player ]E1S]')E'.S0l‘l(1Cl't3 Nav‘igaI.i0nssy-
slcmo, TV, Klimaanlagc, Lichlsclialtcr, Wamblinkschallcr.
Heckscheibenhcizung, Kassctlcnspieler, DVD-Player, Or-
g21niz.::r und 1'1aI1(ly/Tvslefon. Die Bcrlicnobcrfl leicllc kann (la-
bci vo17.ugs\-vcisc im Malfistab 1 : I zur roalcn Bcdicnobcr-
lliiche simulierl werden Oder abet, wenn zwecklmifiig, ver-
griificrl udor vcrklcillcrl wcrdcn. Ein weilcrer Vurlcil isl,
(lass auch gogebenenfalls in der Hardware goéinderle Endga-

réilc sowcil als moglich mil (lcr glcichen _1_1e(l1eI]()l]el‘1:l§iCl1e
dargestslll werden kiinncn, wenn S1Cl] die Anclerungen nichl
auf die Bedienoberfliiche auswirken miissen. was aufgrund
des Wiedererkennungsefiekles Berfihrungséingste zu ncucn
(ierfileii iiberwinden lllifl.

[0010] In uincr wcileren bcvorzuglcn Auslflhrungsforni
erfolgl. die Darslellung tier Bedienoberlliiche perspeklivisch,
sodass sicll fiir clcn Nulzcr dcr liinrlruck vc1's1'2irk1. (liCSCl'

hiine das reale. separate Endgeréit vor sich.
[0011] In ciner weileren bevorzuglcn Ausfiillrungsforlll isl
n1indcsI.ens cin scpamlos Iiingahcelenicm, vorzugswuisu ein
l)rch-Driick-Knopf aulfierhalb Lies Displays angcordncl. der
in den oplischcn (.'rL:samlcind1'uck rlcr SilllL]1lt3l'lsBrl l3edicn-
obcrflichc cingcpassl. isl, sodass dicscr zur Bcdicn0bcrfi5-
chc zugehiirig, erfassl wird. llicrdurch lciinncn auch anson—
slcn SCl1Wt5l' zu simulicrcndc Drcliknopfe inlcgrierl wcrrlen.
(lcncn jc nacli En(lgeriil uI1lerscI1it:(llicl1e Fullkliotlalilfllcll
zugeordnel werden.
[0012] In cincr wcilcrcn bcvorzuglcn Ausfiihrungsforrti
isl das Display als 'l‘ouch-Screen ausgcbilclel. woclurch ins-
bosonderc Taster uncl Schaller gut simulicrl wordcn kijnnon.
[0013] in cincr allemaliven Ausfilllrungslbrtll umfassl die
Mullifunklions-Bcrlieneinrichlung mindcslcns cin Einga-
beelemenl. Iniltels dcsscn ein Cursor aul' dent Display be-
wcgl wcrdcn kann, wobci die aufdcln Display dargeslelllcn
Eingabcopiioncn durch don (,'ursor ausgclosl wcndcn Iron-
non.

[0014] In uincr weilcrcn hevorzuglcn Ausflllirungsforlll
sind die FunkIionsauswahlelenrenlc iiir rlic cinzclncn End-

geriile als separale Taster odor Schaller unlerhalb dos Dis-
plays angcordnol, sodass diese sehr iibcrsichllich angeord-
nci sind.

[0015] In ciner weileren bevor/.uglen /\usfi.il1rungst'orn|
sinil clas :r.L\n1.ralc. Slullcrgcrl-it und die Iintigcriilc fiber cincn
Dalcnbus und/odor cine [lI‘1!.l‘IllOSC KomnILmika1i0n:;cinrich-

lung rnilcinnndcr vcrbundcn.
[0016] Die Plrfindung wird nachfolgcnd anhand eincs: he-
vor"/.ugIcn /\usfii|11'ungsbcispiclcs n’a'hor c1'l'a'ulcrl. Die oin-
zige liigur zoigl cine SCl'l6malis(:l1e l):1r.=;Ie|lung oiner Mulli-
funkiions-Bcclieminrichlung.
[0017] Die Multifunklions-Bcdicncinrichlung l umfassi
cin Display 2. dus als Touch-Screen ausgcbildcl isl. zwci
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links und reclns Von: Display 2 angeurdncle Dreh-Dn'.lck-
Kntjpfe 3 und vier Funklionsauswahleleinentc 4, die als Ta-
ster ausgebilclct sind. Des wcitcren umfassl die Mu1lifunkli-
011s-Bcdicneinrichmng 1 cin nicht. rlargeslellles zentrales
Stcucrgcréil. das fiber ein Bussystcm mil vcrschicdcncn End-
geriiten verbunden isL. Uber die Funklionsauswahlclemenie
4 kann (lahei ein he-iliinmles Enrlgurfil anisgcwfihll werden.
wobei jedem Funklionsauswahlelclncnt 4 ein Endgcriit fest
zugeordnel isl.
[0018] Bcispielsweisc sind den vier Funk1i0nsauswahlele-
mcntcn 4 cin Navigationssysicm, oin Radio. ein Tclcfon und
ein TV-Gerlil. zllgeordnel. Bei Belfiligung cincs FunkLi0ns-
auswalilelemenles 4 wirrl auf rlem Display 2 eine dem je-
weils ausgewiilillen Endgeriit zugeordnclc Bcdienoberfléiclie
5 dargcslelll. die der Bedienoberfléiche eines realen Endge-
rates Ilacllcmpfumlcii isl. Visucll st.ulll.si::l1 die Budieuober-
flachc 5 dcr Multifunktions-Boclicncinrichtung 1 wic dic Bo-
(lienoberfliiche eines realen, separaten Endgerates dar. Isl
(las ausgewiillllu F.nrlger':i1 heispielsweise ein Radio, so wird
(lic Bcdicnobcrllfichc S cnlsprcchcnd cincm bcslimmlcn Ra~
dio-Typ nacliempfunden. Dabei kann vorgesehen sein, dass
der Nutzer zwisclicn verschicclencn Raclio-Typcn w'zil1len
kann.

[0019] In der Fig. l isl schelnalisch die Bedienoberllalche
5 eincs Radius tlargcsl.clll., ulilfasseml cine Kanalanzeige 6
und diverse programmierbare Slalionslaslen 7, die clurch die
'l'0uch-Screen-I"unklion des Displays 2 simulierl wcrclcn.
Des wcitcrcn is! die Be(lien0be1‘ll3iL:l1e 5 derarl geslallel, class
visuell die beiden Dreh-Driick-Kniipfe 3 in die Bedienober—
fiiiche 5 eingebtlndcn sind, so dass dcr gcslrichelle Bereich
als Bcdicnobcrflficlic wirkl. wobei beispielsweise (ler cine
Dreh-Driiclt-Knupl" als Lau1sl':lrkeregler und der andcrc als
'l‘uncr-Rcgler arbcilul.
[0020] Wird liingcgcn beispiclswcisc das Funkt.icnnsaus-
wahlelemenl 4 dos Navigalionssystems beléitigl, so simulierr
das zenirale Slreuergerat enlsprcchend cine BedicnubcrIl‘2i-
clue cincs rualcn. scparalcri Navigalionssyslcms.
[002]] llierdurch wird erreichl, dass cin Nulzer slcls die

ihnen verlraulen Bedicnubcrlliichcn angcbolcn bckomml,
uiialiliangig Von der real verbaulen Hardware cles En(lgcr2i—
les.

[0022] Dies crleichterl die Beclienung durch den Nutzcr.
da dieser sich niclil l1l11T.1]Slt‘.iiEi] hal. €1L|Cl] wcnn bL:ispiels-
weise die real verbaule Hardware der lindgeritile sich iinderl.

Pa1c11lan5priicl1c

I. Mullifunklions-lledicneinrichlung. ulnfasscncl cin
Display. ein zcmrales Stcuergc1'ia'l. mindcslcns cin
liunktionsauswulilelenienl zur Auswnh] eines acu bedie-

ncnden Endgeriiles und mindeslcns ein Eingabcclc—
mcnl. wobci (las zcnlralc Slcucrgcréil ijber das Einga-
beeleliienl uingegchcnc Sleucrhefelile an das Libel‘ min-
deslcns cin liunklionsauswahlclemcnl ausgcwahlic
linclgcriil 1'ibcrlra‘g1. datlurcli gel-aenmoeicllnct. class
Ilibcr das zcnmzle Sleuergcriil auf dem Display (2) die
Bedicnobcrflétclic (5) naindc-.stc.ns L-ines I-Indgeréiics der-
arl darslcllbar isl. class dicsc B(.‘.(.llCllOl](.‘.I'l] iichc (5) visu-
ell der Bedienoherllilchc eines rcalcn lindgcrliles nach-
L'mp1'un(lcn isl.
'3. MulliFunkt,i0ns—I3cdicneirlrichlung nach Anspruch
1. darlurch geltennzeichnel, (lass (lie |Jarslcl|un§1 dcr
Be<licnobcrfla.cl1c (5) pcrspc-klivisch ist.
3. MuIlifunklions-licdicncinrichtung nacli Ansprucli l
Oder 3, (ladurch gckennzcichncl, (lass iiiindeslens ein
separales liingabucleiiicnl (3) auflerhalb (les Displays
(2) angeordncl is! und in den oplischcn (}csa1ntcin-
clruck dcr clargcslelltcn Bedienobcrfliiclie (5) cingc-
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passl isl.
4. Mullifunktions-Bcdicncinrichtung nach Anspruch
3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das separate Einga-
bt:e-l-smenl als Dreh-Driick-Knopf (3) ausgcbildel isl.
5. Multifunktions-Bcdioncinrichlung nach cincm clcr
Anspriiche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnel, dass mit-
lels minrieslcns uinus Fingaheelelilenles ein Cursor aul'
dem Display bewegbar und auf dem Display (2) darge—
stellle Eingabeoptionen aklivierbar sind.
(J. Multifunktions-Bedieneinrichluug [lElCl'J e-inem der
vorangcgangcncn Anspriichc, dadurch gcl(cnnzcich-
net. dass das Display (2) als Touch-Screen ausgebildel
ist.

7. Mullifunklions—Bedieneinrichlung nach einem der
vorangcgangenen Ansprfichc; dadurcli gckcnnzcich-
net. class die F-unkiionsauswahlclemcnln: (4) fijr din: cin-
zclncn Entlgcrizilc als scparalc Taster Oder Schaltcr un-
Lcrhalb dos Displays (2) angeordnel sind.
8. Muilifunklions-Betlieneinriclilung nach einean der
vorangcgungencn Anspriichu, dndurch gcl(cnnz.cich-
net, class (1213 zcmrale Sleuergeriii und die Endgeréile
fiber cinen Datcnbus Oder cine dralillustz K0n1munika-
tionsslroekc mitcinandcr vcrbundcn sind.

9. Verfahren zur Anslcucrung cincs Displays einer
Mullifunklions-Bedieneinriclilung, miuels inindesleus
eines FunlctionsauswahlelemenIes. ein-es zentralen

Sletlergerales und eines Eingabeelementes, wobei das
zentrale Steue-vgcréii fiber das L‘-ingabeelemeul eingege-
bene Steuerbefehle an ein iibcr das FunkLionsauswahl-

element ausgewahllcs Endgcréit iiberlréigt, cladurch ge-
kcnnzeiclmcl. class Ubcr (las zenuale Steuergerfil auf
dem Display (2) die Bedienobcrlliiche mindcslens ei—
nes [Endgcriilcs dcrarl dargeslelll wird. dass die (large-
slclllc Bedicn0hcrfi'zicl1c (5) cler l3cdic|1obcrl’léicl3c eincs

realen Enrlgcréilcs nacliempfunden isl.

Hierzu l h‘eilc(n)Zcicl1nungcn
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@ Multi-Function Operating Device

® The invention relates to a multi-function operating device _ I V 7 _‘5L ?\ -5
(1), including a display (2). a central control device. at 3
least one function selection element (4) for selecting a —- -— — — — -- — — — — — ~ — — J— —/A e — —‘
user terminal to be operated, and at least one input : ————t————i ’ | ,/‘
element (3). the central control device transmitting L‘ I /—\ ' «\ ./3
control commands input via the input element (3), to the ) : t\
user terminat selected via the at least one function i ! “’ f‘; [*1 I-_" ""'selection element (4), whereby. via the central control ; I ,|»@, ' “ \ \ | I
device, the user interface (5) of at least one user terminal I L ‘ ‘ ‘ "‘_:;Z:_' ‘ j _" 'f‘_§"_:\_; ’ ’ ‘
is able to be displayed on the display (2) in such a way /7;’ \ :x._ E
that it visually resembles the user interface (5) of a real 1 //,f.___ '____.___ :_ ,.o_ §~;‘\_ :
user terminal. : f,9—/"/ -\ _l l _ - \\\-'§\ ‘7//::_ ~<_ * 7 ___s\. ._._.
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MULTI—FUNCTION OPERATING DEVICE

Description

[0001] The invention relates to a multi—function operating

device and a method for its control, in particular for motor

vehicles.

[OO02} Multi—funCtion elements for vehicles are known in many

forms. They combine the operating levels of different devices in

the motor vehicle in their function.

[0003] Among these are radios, CD players, navigation systems,

on—board computers, telephone systems and the like. Because the

operating assignments of multiple devices are combined, such

operating elements, especially when used in motor vehicles, have

to satisfy a number of technical specifications. For one, the

multi—function operating element must be reliable and

uncomplicated and it must also be self—explanatory or intuitive

in order not to distract the vehicle driver. A reliable

operability in the motor vehicle means, in particular, that no

further distraction from other traffic situations takes place.

To this end, the individual operating keys must be easy to

reach, and the screen of the multi—function operating element

must also be easy to view. The functions able to be generated

should be able to be set and called up in a logically self-

explanatory manner.

[0004] From EP 0 701 926 A2, a multi«function operating element

is known, especially for motor vehicles, which utilizes a screen

as well as one or more keyboard fields. It is also known from

there, for instance, to assign operating and switching elements

or keys in a logical manner. The assignment is made such that a

superposed function group initially selects the responding unit;
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furthermore, it assigns, so to speak, to the subordinate

function groups or operating elements the devices that are

subsequently to be operated. The operating elements, i.e., the

operating keys, are distributed along the edge next to or

underneath the screen. The screen itself has fixed dimensions so

that the position of the edge keys is also permanently defined.

the fixed screenDisadvantageous in this context is, for one,

geometry, which thus also restricts the functions; furthermore,

because of the keys, some of which are disposed at a

considerable distance from the screen edge, an effective overall

surface results that is disadvantageous for the installation in

the motor vehicle.

[0005] From DE 199 41 963 A1, a multi—function operating element

for motor vehicles is known, which has a screen as well as

operating keys disposed at the edge of the screen, the operating

keys being situated exclusively at the edge of the screen, and

the operating keys disposed at the edge are optically displayed

on the screen in continued fashion such that they are optically

placed thereon, the operating keys being implemented as software

key buttons to which the individually assigned functions are

displayable on the screen as function symbols generated in the

vicinity of the keys.

[0006] One disadvantage of the known multi—function operating

devices is that they demand a certain capacity for abstraction

on the part of the user since a menu mode that resembles a

computer takes getting used to for many users.

[0007] Therefore, the invention is based on the technical

problem of providing a multi—function operating unit, in

particular for motor vehicles, which requires a lower capacity
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for abstraction by the user, and of providing a related method

for the control.

[0008] The solution of the technical problem follows from the

subject matters having the features of Claims 1 and 9.

Additional advantageous embodiments of the present invention

follow from the dependent claims.

[0009] To this end, the operator interface of at least one user

terminal is displayed on the display of the multi—function

operating device via the central control device in such a way

that it visually resembles a real user terminal. The fact that

the user of a multi—function operating device often has become

familiar with the previously real and separate user terminals,

In orderradio or CD player, is utilized in this context.e.g.,

to then reduce the necessary adjustment process to a minimum,

the multi—function operating device simulates the operator

interface of such a real, separate user terminal, so that the

user optically sees a familiar user interface. All user

terminals previously encountered by a user as separate user

terminals with their own user interface lend themselves to user

terminals whose user interface is simulated in this manner.

Among them are not only radios and CD players, but especially

also navigation systems, TVs, air conditioning systems, light

switches, warning light switches, rear window defrosters,

cassette players, DVD players, organizers and cellular phones.

The user interface may preferably be simulated at a 1 1 scale

with regard to the real user interface or else, if useful, in

enlarged or reduced size. Another advantage is also that user

terminals that possibly have been modified in their hardware are

able to be shown with the same user interface to the greatest

extent possible, provided the modifications do not affect the

J
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user interface, which, by the recognition effect, helps in

overcoming the fear of new devices.

[0010] In one additional preferred embodiment, the

representation of the user interface is implemented in

perspective manner, so that the user's perception of seeing the

real, separate user terminal is reinforced.

[0011] In one additional preferred embodiment, at least one

separate input element, preferably a rotary/push button, is

disposed outside the display, which is integrated into the

visual overall appearance of the simulated user interface, so

that it is seen as part of this user interface. This makes it

possible to also integrate rotary buttons, which are otherwise

difficult to simulate, to which different functionalities are

assigned depending on the user terminal.

[0012] In one further preferred embodiment, the display is

implemented as touch screen, by which push button switches and

switches, are able to be simulated inin particular,

satisfactory manner.

[0013] In one alternative development, the multi—function

operating device includes at least one input element by which a

cursor is able to be moved on the display, and the input options

displayed on the display are able to be triggered by the cursor.

[OOl4} In one further preferred embodiment, the function

selection elements for the individual user terminals are

situated underneath the display as separate push-button keys or

switches, so that they are arranged in an easily comprehensible

manne I .
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[0015] In one further preferred development, the central control

device and the user terminals are interconnected via a data bus

and/or a wireless communication device.

[0016] The present invention is elucidated in the following on

the basis of a preferred exemplary embodiment. The sole figure

shows a schematic representation of a multi—function operating

device.

[0017] Multi-function operating device 1 includes a display 2,

which is implemented as touch screen, two rotary/push buttons 3

situated to the left and right of display 2, and four function

selection elements 4, which are implemented as push button

switches. Furthermore, multi~function operating device 1

includes a Central control device (not shown), which is

connected to various user terminals via a bus system. A specific

user terminal is selectable via function selection elements 4,

each function selection element 4 being permanently assigned to

one user terminal.

[0018] For example, a navigation system, a radio, a telephone,

and a TV device are assigned to the four function selection

elements 4. when a function selection element 4 is operated, a

user interface 5 assigned to the selected user terminal is

displayed on display 2, which user interface resembles that of a

real user terminal. Visually, user interface 5 of multi—function

Operating device 1 looks like the user interface of a real,

separate user terminal. If the selected user terminal is a

radio, for example, then user interface 5 is correspondingly

based on a certain type of radio. It may be provided that the

user is able to select from among different types of radios.

U1
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[0019] Fig. 1 schematically shows user interface 5 of a radio,

which includes a channel indicator 6 and various programmable

station buttons 7, which are simulated by the touch screen

function of display 2. Moreover, user interface 5 is designed

such that both rotary/push buttons 3 are visually incorporated

in user interface 5, so that the dashed area acts as user

interface, and the one rotary/push button operates as volume

control and the other as tuner/control, for example.

[0020] In contrast, if function selection element 4 of the

navigation system is operated, for instance, then the central

control device correspondingly simulates a user interface of a

real, separate navigation system.

[0021] This makes it possible for the user to always be Offered

a familiar user interface, regardless of the actually installed

hardware of the user terminal.

[0022] This facilitates the operation by the user since there is

no need for the user to adjust, even if the actually installed

hardware of the user terminals changes, for instance.
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What Is Claimed Is:

A multi—function operating device, including a

display, a central control device, at least one

function selection element for selecting a user

terminal to be operated, and at least one input

element, the central control device transmitting

control commands, input via the input element, to the

user terminal selected via the at least one function

selection element,

wherein, via the central control device, the user

interface (5) of at least one user terminal is able to

be displayed on the display (2) in such a way that

this user interface (5) visually resembles the user

interface of a real user terminal.

The multi—function operating device as recited in

Claim 1,

wherein the display of the user interface (5) is a

perspective display.

The multi—function operating device as recited in

Claim 1 or 2,

wherein at least one separate input element (3) is

disposed outside of the display (2), and is fitted

into the optical overall appearance of the displayed

user interface (5).

The multi—function operating device as recited in

Claim 3,

wherein the separate input element is implemented as

rotary/push button (3).
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The multi—function operating device as recited in one

of the Claims 1 through 4,

wherein a cursor is able to be moved on the display

with the aid of at least one input element, and input

options represented on the display (2) are able to be

activated.

The multi—function operating device as recited in one

of the preceding claims,

wherein the display (2) is implemented as touch

SCIBEII .

The multi—function operating device as recited in one

of the preceding claims,

wherein the function selection elements (4) for the

individual user terminals are situated underneath the

display (2) as separate pushbutton switches or

switches.

The multi—function operating device as recited in one

of the preceding claims,

wherein the central control device and the user

terminals are interconnected via a data bus or a

wireless communication path.

A method for controlling a display of a multi—function

operating device, using at least one function

selection element, a central control device and an

input element, the central control device transmitting

control commands, input via the input element, to a

user terminal selected via the function selection

element,

wherein the user interface of at least one user
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terminal is displayed on the display (2) via the

central control device, in such a way that the

displayed user interface (5) resembles the user

interface of a real user terminal.

1 Page of Drawings
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